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1.1 Introduction

The appendix of this thesis consists of two databases containing information relating to 

those late Iron Age and Roman constructed cult sites mentioned in the main text. These 

were produced using Microsoft Access 97, which enabled all aspects of site data to be 

easily analyzed and presented. Although both of the databases were designed to be as 

comprehensive as possible, they were not intended to include all of the potential cult loci 

within southern Britain. Instead, they were directed towards those sites that have had a 

more positive religious affirmation, and which have been excavated to a degree where 

some meaningful archaeological data has emerged.

In both the Iron Age and Roman sections, the sites can be differentiated into primary, 

secondary and tertiary loci, relating to factors of available information (both excavation 

and post-excavation recording), the number of diagnostic finds, and the quality of 

stratigraphy. These three details were subjectively graded from 1 to 3, then used to 

determine the overall classification of the site, and thus the level of analysis in chapters 4 

and 5. Because of the large number of sites within the Roman database, there were some 

tertiary sites that may have been accorded a secondary status, were it not for the size 

constraints of the thesis format. Therefore, those cult sites that are included for individual 

analysis in chapter 5 are not only dependent upon the factors listed above, but also upon 

the need to examine a wide and contrasting range of cult sites.

The database record sheets within appendices 1.2 and 1.3 have been designed in two 

formats. As the primary and secondary sites generally contained a greater amount of 

information, their database entries are accordingly more expansive than those of the 

tertiary sites. Where possible, site plans have been included for all entries, although these 

are meant only to be part of the descriptive element of the site, and are not drawn to any 

common scale for comparative purposes. The bibliographies at the end of each entry are 

not intended to be exhaustive, but only to provide principal references. In most cases, 

further information can be found in the works of Lewis (1966), M.J. Green (1976) and 

Wait (1985).



Appendix 1.2

Iron Age site database



Danebury 1 &2 (RS1-2)

Srte information
Probably the last 2 in series of 4 rectangular 
structures in the centre of the hillfort, but the dating 
is uncertain. Extensive excavation, virtually no finds

Excavation Dates
Settlement: In Hillfort interior. Uncertain if 
contemporary habitation.

c. late Iron Age?

Religious interpretation
Both believed to be shrines on morphological and locational grounds. No associated interpretative finds.

Site Grade
Secondary

Stratigraphy Information Finds

'Shrine': Information
Two of four rectangular structures, which may belong to the later Iron Age. No indications of internal features. Entrances 
probably to the south-west.

"Shrine1 position Shrine' size 'Shrine' date
Set across trackway in central part of hillfort 
interior, which ran directly towards main 
road and east gate

1) 9 m sq. 2) 4 m sq. Uncertain: Both may be 2nd - 1st century 
BC, but RS1 is earlier.

Shrine' construction details
1) Bedding trench for upright timbers with deeper posts at regular intervals. Row of posts divide structure into 2 equal parts. 
Probably unroofed fenced enclosure. 2) Regularly cut foundation trench for upright timbers. Uncertain roofing.

Enclosure: Information
|No specific evidence, although the hillfort ramparts could have been used as a temenos.

Ancillary: Posloajtrtd date



Metalwork
MB-B11B||aB1( 

metalwork recorded

No miscellaneous finds recorded

I Bones
I No bones recorded

Pottery
A small quantity of pottery was found, but much of it may be residual.

Main bibliography
4Cunliffe 1983, 1984, 1995a.



Site information
Multi-phased site, with an ususual sequence of 
structures. A lack of recorded finds, but a good 
interim excavation report.

Plan

 
i

o
Site context
Settlement: Situated within a small 
unenclosed settlement near to a tribal 
boundary zone.

Chronology
Mid-late 1st century BC to mid 1st century 
AD, when the site was rebuilt.

Excavation Dates
1993-5

[Religious interpretation
I Based upon 'non'domestic' structural features, possible association with a miniature pot, and direct continuity with a 
(subsequent more probable religious site.

Site Grade -

Secondary

Stratigraphy
2

Information
2

Finds
1

. .:,*.^-,

'Shrine': Information
Two possible late Iron Age shrines, one square with a central pit, the other circular, containing a miniature pot.

I
Shrine' position 'Shrine' size 'Shrine' date
Adjacent to each other, near to the centre of 
the settlement on slightly raised ground.

1) 4.5 m sq. 2) c.5 m dia. Exact date uncertain, but thought to be 
c.mid 1st century BC - early/mid 1st century 
AD. i

'Shrine1 construction details
Both structures had bedding trench foundations, presumably for upright timbers. i
Enclosure: Information
The structures lay between roads that later formed the enclosure to the subsequent site, and it is possible that it also did so 
here.

Enclosure: Size and date Enclosure: Construction
n/a Unknown

Ancillary: Information
No ancillary features recorded

Ancillary:Position and date
n/a

Ancillary: Function?
n/a



Vletalwork•^••••^^^••mi ____
No metalwork recorded

-oms
No coins recorded

Miscellaneous finds
No miscellaneous finds recorded

Bones
No bones recorded

Pottery
A miniature pot found within the circular structure. In a nearby pit lay an assemblage of broken and burnt amphorae and 
tableware, all of continental origin. Likely to be contemporary with the structures.



Two structures located in close proximity 
underneath Roman religious buildings. 
Comprehensively excavated, but few diagnostic 
finds.

Stte context Chronology Excavation Dates
Settlement: Much Iron Age activity in area. 
Near to river Ock and the boundary 
between 3 tribes.

c.4th - 1st century BC 1937-8 & 1964

Religious interpretation
Based primarily upon position beneath Roman cult structures. This is no longer widely accepted.

Site Grade ]
Secondary

Stratigraphy
2

Information
3

Finds .'-1WWK/.- .-.

1

'Shrine'; Information
Two structurally and possibly chronologically diverse circular structures. Frilford 1 contained 2 pits, one with infant burial. 
Frilford 2 had central pit with votive objects, probably Roman in date.

'Shrine' position
Positioned c.30 metres apart, either side of 
an excavated area of Iron Age pits.

'Shrine' construction details

'Shrine' size
1) 9.6 m diameter 2) 13 m 
diameter

'Shrine' date )
1) c.late 2nd - late 1st century BC. 2) c.4th - 
1st century BC. Both based on pottery 
evidence. I

1) Stake-holes, cut 8-10 cm into limestone capping. South-east entrance with possible porch. Possibly an open enclosure
2) Pennanular ditched enclosure, 3-4m width, 1m depth. 3 pairs postholes in shallow arc opposite entrance, to the north 
west.

Enclosure: Information________________________________________________ 
I No enclosure recorded

Enclosure: Size and date Enclosure: Construction
n/a

Ancillary: Information
5 oval pits.

Ancillary: Position and date
2 inside the circular structure and 3 just outside. 
Uncertain dating and no clear association with the 
structure.

Ancillary: Function?
Uncertain, although one internal pit contained an infant burial, 
and another a ploughshare.



Metalwork
i^MMMMH^^

A limited range of metalwork recorded Martial: Bronze-coated sword chape fragment, model sword and shield (probably 
Roman, associated with construction of rotunda). Also an iron ploughshare.

No coins recorded

Miscellaneous finds
No miscellaneous finds recorded

3ones
A variety of domestic animal bone was found: Pig, sheep (including 2 e.g s of worked metacarpal bones), horse and ox 
Also a boar's tooth. No species or limb selectivity or structured positioning. Also, the remains of two articulated human 
burials (infant and adolescent) were found in pits within the circular stake hole structure, but no chronological association.

A quantity of Iron Age pottery representing more than one phase of occupation

Main bibliography
Harding 1972, 1974, 1987; Bradford & Goodchild 1939; Bagnal-Smith 1995
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Site information
A ?late pre-Roman ditch found, subsequently used 
as part of the Roman religious complex. Very few 
Inds

site context Chronology
Rural/settlement. Possibly part of the 
oppidum. Near to large farmstead, possibly

unobelinus's residence (Hawkes & 
Crummy 1995)

Religious interpretation

Uncertain. Possibly c.Early 1st C AD & then 
incorporated into the Roman temenos.

Based upon re-use/continued use in Roman cult site. No other indications of ritual function

I

Site Grade
Tertiary

Stratigraphy

Shrine': Information
The 'cult site' consisted only of a ditch, with no apparent shrine structure (see enclosure for details)

Shrine' position 'Shrine1 size
n/a n/a

'Shrine' construction details'
In/a

Enclosure: information
I Deep square ditched V-shaped enclosure found (75 m sq.), which is the only structural indication of a pre-Roman religious 
(site. Entrance gap on eastern side.

Ancillary: Information
No ancillary features recorded

Bones
No bones recorded

(Artefact information
|1 well preserved coin of Cunobelin, in bottom silt of ditch. Possibly from pre-Roman level. Also an unknown quantity of late , r>( 
Jpre-Roman Belgic pottery.

Main bibliography
iHull 1958; Hawkes & Crummy 1995.
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Site no
5

Site Name
Harlow

County
Essex

Site information
Iron Age circular structure found underneath side 
range of Romano-Celtic temple. A 2nd shrine may 
be positioned to the east, defined by a series of post 
holes. Possibly part of a larger religious complex. 
Well excavated and recorded, with many finds.

Site context Chronology Excavation Dates
JRural: Set on a low oval hill, with extensive 
iviews. 0.5km SW of late lA-Roman 
('settlement' (Holbrooks).

c. mid - late 1st century BC to AD 60-70s, 
before construction of the Roman temple.

1962-75, 1985-9

Religious interpretation
Based upon structured deposition of large quantities of artefacts and ecofacts, mainly in the Roman transition period. Earlier 
ritual function of structure uncertain.

Site Grade Stratigraphy
Primary

Information Finds

'Shrine': Information
Circular ditched feature, seemingly the focus for ritual deposition. Central area removed by late Roman pit.

'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size Shrine' date

i
Near summit of hill, underneath west range 
of Romano-Celtic temple.

13 m diameter The structure was probably built c. mid 1st 
century BC, but main episode of deposition 
lay mid 1st century AD. Based on coin and 
pottery evidence.

'Shrine' construction details
V-shaped ring ditch, with central slot running down length, presumably for support. Little interior survived, but a number of 
pestholes found - probably internal supports. Possibly an open enclosure during the later period Entrance to the south.

Enclosure: Information
No specific enclosure, although the ditch around the base of the hill is undated and could belong to this phase. Additionally, 
the postholes to the north could have been part of an enclosure.

Enclosure: Size and date
n/a

Enclosure: Construction
Unknown ;

Ancillary: Information
Numerous post holes and stake holes, and a circular structure.

Ancillary: Position and date
Many post/stake holes to the north of the circular gully. 
Circular structure lay to the east on the same alignment. 
Most sterile, but some with Belgic material.

Ancillary: Function?
Some possibly formed a surrounding fence (temenos?). The 
structure could be another shrine?

12



[Metalwork ___________________ ____________________________
I Many items of late Iron Age/Roman transition metalwork were found, although not all in a pre-Flavian context: Shield 
(binding, 4 miniature swords (possibly not pre-Flavian deposition), military plate, ploughshares, tools, knives and iron strips. 

|jAlso Many 1st Century AD brooches (c.122 from pre-Flavian contexts), and c.35 other items of personal ornamentation, 
lc.14 toilet articles and many other unidentifiable objects and fragments.

Coins
Large quantity of Iron Age coins (787), most deposited c.mid 1st century AD. Non-uniform spatial distribution. Most were 
mint condition local bronze issues (Cunobelin and Tasciovanus). Gold coin deposition confined to later 1st C BC. Also 8 
Roman coins

Miscellaneous finds
Bone points and plates, Bronze Age flint hand axe and other worked flint, shale bracelet parts, glass bead and other glass, 
shale and bone fragments.

Bones
12422 identifiable animal bones. 86% are sheep (mostly lamb). Regular period of slaughter. Bone selectivity (more right hand 
Jelements) but less evidence for structured deposition. Others species: Pig, cattle and red deer. Most probably butchered. 
JThe only human remains that were possibly contemporary were two adult teeth from the early 1st century fill of the gully.

2 Middle Iron Age pottery deposits found in the pnmary gully fill. Other pottery from pre-Flavian contexts ranged from Mid 
Iron Age to Roman transition, including a small amount of samian.

Main bibliography
France & Gobel 1985; Haselgrove 1987, 1989a; Bartlett 1988
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•oonty
MHHHBMMHIH,

Hampshire

site information
A shrine set within a temenos, located underneath a 
masonry temple of similar shape. No fully published 
excavation report. Many finds, but limited 
information.

Plan

Site context Jhronology Excavation Dates
Rural: Set on higher ground in the north of 
the Island. No associated settlement found, 
but surrounded by a series of undated 
features and enclosures.

c.mid 1st century BC to AD 60-70s, when 
replaced by a masonry temple.

1976-1981

Religious interpretation
IBased upon morphological and positional analogies with the overlying Roman temple, as well as large quantities of 
(structured deposits.

Site Grade "';*"r "•''"
Primary

Stratigraphy
3

Information
1

Finds
3

'Shrine': Information
(Circular shrine, with centrally placed votive pit. The focal structure of the site.

['Shrine' position
I Centrally positioned within tenemos.

'Shrine' construction details

'Shrine' size
8 m Diameter

'Shrine' date ""]
c. mid 1 st century BC to mid 1 st century AD, 
based on coin and pottery evidence. 
Possibly 2 distinct periods of deposition. ,

Trenches and Pestholes. Post and wattle wall set in inner gully. Also outer gully. Possibly an entrance structure to the east. 
2 small post-holes just inside entrance, containing carbonised oak fragments. Beam-slot/narrow gully near entrance.

Enclosure: Information
Three possible enclosure stages. The outer (110 m sq.) shown by geophysical survey, so undated. The middle (24x21 m) is 
the main enclosure. The inner surrounds only the front part of the shrine area, thereby dividing the courtyard. All entrances 
are align

Enclosure: Size and date Enclosure: Construction
Outer: c.110 m sq. Middle: 24 x 21 m. Inner: 9 x 
11.5 m. Outer undated. Middle and inner probably 
contemporary - mid 1sr century BC - mid 1st century 
AD.

Outer: Uncertain, open on east side. Middle: Shallow Ditch, with Post 
holes (2 phases). Eastern entrance, probably with large sarson. 
Inner: wooden beam slots with eastern entrance.

Ancillary: Information
Geophysical survey showed an oval feature made of substantial concentric post pits and

Ancillary: Position and date
Located to the south of the shrine, between the main and 
outer enclosure. Date uncertain until excavation.

partial ditches.

Ancillary: Function?
Unknown. Possibly some kind of earlier henge monument, which 
influenced the location of the shrine.

14



Mejalwork
jMany items of metalwork, including trappings of Iron Age warrior: Spearheads, shield/sword binding, sword chapes, 
Jbelthooks, 3-link bridle bit, Iron lynch pins, nave hoops, bronze riveted strips, bronze tankard handles and several iron 
Icurrency bars. Also items of personal adornment: Brooches, finger rings, bracelets, beads, toilet articles, and fragments of 4 
(speculum hand mirrors, from early 1st C AD. Probably produced in Italy.

Coins

I
54 identifiable coins from an Iron Age context: 26 British, 20 Gallic, 8 Roman. Many plated specimens, and some 
deliberately damaged. Probably two main periods of deposition: Mid - late 1st century BC, and mid 1st century AD.

Miscellaneous finds
A significant amount of flintwork: Mostly Neolithic/bronze Age scrapers, and also Neolithic polished axe and Mesolithic axe 
from topsoil. All likley to be deliberate deposits.

Bones
20,000 animal bone fragments, very few analysed. Most are ovicaprid and pig bones. A lack of cow bones is unlike 
contemporary settlements, and indicative of species selectivity. Also red deer, domestic fowl and mouse. Fragments of two 
human bones found: 1) Cranium fragment, badly preserved. No frontal features 2) Mandible, probably of person 20-30 yrs. 
Not structured deposits.

Pottery
A quantity of pottery, including late saucepan pot style (mid 1st C BC) and Atrebatic wares (c.early 1st C.AD). Also 
fragments of southern Italian amphora, Dressel type 1 (1st C.BC) in ditch.

Main bibliography
Downey, King & Soffe 1979, 1980; King & Soffe 1991, 1994a+b, 1998; McConnell & Turner 1999.
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One of the first Iron Age structures in Britain to be 
regarded as a shrine. Topsoil removed from site 
prior to excavation, so later stratigraphy is unknown 
No diagnostic finds.

Site context Chronology Excavation Dates
Settlement: Within enclosed Iron Age 
settlement, but uncertain if contemporary.

Uncertain. Mid-late Iron Age? 1946

Religious interpretation
Based upon structural analogies with Romano-Celtic temples, and position within the centre of the settlement.

(Secondary
Stratigraphy

2
Information

3
Finds

0

'Shrine': Information
Rectangular concentric structure, resembling in plan a Romano-Celtic temple, although uncertain if two parts are 
contemporary.

'Shrine* position 'Shrine' size 'Shrine' date
In central- west part of settlement (off 
centre), away from domestic structures.

5.34 x 4.42m (internal). 10.67 
x 9.14 m (external)

Mid to late Iron Age. The dating evidence 
was slight, relying upon a meagre and often 
residual pottery assemblage.

'Shrine' construction details
Bedding trenches for vertical planks with large postholes at corners and doorjambs. External wall formed by irregular close - 
set post holes - probably upright posts & planks. Many repairs. Uncertain if one whole structure. Entrance on eastern side.

Enclosure: Information
None detected, but open area around structure may have contained insubstantial enclosure.

Enclosure: Size and date E ndosure:Construction
n/a n/a

Ancillary: Information
2 linear features: Regular slot, 0.18 m deep and a line of postholes, including 2 deep ones.

Ancillary: Position and date Ancillary: Function?
Situated projecting from the south & north of the outer 
entrance. Uncertain date.

Uncertain. Possibly some kind of entrance structure

16



1 gold coin known to have come from the site (c.50 - 25 BC), but no indications that it was associated with the shrine.

Miscellaneous finds
No miscellaneous finds recorded

Bones
1 No bones recorded

Pottery
Mostly Middle Iron Age: 3 sherds in post holes, 12 from floor area. Also many residual sherds of late Bronze Age pottery 
found in the area. Late Iron Age sherds found elsewhere on the site.

Grimes & Close-Brooks 1993

17



Site no Site Name
8 Lancing Down

County
West Sussex 

Site information
Small insubstantial square structure located c 5m 
from Romano-Celtic temple. Well recorded, but few 
finds.

Site context Chronology
Rural: On a ridge overlooking the English 
channel.

c.Early 1st century AD - Roman transition 
when the Romano-Celtic temple built.

Religious interpretation
Based upon location near to the later Romano-Celtic temple & possibly direct continuity between them. Also interpreted as 
a funerary structure (Black 1986 204).

Site Grade
Secondary

Stratigraphy Information

'Shrine': Information
Small concentric square structure with central post-hole, surrounded by an outer circular feature.

'Shrine* position
Offset (SE in Tenemos). Near to the 
Romano-Celtic temple.

'Shrine' size
c.3. 5 m sq.

'Shrine' date
1st century AD. Evidence from small amount 
of pottery, which runs in a continuous 
sequence from the 1st to 2nd century AD, 
suggesting continuity with the Roman

lBBi' construction details

1«4

i
• Shallow, 4-sided sq. gully (2m across; 2 pestholes at SE & SW corners), inside shallow 3 sided sq. gully (3m; 4 pestholes, 
leach corner). Outside, faint traces of narrow circular feature (3.5m dia.). Possible entrance to the north. I
Enclosure: Information

I Approximately circular temenos enclosure (41 x 36 m), which later surrounded the Romano-Celtic temple. It probably 
originated in the LPRIA, there is no secure pre-Roman phasing.

Enclosure: Size and date Enclosure: Construction
41 x 36 m. It probably originated in the LPRIA, there 
is no secure pre-Roman phasing.

Shallow pestholes indicate fence line of short posts (some destroyed 
by later gully). Additional pestholes maybe related to enclosure. 
Roman entrance c.5 m south of 'shrine'.

Ancillary: Information
No ancillary features recorded

Ancillary: Position and date
n/a

Ancillary: Function?
n/a

18



Most items of metalwork were probably for structural purposes and not securely dated: 28 nails, folded bronze sheet, 2 iron 
rings and a brooch fragment.

Coins
No coins recorded

Miscellaneous finds
6 Rotary quern fragments from part of temenos gully, nearest to the 'shrine' structure.

Bones
48 animal bone fragments found, almost all severely abraded. 36 ovicaprid, 6 cattle and 6 pig Most probably associated 
with later Roman temple.

Pottery
Grog-tempered ware (late 1st C. BC - mid/late 1st C. AD) and a very small amount of Terra Rubra ware (mid 1st C. AD at ! 
latest). Pottery sequence uninterrupted into Roman period. j

Main bibliography
Bedwin 1981; Frere 1940.
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Site information
Insubstantial structure within an Iron Age 
settlement. No Diagnostic finds.

Site context Chronology Excavation Dates
Settlement. Iron Age nucleated village. Uncertain c. 2nd C BC? 1970-1_
Religious interpretation
Based only on morphology and position.

___ -

Site Grade
(Tertiary

Stratigraphy Information [ Finds
0

'Shrine': Information
Irregular polygonal structure. Uncertain as to original form

['Shrine' pos|
Sited in centre of nucleated settlement. Surrounded by 
small clear area.

'Shrine1 size
Approximately 8 x 4 m

'Shrine' construction details
Post hole construction, with possible partial reconstruction in south-east area. Largest of rectangular post-hole constructions 
found in the settlement. Author suggested internal division (Drury 1978 24), but no evidence.

[Enclosure: Information_____________________ 
1 Small clear area around structure, but no evidence for enclosure

^

Ancillary: Information
No ancillary features recorded

Bones
No bones recorded

Artefact information
No diagnostic artefacts recorded

Main bibliography
J Drury 1978, 1980; Wait 1985.
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Plan

Possible shrine structure, drystone walls mostly 
destroyed by superimposed late Roman building. 
Many finds in the vicinity and reasonable recording.

I;
Site context Chronology Excavation Dates
Settlement: Hill fort interior, but uncertain if 
contemporary habitation.

c. Early to mid 1st century AD 1934

Religious Interpretation
I Based upon position, indirect association with overlying late Roman cult building and a series of artefact and ecofact 
{deposits in the immediate area.

Information Finds

'Shrine': Information
Circular structure, with eastern entrance aligned on trackway.

1
'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size Shrine'date
In an open area, near the top of the hillfort. 8 m diameter Early - mid 1st century AD, based on 

pottery and coin evidence.

Shrine* construction details
Drystone walls of chalk and limestone, with 6 post holes that may represent a porch/portico.

Enclosure: Information
No specific enclosure located, except boundary to hillfort.

Enclosure: Size and date Enclosure: Construction
n/a Unknown

Ancillary: Information
Numerous pits. One of larger pits (B1 a - c 3m deep) had ring of sheep bones around perimeter. Many pits possibly lined & 
filled with water - had channels leading into them. Many had deposits.

Ancillary: Position and date
The majority were on site B, 20-30 m north-east of shrine 
structure. Most site B pits from mid - late 1st C BC, when 
area nearer shrine (L) had less activity. Then followed 
shift in activity area to site L.

Ancillary: Function?
Uncertain, but possibly used as ritual pits.

21



Metah/vonX

1 3
Sword binding and fragments, arrow/spear heads, axe head, chainmail fragment, 
ame deposit as pony leg bones, near to shrine - a single partial chariot/wagon ,— 

Iron Age/early Roman period, 5 finger rings, bronze needles, flat iron object, in shape of Bbut s head roncurr«h ro ' nger rn9s ' 
DUIIS head, iron currency bar and other structural and/or unidentifiable fragments.

6 coins found near to the structure, all early 1st century AD, south-western types

T :^jj5
Miscellaneous finds 4 bones 9ouges ' amier to99ie ' antier cheek

fromHshrine area - lncom P lele "8 b°nes of pony found associated with harness fitting 
Assoclated Wlth the sh rine structure on ore-Roman Belgic layer c AD 25-45 Three humann

Wheeler 1943; Woodward 1992
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Site no Site Name
Muntham court

County
Sussex

Plan

Site information
Plan not available

One of several post-holed structures in the area, but 
situated underneath a circular Roman temple. 
Fragmentary reporting, few finds.

Site context Chronology
—=——=m™

{Settlement?: located on high ground in an 
(area of extensive Iron Age occupation, but 
I uncertain if contemporary.

j Religious interpretation

Uncertain Before 1955

Based upon location beneath Roman temple and apparent concentration of dog bones (Dr Sally White, pers com.).

Site Grade
Tertiary

Stratigraphy
1

Information

'Shrine1 : Information
JSmall rectangular structure with very few details.

;'Shrine' position
IWithin palisade in Iron Age settlement

i'Shrine* construction details

'Shrine1 size
c.2 x 3 m

3Post hole construction.

1
Enclosure: Information

JA palisaded enclosure is recorded, but details are lacking.

[Ancillary:Information
No ancillary features recorded

Bones
No bones recorded

I
Artefact information
No diagnostic artefacts recorded

Main bibliography
Holleyman 1961; Drury 1980; Wait 1985
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12|South Cadbury 1 (structure N5)

Site information
Probable shrine structure set in a specialised non- 
domestic area of the central hillfort. Well recorded in 
the archive, with many finds in the immediate area.

>;*as>;&*&$&?*(*&&•^r^^^t ':-•:,^ -'^" V K '
T : " " 1

. *• +* ^
I . ~ f\ . .'>**. 'if> .#•••:;% 2*5

Site context Ihronology Excavation Dates
Settlement: In the highest part of the hill fort 
interior, uncertain if much contemporary 
occupation.

Uncertain. Probably early/mid 1st century 
BC to Roman transition period (sanctity of 
the site may go further back).

1968-1971

Religious interpretation
I Based upon location and morphology, and it's likely association with nearby metalwork and animal deposits.

Site Grade
Primary

Stratigraphy Information Finds

'Shrine': Information
Small rectangular porched structure. Possibly a later addition to the cult site.

'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size 'Shrine' date'
Sited near the centre of the hillfort, facing 

jlopen area in centre.

I

Internal: c.3.5 x 2.5 m. 
External: c.4.6 x 3.4 m 
(including porch structure)

Probably mid 1st century BC to mid 1st 
century AD, based upon the general pottery 
assemblage from the foundation trenches.

'Shrine' construction details
Rectangular bedding trench (0.4m wide. 0.3m deep), for upright posts. 2 short protruding trenches indicate division of 
space - possibly cella & porch of c.1 m depth? Wall trench filled with soil, stones & quantity of pottery. Structure open to the 
east

Enclosure: Information
No specific enclosure found, although palisades along the southern boundary of the central plateau may have been part of 
a temenos. Alternatively, the hillfort boundary may have been utilised as such.

Enclosure: Construction
Unknown

Ancillary: Information
Central plateau area, with evidence for a metalworking tradition, including pits and hearths. Also 40 cattle

(Ancillary: Position and date
All positioned in an area to the front of the shrine 
structure, with metalwork deposits concentrated to the 
north and animal burials to the south. The latter part of 
their formation possibly contemporary with shrine.

buried in pits.

Ancillary: Function?
Metalworking features - only two hearths possibly in use during 
the later period. Animal burial pits - ritual. The latter part of their 
formation possibly contemporary with shrine. *
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[Metaiwork
JMany items found from topsoil, 'rubbish 1 layer and shrine trenches, possibly related to ritual use: Scabbard and sword parts, 
jspear heads, knives, iron tools, cauldron binding/sheets and many other bronze and iron scraps, possibly metalworking 

Jdebris. Also many items of ornamentation, that together with other metalwork deposits, are often highly fragmentary: 
I Brooches, bracelets, rings and pins.

iCottiS
JA Durotrigian coin came from the topsoil in the central plateau.

Miscellaneous finds
Quern fragments, worked bone, spindlewhorls, whetstones, hammerstone and bone weaving combs. All found in the topsoil 
and 'rubbish 1 layers, together the the bedding trench of the structure.

Bones
I In a zone leading from the shrine, at least 34 neo-natal calves and two complete adult cows were buried in pits Also many 
1 unstructured butchered bones (cattle, sheep and pig), mainly in 'rubbish' layer. Many animal deposits probably earlier than 
(shrine.

Pottery
Early to late Iron Age pottery found on the central plateau. Large unabraded sherds of late Durotrigian ware (c.mid 1st C 
AD) found in the upper part of the bedding trench towards the rear - ritual vessels broken upon dismantlement of the
structure?
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13ISouth Cadbury 2 (structure C 1)

Site information
Post-holed structure, resembling others within the 
hillfort interior. No directly associated diagnostic 
finds.

Plan

Site context Chronology Excavation Dates
Settlement: Situated in the Hill fort interior. Uncertain: c.2nd-1st C BC? 1968-1971

[Religious Interpretation
Based on apparent association with 6 storage pits containing special animal burials, but little evidence for this association 
(Downes 1997 148).

Stratigraphy Information

'Shrine': Information
Rectangular structure, possibly used for storage.

'Shrine' position
Near western end of central ridge in interior of Hill fort

'Shrine' construction details

'Shrine' size
C.4.4 x 4 m JJn"

:" }
Post hole construction. 4 exterior large post holes. 2 smaller internal post holes, possibly dividing the structure into two 
(interpreted as room and porch). Entrance to the east.

I

Enclosure: Information
I See South Cadbury 1

Ancillary: Information
6 pits, containing horse and cattle skulls and duck pendant. Positioned near to the structure interpreted as a shrine. 
Probably used as ritual pits in their final phase, but no association with the structure.

Bones
Mostly horse and cattle remains, with a high % of skulls. All recovered from 6 pits around the structure, but uncertain if 
contemporary or related in any way.

Artefact information
Oval bronze pendant, embossed with two ducks' heads with paste decoration. It derives from the pit, is undated and cannot 
be associated with the structure.

(Main bibliography
Alcock 1972; Downes 1997
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Site no Site Name
14 Stansted

County 
Essex

Site information
Small structure, uncertain function in primary phase. 
Most finds from Roman transition period. 
Excavation report forthcoming.

Site context Chronology Excavation Dates
Settlement: In the middle of an enclosed 
late Iron Age settlement.

c.50-25 BC, then reused c.AD 40-60. 1980s

Religious interpretation
Based upon morphology and position, together with an association with votive deposits during the Roman transition phase.

Site Grade
Secondary

Stratigraphy Information Finds

'Shrine': Information
Rectangular structure, possibly consisting of just an open enclosure in the transition phase.

'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size 'Shrine' date
Central (Slightly to north of centre - focus 
for settlement)

10x7.5m Probably in use as a shrine only during the 
Roman transition period, Dating based upon 
pottery and general artefact assemblage.

'Shrine' construction details
Bedding trenches, with timber slots (vertical planks) & large posts in each corner. Southern side - at least one phase of 
reconstruction. Internal: Stake holes - internal supports, & 2 shallow features - pads for roof support? Possible western 
entrance.

Enclosure: Information
Enclosed by rectangular settlement enclosure, which is likely to have acted as a temenos boundary in the transition period.

Enclosure: See anddate_s__
n/a n/a

Ancillary: Information
Trench 713 , 40m long - possibly a line of posts. Also 4 nearby pits containing probably votive material (brooches, figurine & 
pottery).

Ancillary: Position and date Ancillary: Function?
jRunning north-south to centre of the enclosure, dividing 
lit in two. The pits surrounded the central feature. All 
1 contemporary with 'shrine' structure.

Uncertain. Probably to divide the site and/or act as a ceremonial 
pathway leading to the central structure The pits were used for 
ritual deposition.
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Metalworki
|A comparatively high quantity (20) of brooches on ACS, possibly as result of ritual deposition. All from period 2 (AD 40-60). 
•Also an onyx intaglio depicting an episode of the Trojan war - Augustan or Julio-Claudian, deposited AD 40-60.

'Coins

Miscellaneous finds
jSandstone figurine associated with pottery c.AD 50-60. No further details.

Bones
2258 animal bones identified to species. Most are cattle, ovicaprid and pig. High proportion of cattle skull fragments and 
loose cattle teeth. Most found in shrine gully. High degree of fragmentation, because of post-depositional processes.

Pottery
A limited amount of pottery from structure itself. More from surrounding pits. Unknown specific type, but most belonging to 
c.mid 1st century AD.

Main bibliography
Brooks 1989; Havis (forthcoming)
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Site Name
15lThetford

County
Norfolk

Site information
An extensive and obviously important 2-phased 
Roman transition site. Short period of use. Many 
finds and associated features, not always easy to 
assign to different phases. Well published.

Plan
Phase III

Site context Chronology Excavation Dates

I
Rural complex set on elevated ground with 
extensive views.

C AD 40s - AD 60S/70S. 1980-82

Religious interpretation
Based upon structural analogy and finds association.

Site Grade
Primary (Stratigraphy

2
Information

3
Finds |

2

'Shrine': Information
Circular structure. One of the only features in the complex to span both phases, although it was modified 
Possibly resembled a Romano-Celtic temple. Flanked by 2 other possible shrines (see ancillary).

'Shrine' position
Set towards the rear of the enclosure, 
aligned upon the entrance in both phases

'Shrine' size
c.12.25 m dia. (13 m, including 
eaves gully)

in phase III.

'Shrine' date
Divided into phase II: c. AD 40s - 50s, and 
phase III: c.50s - 60s/70s Based upon 
stratified pottery.

fShrine' construction details
IPennanular eaves drip gully surrounding a wall made of a ring of post holes. Inner circle of post-holes - the roof posts? 
(Possible base for clay hearth near the centre. Porched eastern entrance, with another added to the west in phase III.

1Enclosure: Information
Phase II: Double ditched square enclosure (outer 110 x 102 m) forming an elaborate temenos. Phase III: New enclosure 
(165x214 m) formed by filling the previous ditches on eastern side, extending eastwards and creating a new outer ditch and 
intervening par

Enclosure; Size and date Enclosure: Construction
Phase II: Outer: 110 x102 m, enclosing 0.4 ha. 
Inner: 70 x 60 m. Phase III: Outer:160-170 x 214- 
220m, enclosing 32000 sq. m. Inner: 150 x 102 m.

II: Outer: 5 m wide, 2 m deep. Inner: c.3.3 m wide, 1 2 m deep. Low 
bank and fence in-between. Ill: Outer: 3.5m wide, c.1.2m deep. 
Inner: Modified phase II outer ditch. 9 fence slots in-between. 
Elaborate entrances in both phases.

Ancillary: Information
Many ancillary features, including gullies, enclosures, depressions, pits and four additional circular structures in phase I 
two of a similar construction to the main shrine. Also evidence for bronze-working and minting in phase II.

Ancillary: Position and date Ancillary: Function?
Phase II: various ancillary zones surrounding the main 
enclosure and also deep gullies within it's SE corner. 
Phase III: Two major circular structures flanking the 
central shrine Other two positioned in front of these.

Phase II: Various functional zones, including possible burials, 
metalworking and minting. Ritual gullies within enclosure. Phase 

: Two additional shrines and parts of processional routes.
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JMuch metalwork found on parts of the site, most derived from metal detecting: Martial items (belt mount, buckle, baldric clip, 
I harness buckle parts and Iron knives), sheet bronze oak leaf and many Roman items (mirror part, toilet articles, tools etc.). 
I Also 43 brooches & 4 fragments from the site: Date ranges from later 1st century BC (majority) to C.AD60/5. Also a pin, 
I pendant terminal, scarf toggle, cloak fasteners, finger rings, vessel parts and hobnails.

|4 British (3 Iceni, 1 Trinovantian), 110 Roman (Augustus - Valentinian), with high proportions of Claudian and late 4th 
Jcentury coins. Almost all Claudian coins found within limits of enclosure 1b, concentrated in the eastern part.

Miscellaneous finds
Shale ring, 4 quernstones, spindle whorl, loomweights, sling shots & a glass bead. Also metalworking debris (crucibles, 
moulds, slag etc) concentrated within an enclosure to the north of the main enclosure, likely to be contemporary.

Bones
Very small amount of animal bones found, because of soil acidity Domestic species only represented by a small number of 
sheep lower limb and foot bones. Other bones consisted of small birds, rodents, frogs and lizards. No human bones of Iron 
Age or Roman date found, although soil acidity is high. The remains of a number of grave-like features may indicate a 
funerary function at the site.

Pottery
Most pottery LPRIA and early Roman. Continual deposition of hand-made Iron Age pottery, along with Roman vessels. 
Imported: 4 sherds of Samian and sherds from 6 vessels of terra nigra/terra rubra in phase II context. Also Gallo-Belgic
ware

Gregory 1981, 1992vol. 1 & 2.
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Site no
16

Site Name
Thistleton

County
Rutland

Site information
LIA/transition period gully underneath circular 
Romano-Celtic temple (C.AD100). Fragmentary 
reporting.

Plan

Plan not available

c. Early - mid 1st century AD?

Based upon location beneath Roman temple (possible continuous occupation) and associated finds.

Stratigraphy
1

Information

Shrine1: Information
Circular structure, ill defined.

'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size
Uncertain 12.6 m dia.

'Shrine' construction details
Circular gully, probably with timber wall, surrounding a limestone paved area. Refurbished at least once before construction 
of Romano-Celtic temple on same spot.

Enclosure: Information
iNo enclosure recorded

Ancillary: Information
I No ancillary features recorded

Bones
No bones recorded

Artefact information
A small number of brooches and 13 Coritani coins associated with the structure. Considerable quantities of ceramics, but 
unknown types.

Main bibliography
JWait 1985; Wilson 1965.
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Site no Site Name
17 Uley

County
iloucestershire

me information
Two structures surrounded by an enclosure. The 
northern trench feature may not relate to a building 
The other structure was located directly underneath 
^oman temple. Many finds and a very 
comprehensive excavation and publication.

Early - mid 1 st century AD to late 1 st 
century/early 2nd century AD.

Sne context
Rural: Set on a hill with extensive view 
across the river Severn. Near to Uley Bury 
hillfort (possible contemporary occupation) 
and a Neolithic long barrow.

Religious interpretation
Based upon direct continuity and alignment with Roman temple above, together with associated finds.

Site Grade
Primary

'Shrine': Information
Two features, one of which (XVI) was probably an open square enclosure surrounding a central pit or object. The other 
trapezoidal feature (XVII) may only have been a barrier to the north.

'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size 'Shrine' date
XVI: Just north of the centre of enclosure. 
XVII: Northern part of enclosure.

XVI: 8.2 x 8.2m XVII: 5.2x3.8- 
4.6 m (width increases west to 
east).

XVI: c.early/mid 1st century AD to early 2nd 
century AD. XVII: c. late 1st-early 2nd 
century AD Based upon pottery and coin 
evidence.

'Shine' construction details
XVI: Row of 6 pestholes on western side and double row of shallow pestholes on north-east side (entrance?). Others 
probably destroyed by later temple. XVII: Bedding trench construction cutting fill of former ditch. Timber impressions at base.

Enclosure: Information |
Prehistoric oval ditches reused for timber palisade (c.50x15 m total), then doubled by rectangular extension to become 
twice the size. Northern structure built over enclosure ditch, implying that it was not in use at the time. It may have been : 
incomplete.

Enclosure; Size and date
c. 50 x 15 m. Southern ditches re-cut & palisaded 
1st C. BC, not in use after cADSO (Ditch F264 built 
late 1st C BC- palisade dismantled c.50 AD). 
Northern ditches built early 1st C. AD.

Enclosure: Construction j
2 re-cut prehistoric ditches re-cut formed southern part. Ditches 
added to north and west. Deeper ditch (F264) to the east associated 
with much votive material. Northern part surrounded by earth bank. 
Entrance probably the gap to the northeast.

Ancillary: Information
1) Structure XVIII. Series of gullies, pits, pestholes and stone settings. Size uncertain 
c.2x1.6m thick. 3) A number of large pits containing animal bones and artefacts.

Ancillary: PosWon and date
1) Within upper fill of ditch F264. 2) Within F264, 
beneath Roman structure VIII. Both Late 1st- start 2nd 
century AD. 3) Two main pits (F251 and F836) in eastern 
and north ditches.

(within 4m sq.). 2) Clay deposit (255) ,

Ancillary: Function?
1) Uncertain. Pits had remains of amphorae, bolt heads and Cu. 
alloy. Probably votive pits. 2) The clay was possibly lining - a 
ritual pool? 3) Votive pits.
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[Metaiworik____________________________________________ ___
t———i^——aM^^^^m^^^ga^M^^^^igil^Hig^BI^MBE^BMBM^lMiBBMMi^^^^MKBBH^MBBB^K' liBBB 
JA quantity of metalwork, some of which may have been used as ritual deposits: 32 projectile heads (mid 1st century AD), 
icopper alloy sheet strip probably from box or furniture, iron cleat from boot heel and iron hobnails Also 10 copper alloy 
• brooches, small enamelled bronze disc and gunmetal ring.

12 coins found in pre-masonry temple contexts, probably Dobunnic. Found in the eastern ditch F264.

Miscellaneous finds
ipindle whorls, 4 bone gouges, blue glass bead, 2 very large shale bracelets, 2 deer antler tools, 2 quern fragments and

glass fragments (2 jug/jars, 1 bottle). Most in ditch F264.

Bones
755 animal bones from phases 2 and 3 Dominated by ovicaprid (mainly goat) - 90% in some periods. Also higher 

proportions of domestic fowl than usual. Some evidence for spatial and bone selectivity. Other species include cattle horse 
dog and fish. Three human infant burials (possibly foundation deposits) and three disarticulated bones (adult femur and two' 
teeth). All contemporary with the Roman transition site.

^^•^"^•••^^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••iiiiiiiiiiiiii^^ ______ ____

1 Pottery well preserved due to deep stratification in soils. Dates range from late 1st century BC through "u'ninterrupt'eTintothe' 
JRoman period. Pre-temple deposits include: Malvernian, 'Belgic' style, Severn valley, Dorset black burnished and Samian.
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Site no pSite Name
18|Westhampnett 1 -4

IWest Sussex

Site information
JFour enclosures that were part of late Iron Age 
• cremation cemetery complex. Comprehensive 
(excavation and recording. Very little diagnostic 
I artefacts associated with the structures.

Site context
• Rural: Cemetery site on a low but prominent 
jhill, just above the Sussex coastal plain. 
I Contemporary farmsteads nearby.

Sus interpretation
(Based only upon morphological analogies.

Site Grade
Secondary

'Shrine': information
Four approximately rectangular enclosures, probably open. Little associated material, but pyre debris in the middle of two of 
them may relate to their funerary function.

'Shrine' position
All set in north-east part of cemetery, close 
to a number of pyre & pyre-related features. 
On higher ground, looking down at 
cemetery.

Shrine' size
1)4 m sq. 2) c. 6x4 m. 3) 6.5 
m sq. 4) c. 5.2 x 3 m.

'Shrine* date
All seem to relate to the main 
of the cemetery, c.80 - 40 BC 
upon pottery evidence.

period of use 
Based mainly

'Shrine' construcflon details
Ditched enclosures, two with possible entrances to the south. Only indication of structure was fired clay from daub in three 
enclosures. No post holes. \
Enclosure: Information

I No enclosure recorded

Enclosure: Size and date Enclosure: Construction
Unknown

Ancillary: Information
1)11 definite pyre sites. 10 had artefacts and cremated bone. 2) 27 further 'pyre related features' i.e. associated with 
cremation. 3) Enclosure with 4 post structure & central cremation. Also 161 cremation graves and pestholes.

Ancillary: Position and date Ancillary: Function?
Most graves and pyre features beneath the enclosures 
surrounding a central space. The enclosure was situated 
along the same line as the others. All c. 80 - 40 BC.

All features relating to the use of the cemetery site. The 
cremation enclosure is probably functionally related to the others.
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i/Vide range of metalwork finds from over the site, found with pyre structural material and graves Very little association with 
the enclosures: 2 knives/razors, gold foil, key, metal fittings, tools and many unidentified objects, often from pyre sites. Also 
45-50 brooches. Only 3 complete. Most (35) iron. Also a bracelet, winged belt hook and 10 Rings. Most personal 
ornamentation from graves.

Coins
One Iron Age coin found from grave pit (Gold stater, 60 - 50 BC). Nothing associated with the enclosures

Miscellaneous finds
Charcoal, organic/textile remains (traces of wood, horn, leather on metal objects & animal pelts), glass, bone fasteners, 
whetstone and querns. All from pyre sites and graves. Also fragments of fired clay form the encloures.

[Bones _______________ ~~~"
|245 fragments of animal bone from Iron Age contexts 40 identified to species, 60 to species size. Very fragmented. Most 

Jwere pig and/or sheep/goat. No domestic fowl. Majority immature animals. Most from adult cremation contexts. No direct 
'•association with enclosures. 161 cremation graves in the cemetery site, including fragment from pyre material in central

1 structure.

Pottery
Maximum of 250 vessels of mid - late Iron Age date (possibly until early 1 st C AD). Majority used as grave goods, not 
cremation containers. Mostly hand made & decorated: Flint gritted & flint tempered, Grog-tempered and Sandy/quartz 
fabrics. J
Main bibliography
Fitzpatrick 1997
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Site information
Iron Age site explicitly excavated in 1965-6, though 
only very limited area of total site. Very little 
evidence for structures, and these probably 
connected with bronzeworking.

Plan

Site context Chronology
Rural: Positioned on high ground. Some 
evidence for Iron Age activity in the 
surrounding area.

Religious interpretation

Activity from the Bronze Age to Roman 
period (not continuous). More intense 
activity in mid Iron Age.

Based upon association with Romano-Celtic temple and quantities of pottery and bronze finds.

Site Grade
Tertiary

Stratigraphy
1

Information Finds

'Shrine1 : Information
JNo structural remains indicative of shrine building.

'Shrtrte' position 'Shrine' size
in/a

'Shrine' construction details

n/a

Originally thought to have had a timber palisade (1st C BC) beneath Roman temenos wall, but this is unlikely as the post 
holes were varied and irregularly spaced..

Ancillary: Information
Series of linear pestholes of differential size & spacing underneath part of Roman temenos wall. Uncertain date. Also many 
middle Iron Age features.

{Bongs_______ 
1 No bones recorded

Artefact information
Many mid - late La Tene brooches and model weapons, though unsure of nature of deposition. Possibly relate to Romano- 
Celtic temple. Also much material associated with bronzeworking. A small number of British coins have been found at the 
Middle Hill site, but the date and context of deposition is uncertain. A range of fine and course ware pottery was found. The 
early and mid Iron Age pottery reflect the long usage of the site, though also ceramic of later Iron Age

[Main bibliography
jGoodchild & Kirk 1954; Harding 1972, 1987; Bagnal-Smith 1995, 1999. 
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Site information
Possible post hole structure underneath Romano 
Celtic temple. No full report.

Excavation Dates
Rural - On rising ground overlooking the 
entrance to a water channel

Uncertain. Probably 1st century AD (Roman 
transition period?)

Religious interpretation
Based upon position underneath Roman temple, and association with brooches and model shields, apparently in pre-temple 
contexts.

'Shrine1: Information
JA possible pre- Romano-Celtic temple structure, but the evidence is far from certain.

'Shrine' position 'Shrine' size
Positioned underneath Romano-Celtic temple.

'Shrine' construction details

uncertain

14 post holes, in two pairs (see date).

Enclosure: Information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: Information
No ancillary features recorded

Bones
No bones recorded

Artefact information
1 complete model shield, and fragments of two others. Supposedly in a pre-temple context, so possibly deposited in the 
Roman transition period. Also 3 incomplete brooches (mid Iron Age - 1st century AD). Early 1st Century AD (Belgic) pottery 
gives the main evidence of pre-Roman activity on site.

Main bibliography
I Klein 1928.
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Roman site database
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Site no Site name
1 Bancroft 1

County
Buckinghamshire
Site information
Interpreted as a temple-mausoleum. Well excavated and 
recorded, but much robbing of material & few associated 
finds.

Site context"

Plan

Rural - Situated on elevated ground, c 300 m north of villa complex. Much Roman activity in the surrounding area, 6 further villas 
in 5-km radius 2.5 km NE of Watling Street

Site chronology
Later 2nd - mid 4th century AD (Construction contemporary with decline of 1973 - 1986 
villa, so uncertain relationship. Probably abandoned mid 3rd - 4th C )

Site Grade | Stratigraphy Info'rmaloTr
Tertiary

[Temple: information
1

Finds

Rectangular Romano-Celtic type temple - Mausoleum built inside earlier 1st century AD enclosure ditch. Systematically 
demolished, and extensive later plough damage

Temple position Temple date Tempte size
Situated on the end of a spur, overlooking the villa 
to the south east. Aligned on cardinal points of 
compass.

Later 2nd - Mid 4th century AD (stood for 
150 years, though uncertain for how long 
it was in use)

Enclosed area: 10.7 metres east- 
west, 10.4 metres north-south. 
Cella: 5.5 m square (4 m 
internally)

Temple construction details
Concentric cella and ambulatory, 2.5 m gap (most foundations robbed) Probably terraced into hill slope. Outer walls covered in 
painted plaster. Cella 1.9 m below Roman surface. Ramp built on NW side destroying corner, possibly for removal of sarcophagi.

Temple entrance;
Eastern side. Shallow stone projection (1.1 m) for simple porch, 3.4 m wide. Within eastern ambulatory, between cella & S porch 
wall - 2 parallel cross walls - for restricting access to ambulatory? Possibly paralleled on northern side.

Temple interior
No contemporary floor surface from ambulatory. Floor & probably walls of sunken cella made of opus signorum to prevent ground J| 
water penetration. Timber impression in SE corner - part of stairs to ambulatory? 4 pedestal scars in NW corner - for sarcophagi? 1

Enclosure information
Possible trapezoidal temenos represented by re-use of 1st century AD enclosure ditch.

Ancillary: information
1) Drainage gully, to collect rainfall from overhanging eaves of ambulatory roof? 2) Mortar spread - a covered paved area around 
ambulatory? 3) 2 stone lined culverts intended to drain water away from sunken cella.

Bones: information
Many human bones found from fill of sunken cella, reinforcing its interpretation as temple - mausoleum.

General Artefact information
There was a general lack of artefacts from the temple-mausoleum site, aside from structural material.

Main bibliography
Williams & Zeepvat 1994
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Site no ]Sil 
_ 2JB;

Site name
21 Bancroft 2

County
Buckinghamshire
Site information
Interpreted as small late Roman rural shrine built when 
temple-mausoleum finally dismantled. Possibly to carry 
on sanctity of the site, although it was of completely 
different character. Associated with many finds compared 
to adjacent areas.

Site context
Rural - Situated on elevated ground, c.300 m north of villa complex A possible octagonal shrine existed within the late villa 
complex As Bancroft 1.

Site chronology
Mid 4th century AD - uncertain (early/mid 5th century?)

Tertiary
Site Grade

^information
|1 Extremely insubstantial circular structure, mostly destroyed by plough damage.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
I Situated 30 metres to the west of Bancroft 1, 
I higher up on the spur.

Pottery & coin evidence dates structure 
to mid 4th century AD.

Internal diameter: 5.7 metres, 
walls 50-60 cm.

'Temple construction details
Poorly laid unmortared pitched limestone wall footings.

Temple entrance

1
Position of entrance was uncertain because of insufficient remains of walls.

Temple interior
No floor levels survived. Near centre of building was oval charcoally (ritual) pit 1.5 x 1.0 m, with concentration of small stones, 
coins, spear tips & ferrule and pottery on east side. Semi-articulated young pig in NE side, in exact centre of structure.

Enclosure information
Trapezoidal temenos indicated by partially silted up enclosure ditches.

Ancillary: information
1) linear ditch, east of structure. 2) 9 human graves, 3) animal grave pit (ritual) 

Bones: information
Pig burial within the central pit & goat burial in pit outside, near to human inhumation in boundary ditch, possibly contemporary 
with shrine.

General Artefact information
23 coins, an Iron Spear tip and a large amount of late 4th century pottery, mostly from the central pit.

bibliography
Williams & Zeepvat 1994
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Large classicised temple and Bath complex, 
surrounded by a large walled area containing many 
buildings. These may have been part of an urban 
settlement or else part of a vast religious complex. 
Extensive excavation & publication.

Site context ^ ____d
Semi-urban. Situated within a large walled area, that may have either been town walls, or a temenos. Unwalled 
positioned outside.

Site chronology
1st century (AD 60s - 70s) to late 4th century AD.

small town I

Excavation Date (s) ' '
Main excavations between 1978 and 1984.

(Site Grade
Secondary

Stratigraphy! Information Finds

Temple: Information
Rectangular classical tetrastyle temple set on a podium. Probably 3 main phases, with phase 2 being one of major 
reconstruction. Unable to be fully excavated, so the structural nature of the temple is often uncertain.

Set towards the western side of a large colonnaded precinct, on the main E - W axis.

Temple size Temple date
Original temple: c.14 x 9 m. Podium c.2m high. Built AD 60s/70s (stylistic evidence). Phase 2: later 2nd/early 

3rd century AD. Then a series of modifications up until c.350, 
when it declined, based on stratified coin evidence.

Temple construction details
Podium core of oolitic limestone & concrete. Temple had 4 Corinthian columns and decorated tympanum in front. Phase 2: 
ambulatory created around temple, above the precinct level but below podium - uncertain if roofed. Ambulatory re-built in 
3rd phase.

Temple entrance Temple interior
Tetrastyle front, with columns spaced c.1.5 m apart. Facing 
East. Series of steps leading up, arrangement unknown in 
1st phase. In 2nd phase, new steps extending width of 
podium, with two small rooms either side.

Nothing is recorded of the temple interior.

Enclosure information
Large rectangular colonnaded precinct, divided into inner & outer sections. Linked to the baths. Kept clear until 4th century. 
Also further outer enclosure walls that possibly acted as an extensive temenos around all structures in the religious complex

Enclosure size Enclosure date 13
Inner precinct: 28.8 m E-W, 17.9 m N-S. AD 60/70 - later 4th century, with the same phases of 

development.

Enclosure Enclosure entrance

I

Inner precinct (in front of temple) had large limestone slabs 
& was demarcated by a stone step. Eastern side delimited 
by wall. Precinct altered by subsequent reservoir enclosure 
& raised portico(s). Outer precinct: Floor of limestone rubble 
in clay. __________________

Inner: 2.7 m wide door in eastern wall 2 m in front, were 2 
flanking masonry sq. slabs - porch foundation or free standing 
arch. Entrance probably further monumentalised at a later 
stage.
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Ancillary: Information
1) Altar base (main sacrificial altar), 2) Spring and reservoir (major ritual focus with much deposition) 3) Large bath complex, 
architecturally connected to the temple. There were also many other ancillary features, including a probable Tholos.

Ancillary.Date Position
1) Main alter phase 1, extended phase 2. 2) Began phase 
1, enclosed phase 2. 3) Existed contemporary with the 
temple, with many modifications.

Constuction details

1) Positioned on an axis between the temple & spring. 2) SE 
of the temple. Dominant feature in the complex. 3) South of 
the spring.

1) Remains: 9 basal blocks of base, 1 capping block & 3 decorated corner blocks. 2) Spring enclosed by lead-lined 
containing walls to create reservoir. Later enclosed in large vaulted chamber, & possible statue bases within. 3) Large 
masonry complex.

Epigraphy/Iconograhy
Large quantities of iconographic images and inscriptions: Gilded bronze life-size head of Minerva, many sculptured parts, 
nc. those from pediment, architrave, altar, southern portico, 4 seasons facade & other reliefs. Also 34 intaglios with many 
mages. Several divine dedications on stone within precinct.150 curse tablets found that been deposited in the spring. Also 
some inscriptions found on pewter vessels within the spring.

vietaiwork
A large quantity of metallic finds from within the precinct, and especially within the sacred spring. Precinct: 2 spoons, 2 
Dracelets, finger ring, 2 pewter vessel parts, 2 iron blades & other miscellaneous objects. Spring: 2 objects priestly regalia, 
Tin mask, bronze breast, bronze catapult washer,2 silver bosses, 13 metal vessels, candle-holder, ink pot, 2 earrings, 5 
rings, 4 bracelets, 4 brooches + other objects.

Corns
12,595 Roman & 18 Iron Age coins from sacred spring 38 Roman coins from temple precinct, most 4th century AD.

Miscellaneous items
A variety of items. Most finds from spring: Amber bead, ivory breasts, bone handle, whetstone, stone mould, 3 spindle- 
whorls, jet ring, 5 wooden combs, wooden peg, lid, pin, disc & bung, 34 intaglios + other objects. From precinct: 2 bone 
pins, 4 bone bracelets, ivory bracelet, bone comb, 2 gaming counters, shale box rim, 2 spindlewhorls + other finds.

3ones
C. 16,000 animal bones, c.9000 identified. Most found in soil above temple courtyard & date from 4th to as late as 6th 
century AD. Over 1/2 were cattle & 1/4 sheep, though similar MNI. Much butchery evidence. Uncertain if ritual in nature.

Pottery
A large amount of pottery within the temple courtyard. The majority of it was late in date, as precinct was kept clean before 
this. No record from the spring. Majority of fineware in 4th century was from Oxfordshire. Coarseware was local & from 
Dorset. More reliance on localware as 4th century progressed.

Main bibliography __ __________________...... .___.,„,...
Cunliffe & Davenport 1985; Cunliffe 1988, 1995; Dark 1993 254; Blagg 1990 420-430
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|JA multiphased probable religious site, in an area of 
extensive occupation. Poor recording and few finds.

Rural/small settlement - 90 metres from the river Windrush, along a Roman road. Many villas in the region

Excavation Date (s)
Mid 1st - late 4th century AD

Two phased temple, changing from circular to rectangular. Poorly recorded

Temple position
Circular: mid 1st - mid 2nd century AD 
Rectangular: mid 2nd - late 4th century 
AD.

Masonry construction, with eastern entrances

Enclosure information
Possible temenos enclosure walls recorded, but few details.

Ancillary: information
A well and rectangular structure were located within the temenos along with the temples.

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
c.50 coins and a complete pot from the bottom of the well.

Main bibliography
Renfrew 1977.
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olBourton Grounds

Buckinghamshire

Site Information
May have formed part of a rural religious complex with 
ancillary buildings. Evidence for deliberate systematic 
demolition at end of use. Reasonable publication.

Site context ..-».
Rural - Religious complex. Prominent position by the river, c.100 m south of a ford. Near junction of 5 Roman roads. 
Foxcote villa c.2 km. 2 large Tumuli visible c.200 m distant.

Site chronology — ̂
I Late 2nd/mid 3rd - late 4th/early 5th century AD

Excavation Date (s)
1960s

Isite Grade"
jSecondary

Stratigraphy] Information Finds

Temple: information
Square Romano-Celtic temple. Stratigraphy disturbed by alluvial action, & extensive robbing of walls

Temple position
Situated on an artificial platform on a naturally raised knoll beside river Ouse, which it faced. Dominated local area

Temple size
Cella: 6.1 m square Ambulatory; 12.9 m square.

Temple date
Mid 3rd - late 4th /early 5th century AD (based upon coin 
evidence: c.265 - 410 AD). However, stratified coin of AD 
180, suggests earlier construction, late 2nd/early 3rd C.

Temple construction details
Stone foundations on top of a graduated artificial platform. The small surviving part of the cella lower courses was of 
superior, well dressed stone. Much white and red wall plaster, although this may have come from the platform fill.

f empie enhince""^^ "
East facing entrance. It is possible that the whole front had 
a 3m extension, with a central stairway, flanked by two 
annexes, 3 m square, leading from an entrance porch, 
which extended c.2. 7m (Green 358).

Temple interior
Ambulatory floor - even for 1 .8m, then sloping sharply 
outwards for another 1 ,8m (except at entrance) to the wall ' 
footings. No original floor - possibly a raised wooden floor. 
Post sockets in western cella may indicate a raised staging 
for a cult statue.

Enclosure information
No enclosure found, although original ground levels had altered. Possible evidence from 6.6m of wall footings found near 
present river, & also another protruding wall base, 15m upstream.

Enclosure size
n/a

Enclosure construction details

Enclosure date
n/a

Enclosure entrance
In/a n/a
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[Ancillary: Information
Range of buildings may have formed courtyard around temple. One building partially excavated: 'Only south end seems to 
have been lived in' (Green 1966 361) - pottery, ornamentation, coins and window glass. Horse skull under threshold 
indicates a ritual function.

Ancillary.Date Position
Contemporary with temple c. 50 NW of temple, orientated N - S.

Constuction details
I Barn-like structure with two rows of post holes forming a nave, 5.5m wide with narrow aisles. It had a rough limestone floor, 
(possibly earthed or planked over. Path way ran west along south side to other ancillary buildings

[Epigfaphy/lconograhy
No iconography or epigraphy recorded

Metalwork
jVery little found. Bronze pin, associated with the ancillary building.

Coins
About 315 bronze coins found, associated with the temple, most in cella, possibly where they were originally deposited & 
slipped below the flooring (Green 360). Most were low denomination, defaced & burnt. Others associated with ancillary 
building.

Miscellaneous items
JBuilding material: Window glass, associated with the ancillary building.

Bones
In temple: Mostly complete adult male skeleton, situated under the floor of the temple ambulatory in the entryway. Bones 
were skeletonised before insertion - probably a previous burial. Associated with a coin. Ancillary: Horse skull ringed with 
Oyster shells, crowned with a large smooth pebble, buried in a pit under the threshold of ancillary building. Most bones 
found associated with ancillary building.

Pottery
I Many fragments of domestic pottery recovered from occupation level of ancillary building & from its yard. Those shards from 
jthe temple may be from platform fill.

Main bibliography
iGreen 1966; Johnson 1975.
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Site no Site name

County

__Tglte ni 
~6|Bow K

Sussex

Site information
Excavation notes have been lost, so no plan exists, and 
very little information is available. Possibly associated 
with one of the many villas in the area.

Site context
Rural - Situated in a prominent position overlooking the coastal plain, including Fishbourne palace (c.3 km south) & Chichester 
(c.5 km SE). Many other villas in area.

Site chronology
Uncertain. Coins from 1 st - 4th century AD. 

,.^

1926-31

Grade[SlteGr
iTertiary

Stratigraphy

Temple: information

Irtformatioff
1

Finds

Probable small square Romano-Celtic form, but uncertain.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Situated at eastern end of hill, on a ridge offset by 
cross dykes.

Coins date from late 1st to late 4th 
century AD - most from later dates.

c. 5.5 metres square, (uncertain if 
includes ambulatory)

Temple construction details
Inner room (possibly with flint & mortar walls), surrounded by post-holed "veranda" - ambulatory. Painted wall plaster and 
numerous roof tiles imply fine construction.

Temple entrance
Unknown I
Temple interior
Unknown

I
Enclosure information
Excavation and information too restricted to locate presence or absence of enclosure. Cross dykes may have acted as an outer 
temenos.

Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Sones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Almost 200 coins found, ranging from Nero to Theodosius. Most 4th century bronze, one or two of silver.

Main bibliography
Bedwin 1980; Wait 1985.
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Site no

County

Site name
7 Boxted

Kent

Site information
Apparently isolated temple but very limited excavation 
and uncertain date. Possibly associated with the nearby 
villa.

Plan

Plan not available

Rural - Near to a coastal inlet & less than c 1 km from a Villa site Canterbury-Rochester road c.3 km to the south.

Site chronology ExclvafonTSiirTiF
Uncertain Probably 2nd century AD 1969

IF- Site Gratlff"*"*""8''

Tertiary

Temple: information

I Stratigraphy! [Information_ ^ ^

Western half of square Romano-Celtic temple excavated. Much robbing of inner cella walls 7 foundations.

Temple date
1

Temple position Temple size
Exact positioning uncertain. Orientated NS-EW. Uncertain, Stated as 2nd century AD 

(Williams 19699).
Ambulatory: 13.4 m sq. Cella: 6.7 
m sq.

\ (Temple constructiondetails
JConstructed of flint and mortar walls. Foundations intact on ambulatory, though only on the southern wall of cella.

Temple entranc
Uncertain. Probably situated in the eastern wall.

Temple interior
^ No evidence of floors. Possible votive pit found inside cella against west wall. Contained clay & rubble from another building, 4 

small black objects (seeds?) and many mouse bones. All undated. I
re information

JExcavation not extensive enough to note presence or absence of enclosure.

Ancillary: information
Excavation too limited to note presence of ancillary buildings. However, the clay & rubble from the inner pit was described as 
coming from another building (Williams 1969 9).

Bones: information ......
Mouse bones found from pit in cella, but uncertain dating.

General Artefact information
No artefacts recorded.

Main bibliography
Williams1969
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Site no Site name

County
8 Bozeat

Northamptonshire

Site Information
Circular Roman building, possibly religious in nature. Very 
limited excavation.

Site context
Rural, though small settlement nearby. Many Roman finds in the general area & town of Irchester c.7 km to the north

Early - mid 3rd century AD

Temple: information
Circular masonry building, only wall footings remain. No contemporary deposits, so function uncertain

Temple dateTemple position Temple size
Probably associated with neighbouring settlement Early to mid 3rd century AD 15.25 metres diameter

Temple construction details
Limestone wall footing, 0.6-0./metres thick. Likely to have been stone superstructure.

Temple entrance
Uncertain. Probably to the east.

I
Temple interior
Footings for 4 internal crosswalls (for partition) & 4 circular footings in the centre, presumably for piers (1.2m dia.). All pitched 
limestone. Outer wall completed 1st, & piers & cross walls added subsequently, though not all at same time.

Enclosure information
1 No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
7 Bronze pieces as well as other bronze scraps: thin leaf with holes, spoon, thin tube, bent fitting, plated iron nail-head, broken 
bracelet twisted to finger ring size, & fragment of finger ring.

Main bibliography
I Hall & Nickerson 1970
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Site name 
9lBrean Down

Site Imormatlori
Apparently isolated but substantial temple. Short lived 
Well recorded, but few finds.

Rural - On an elevated position by the Bristol channel. No indication of nearby roads & c.7 km to the nearest villa Locally 
isolated.

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Early/mid - late 4th century AD (After period of dilapidation 
evidence of squatter habitation, associated with iron 
working, then dismantled).

Temple: information
Good quality square Romano-Celtic temple with later additions of north & south annexes. Interior almost completely 
excavated. Some robbing of wall foundations. Nothing found that excavator connected with original religious use.

Temple position
Situated on eastern part of headland summit projecting into Bristol channel. Just to the north of a large round barrow, with 2 
further barrows along the spur to the west.

Temple size
External length: 10.28 m, width: 10.22 m. Internal: Cella: 
c.4.85 m sq. Ambulatory: c.2.6-8 m wide.

temple construction details

Temple date
c. AD 340 - 367 for religious use (with additions of porch & 
annexes soon after - not later than c AD367). There is a , f 
possibility that the temple was built earlier in the 4th century, i

_.. _.. n
Walls faced with dressed limestone blocks, surviving up to 4 courses Patches of fine plaster remained from cella (dark & 
light red on white), and ambulatory (yellow). Evidence of masonry embellishments, & hexagonal roofing slates. No window 
glass.

Temple entrance
South east facing entrance, with offset sill. Southern stone 
door jamb preserved. Width c. 2.4 m. 2 stone plinths on 
either side of entrance exterior indicate a porch, projecting 
c. 2 m. Paved surface in between leads away from temple.

Temple interior
Partially intact cement cella floor with fine surface layer 
(originally pinkish), robber pits dug into floor. Sand step in 
front of cella entrance. Front ambulatory separated - access 
through southern & northern doorways (c.1 .2 m). Burnt area , 
in SE corner

Enclosure information
No enclosure found in area excavated.

Enclosure size
n/a

IrjHcs'ure'SfislfuSion'd'eiilfi**'' "•
n/a

Enclosure date
n/a

Enclosure entrance
n/a
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) Two attached annexes, northern one not fully excavated. 2) Free standing ancillary building, interpreted as a dwelling 
place, using robbed material from south annexe, although it could have held some ritual significance.

Ancillary.Date Position
1) Structurally later than the temple, but before AD367 2) c 
AD390, probably contemporary with destruction of temple or 
ust before.

lonstuction details

1) Attached to the north and south rear ends of the temple 
ambulatory, connected via 1.5 (2 m in S) m doorways. 2) 
Situated c.1 m south of temple, in front of south annexe. Not 
on same alignment as temple

1) Similar construction to temple walls. 2) Built as temple except using inferior wall blocks. Entrance facing ESE. Oval 
hearth just inside doorway & pit lined with clay (soak pit?) in NE corner. Concentrations of coins in W, & charcoal & bones in

•pjgraphy/lconograhy
Mo iconography or epigraphy recorded

Metalwork
Bronze & iron (ritual?) objects found & much material from later iron working. 7 Bronze pieces as well as other bronze 
scraps: thin leaf with holes, spoon, thin tube, bent fitting, plated iron nail-head, broken bracelet twisted to finger ring size & 
fragment of finger ring. 9 iron objects: Stylus, 2 L-shaped door fastenings, 3 nails, timber strapping & part of single edged 
knife with curving back.

Coins
468 coins from area of temple & southern building, mostly AD330 - 360 All are typical types of the time, but half are 
barbarous copies. Most of the copies - 'Fallen horseman' type. Some down to 2mm (minimissimi). Also 9 coins of much 
earlier date.

Miscellaneous items
Structural material: Fragments of Tuscan capital from porch & pieces of bath stone moulding & arch (from window in upper 
cella wall?). Also: 3 Bone objects, Gaming counter, 2 pins, shale bead & spindle whorl, pottery spindle whorl & broken 
whetstone.

Bones
Large quantities of marine shells (Oysters, whelks etc) lay outside the entrance to the free standing building - possibly later 
domestic food refuse. Also a number of deer antler picks found.

Pottery
The majority is courseware pottery, though still comparatively small amount. Mostly from front of temple & south building. 
Samian: 8 small pieces of Antonine date, possibly representing 5 vessels - all dishes. Course ware: 1) c.AD 370-90 mostly 
from temple, associated with squatter occupation 2) c. AD 390 mostly from southern building.

Main bibliography
Apsimon 1965
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Site no Site nama
101 Brigstock 1 - 2

Northamptonshire

In the middle of extensive occupation area Brigstock 
1 and 2 connected by an area of limestone metalling 
Only limited area excavated. Evidence for pre-shrine 
activity, though uncertain if religious.

Semi-rural, possibly part of a small religious complex. On sloping ground, c.2 km north of the Roman road linking Leicester 
and Godmanchester. Villa at Great Weldon, c.4 km NW.

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Mid 3rd - late 4th century AD

Stratigraphy I Information 
2 2

[Temple: information
12 connected 'simple' shrines. With the circular structure (1), most of the original floor make up still intact, underneath 
Jdestruction rubble. The polygonal structure's (2) western interior surface destroyed by plough damage. Possibly not a 
Ishrine?

Temple position
JOn north sloping ground. 6.06 metres apart.

size Temple date
|1) External: c. 11.45 m dia. 2) External: 8X16 x 8.66 m Mid 3rd - late 4th century AD.

Temple construction details
Wall foundations of limestone and clay (c.0.33m deep). Possibly both partly timber framed above. Small V-shaped drainage 
gully around outside of Brigstock 1. Absence of refinement (painted plaster, glass etc).

Temple entrance Temple interior
1) 1.8 m entrance on east side. 2) 2.2 m entrance on 
eastern side. Limestone slab metalling (c.3m wide) 
connects both entrances. Originally extended c.O.Sm north.

1) 3 re-used wall blocks against SE wall (doorstep/bench); 
Hearth in NE, 3 pestholes, 1 possibly for internal conical roof 
support; Much burnt silt, small pits, artefacts & bones on 
floor. 2) 3 oven bases, a hearth and 5 deposits of animal 
bones.

Enclosure information
No enclosure found in area excavated.

lure size Enclosure date
n/a n/a

Enclosure entrance
In/a n/a
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ncillary: information
Foundation of a small structure (part of another building, or altar base?) and an oval pit (ritual pit/hearth?)

1) Uncertain. 2) Possibly contemporary with shrine 1) c. 5 metres SE of entrance on the edge of entrance 
metalling. 2) c. 1 metre north of northern shrine walls.

onstuctton aetai s
1) Short length of rough limestone foundation lumps & blocks, unmortared. 2) Shallow oval shaped, concave pit. Interior 
lined with limestone paving slabs. Filled with charcoal flecked silt, sheep bones, oyster shells, nails & burnt clay.

Eptgraphy/lconograhy
2 Bronze statuettes of horse & rider and 1 of a horse. They were found both inside and in the vicinity of the circular shrine. 1 
bronze miniature bust of stylised humanoid figure, buried with brooch under metalling in entranceway.

Wetalwork
Bronze & Iron work: Miniature bronze table & axe, Bronze brooch, Box mount, 3 iron nails, iron hook, 2 bronze pole tips & '. 
iron pole tips. All found in centre of shrine. Very little associated with Brigstock 2, but Iron arrowhead & nails in pit outside.

Coins
265 coins in area of shrine, 27 unstratified. 86: rubble surface; 56: floor surface; 32: within floor; 11: fillings of internal 
features; 19: surface of exterior metalling. All base metal Roman coins except 1 gold stater. 13 from Brigstock 2.

Miscellaneous items
A range of material, all from shrine interior: Part of shale bracelet, from floor level. Bronze & Iron objects, clay roofing 
material, lead, part of millstone & charcoal. All from rubble layer.

Bones
Groups of animal bones (7 Ox, 8 ovicaprid, 2 pig, 1 fowl) found on floor surface & in shallow pits. Signs of deliberate 
positioning & bone selectivity, so ritual deposits. Also 5 deposits in Brigstock 2 and oval pit. All sheep/goat, except oyster 
shells. Specific groupings include a pit with an east facing ovicaprid skull with coin in 'mouth', other skull/jaw & additional 
fragments. Also domestic fowl bones associated with pig tooth & coin. Coins associated in many cases.

Pottery
Many pottery shards in shrine interior, including Colour-coated beaker & 3rd century material. Complete beaker pot from 
floor level, c. 3 m west of shrine entrance. In outer ditch of Brigstock 2: pie dish, Samian shard & others dated to 3rd century.

Main bibliography
Greenfield 1963; Taylor 1963
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Site information
A substantial temple site. Much of the stonework robbed 
though still very clear ground plan. Only brief publication

Urban: Civitas capital, near to the Forum A larger Octagonal temple was situated outside the city wall (not illustrated).

~(S}""Srtft chronology
3rd - 4th century AD?

Informatiij ~''~

Temple: information
Rectangular Romano-Celtic temple with unique apsidal cella

Temple position
Temple set eccentrically within northern part of 

Itemenos enclosure
Uncertain. Coins may indicate 3rd 
century AD

Cella: 7 metres square with apse 
to north. Ambulatory: 14 x 13.2 
metres.

' jTerriple^ cbnstrucfion details
All walls - large, stone & well built. Cella has apse in middle of north side, and pilasters at N & S ends of E & W walls. 
Ambulatory: Buttresses at end of N & S sides and in middle of E & W sides.

Temple entrance
Projections either side of southern entrance indicate existence of porch structure. Space in-between entrance & cella has cement 
flooring resting on concrete foundation - only part of the ambulatory pavement to be preserved

Temple interior
Not much information on temple interior. Contained 'miscellaneous debris' -probably part of floor make up. Pieces of red 
sandstone tessarae, window glass & coloured plaster (red, white, yellow) give some indication of internal temple appearance

Enclosure information
A solid masonry rectangular temenos, incorporating the entrance structure. Wider at its southern end.

Ancillary: information
An apsidal entrance structure (akin to propylaia?), and a pit surrounded by walls.

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Small bronze serpent head with triangular crest found east of cella - health deity, 'Hygeia'?..head was possibly part of a 
statuette(?). Also Small carved & polished stone bird's head (Eagle?), buried in front of cella apse with a dog's skull. Structural 
material from cella: Red Sandstone tesserae, window glass & coloured plaster (red, white & yellow)

Main bibliography
Ashby etal.1910
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12ICaistor-by-Norwich 1&2

Pair of Romano-Celtic temples in centre of town No 
detailed publication

Plan

Pill, »»• 
•nd fu(!)•

D

Site context
Urban: Civitas capital (Venta Icenorum) A road led from the temple site to the northeast, towards Caister 3.

Site chronology ExclvifioTiDatels)"
3rd century (200 - 300 AD), though Caister 2 may be slightly later. 1920s

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

Stratigraphy ~}~ Information''"f

Pair of adjacent rectangular Romano-Celtic temples

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Both adjacent to the forum, facing east to the 

,lsame street as the forum, but divided by main E- 
JW street of town.

c. 200 - 300 AD, though 1b may be 
slightly later

1: Cella 6.1m square, ambulatory 
14,4 x 13.2m. 2: Cella 5.5 x 4.9 
m, ambulatory 13.8 x 12.9

ITerrtple construction details
Both stone built, orientated NS-EW. The width of 2's walls was greater, especially those of the ambulatory, which were thicker 
than the cella.

pie entrance
[Unknown

Temple interior
Unknown for 1. The cella of 2 contained a raised podium near the central west wall - probably a base for the cult image.

Enclosure information
No enclosure, but a lane at the rear separated them from domestic buildings to the west. Only front of temple 1 was metalled

Ancillary: information
In centre of town, with buildings, hearths and furnaces to the rear Also, two pedestal bases to the north and south east, fronting 
onto the road. Possibly for altars or statues

Bones: information __
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Very limited recording of finds, although miniature bronze axes were found at both temples. Uncertain if from actual temple area: 
Jasper Intaglio of 3 headed god, bronze feather plaque, bronze Bacchus, bronze eagle, pot with head of a genius, bronze plaque 
of Mercury, terracotta fragment of Diana & wheel decorated pot (Green 1976 204-5). Also from the Caistor area were 3 small 
oined bronze cups, bronze leaf, rectangular relief of Bacchus, bronze phallus & bronze cock (Green 1976 399).

[Main bibliography
lAtkinson 1930.
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Site no

tounty

Site name
13 Caistor-by-Norwich 3

Norfolk

temple and at least two ancillary buildings set in a large 
temenos near to the civitas capital, with which it was 
undoubtedly linked. Few finds. No detailed publication.

Site context

Plan

Semi-Urban: Prominent position on a valley slope Inter-visible with Venta Icenorum (05 km to SE), with a road probably leading 
to it. Possibly another temple to the south of the town.

Site chronology
Late 2nd - 3rd/4th century AD

SiteGratt"'"'"'

1950-7 

[stratigraphy | [infonrnatfon
Tertiary

Temple: information
Large rectangular Romano-Celtic temple. Quite disturbed by stone robbing and only partially excavated. ^

Temple position
Eccentrically placed towards the rear of a large 
temenos enclosure. Situated on the highest part of 
the temenos area.

Temple date
Uncertain, as no stratified material. 
General coin spread suggests that the 
main activity occurred in the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries AD, and probably continued 
into the 4th.

Temple size ^
Cella: 11.3 x 10.1m Ambulatory: 
18.1 x 16.6m.

[Tempie~c6nstnjctJon details
Bonded flint, chalk block and mortar walls. i j

Temple entrance
Uncertain. Possibly on the eastern side facing away from the main entrance, towoards another entrance in the temenos (Gurney || 
1986 53). A possible porch was revealed. If
jfipte interior

I Cobbled and tessellated floor. Two oval foundations within the cella may be for altar or statue bases.

Enclosure information
An extensive rectangular masonry temenos, enclosing 2.5 ha. Incompletely excavated. A monumental gateway in the western 
part, and another smaller entranec possibly to thr east

Ancillary: information
A large multi-roomed rectangular building and a circular/apsidal structure were located within the precinct. Other features 
indicated in aerial photography (Gurney 1986).

Bones: information
A small collection found at the site, representing cattle, horse, dog, pig and ovicaprid Also a number of oyster shells.

General Artefact information
A small number of objects from the sanctuary site, none securely stratified: Bronze necklet, bracelet, ligula, mirror part, key, iron 
strip and sheet bronze. Also vessel glass, slag, flint, and quern. 8 coins from earlier excavations and more from recent metal- 
detecting. Small amounts of pottery, including samian and mortaria.

Main bibliography
Gurney 1986
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SttJtofQrmatfon
An unusual possible temple complex consisting of one 
large structure and 4 others, all incorporated into semi 
circular enclosure. A reasonable number of finds, but 
poor recording and stratigraphy.

Urban - set in a small settlement along the Fosse Way road, c.15 km south of Bath

Site chronology Excavation Date ($)
c late 2nd - mid 4th century AD

A square possible temple with annexe room adjoined.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Positioned within the settlement, with the entrance 
side fronting onto the street. Surrounded by 
courtyards to the sides and rear.

Possibly late 2nd - mid 4th century AD, 
although there are earlier coins.

7.7 m square (not including 
annexes)

Temple construction details
Stone construction, with painted plaster and a large column capital. Indications of architectural pretension.

Temple entrance
Entrance to the south east fronting onto the road.

Temple interior
Unknown.

Enclosure information
The temple was set in a semi-circular courtyard, which was divided in two parts.

Ancillary: information
Nothing aside from the temple annexes and courtyards.

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Part of a dedicatory inscription (c AD 235), the skirt and feet of stone statue, pedestal with feet of four figures, a small bronze 
Vesta, a stone head, possibly in native style, fibulae, a bracelet, stone spearhead, pottery and 5 coins ranging from British to 
Constantine.

Mafn bibliography..
Wedlake1958.
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i no Site name
15|Chanctonbury

Plan

: Sussex

><-
"v\

lie informations //
Small religious complex within the hillfort, but only 
limited excavation. Related, at least chronologically to j 
many of the local villa sites. No detailed publication.

Site context

I to Muntham Court & Lancing Down.

Hie chronology
Mid-late 1st - 4th century AD (evidence suggests greater use 
in 1st and 2nd centuries after which either abandoned or 
declined in popularity).

P Grade
:ondary

Stratigraphy]""""
2

Excavation Date (s)
1909, 1977

nformatfon Finds 1
2 2

Temple: information ]
Large rectangular Romano-Celtic derivative temple Ambulatory possibly open on east side.

Temple position
With Iron Age hillfort, between two Roman built cross dykes.

Temple size
Cella internal: 9x7 metres, walls c.1m. Ambulatory: 16 x 17 
metres (walls c.O.Sm)

Temple date
late 1st - 3rd/4th century AD, based upon general coin 
spread.

Temple construction details
Substantial flint foundations and walls. Internal & external faces of outer walls, faced with plaster. Fragments of painted wall 
plaster (dark red, yellow, green). Tiled roof. Indications of tessellated pavement floor.

Temple entrance
Absence of outer wall to the east suggests entrance directly 
to the cella, facing east, towards the hillfort entrance.

Temple interior
Unknown

Enclosure information
It is likely that the hillfort ramparts formed the temenos enclosure, as they were partly refurbished in the Roman period. 
Cross-dykes may indicate an outer enclosure.

Enclosure size
n/a

Enctosur¥TOnstrocHmn details*
Chalk blocks used to reinforce rampart, though possibly 
only on each side of the east entrance.

Enclosure date
Early Iron Age ramparts, part of which were refurbished in the 
Roman period.

Efnclbsure entrance
Eastern side, possibly monumentalised and facing the temple 
entrance.

•

• 

•

1

i

1
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1) 2 Cross dykes (outer temenos?). 2) 7 sided building to the SW, revealed in 1990. Probably an additional temple, as large 
quantities of pig bones and teeth were found from the main part. Also indications of other Roman structures within the hillfort, including pit

1) Romano-British. 2) Roman 1) Situated c.0.5 km east and west of temple. 2) Some 
distance SW of temple

Donstuction detai s
1) Bank and ditch. 2) Polygonal masonry structure, with rectangular entrance chamber

Epigfaphy/lconograhy
Triangular bronze fragment found, which probably came from a statue. Bronze boar also found on a Romano-British 
farmstead, c.1km distant - possibly connected with the many pig bones (UCL field news 1992-3)

Ancillary: information

Metalwork
A number of metal votive objects were found: 1 bronze fibula, 2 pieces of broken bronze knife blade & Iron lynch pin - 
probably votive. Also an enamelled hollow bronze cube - model stool, or part of priest's regalia? Possible evidence for a 
bronzeworking area: 4 small fragments of slag, part of ingot, & solidified droplet, all bronze, from one area.

Coins
23 bronze coins found from the temple site, mostly 2nd century AD.

Miscellaneous items
No miscellaneous items recorded

Bones
Distinct spatial groupings noted of animal remains: Ditch: Mainly skull fragments of cattle and mandibles of sheep. 
Polygonal building: Large quantities of pig teeth & bones found. Also many oyster shells found near to temple beneath 
masonry rubble.

Pottery
Romano-British pottery recorded, some from sealed deposits which suggest late 1st/2nd century date. Mostly 2nd century 
medium sandy wares, with many jar forms.

Main bibliography
Mitchell 1910; Bedwin 1980; UCL field Archaeology news 2 -3 (1991-3)

•
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Site Information
Probable extensive temple site, although only limited 
remains found. Much evidence for other Roman buildings 
in area, including the Villa' complex, which may possibly 
be a hostelry. Very poor excavation.

Site context
Rural - Overlooking a river & c.0.5 miles east of a large Villa'. Near to two Roman roads. Possibly part of large religious complex 
that included the Villa' (Webster 1983).

Probably 2nd - 4th century AD

Temple: information
Poorly excavated substantial square structure interpreted as a Romano-Celtic temple. If the plan is the Cella (not portico), then it 
would be 2nd largest temple in Britain. Much robbing of stonework.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Situated on an artificial terrace overlooking the 
river Coin, 15 m to the north. Trackway from river 
seems to lead up (with steps?) to the terrace and 
temple.

Uncertain. Coins from Hadrian to 
'Maximus' (early 2nd - early 4th century).

Internal: 12.42x 11.96 metres 
External: 13.94 x 13.48 (walls 1.5 
m thick with comers over 2 m)

Temple construction details
Majority of the stone work robbed, but the SW corner revealed large dressed rectangular stone blocks. Fragments of stone 
vousssoirs from an arch, a capital and column drums (0.45 m dia. - c.3.6m columns) found. Artificial terrace to the north, 12 m
wide.,________.._.___._.___............__........-.-_-.............._. „...................... ..... _.............._... . .................. _. ........._..........._......__[Templeentrance____________^________

I Unknown.

(Temple interior
ilCircular pit (1.5 m deep) found near north wall, lined with undressed stone, containing human & animal remains. A few rough 
||slabs projected internally from south wall, and a number of finely dressed small free-stone blocks found.

; Enclosure information
None found, but limited excavation.

Ancillary: information
A small attached building, suggested as a Priest's house, although no apparent function. 2) Other buildings & platforms in area • 
hostels, gatehouses, workshops, shrines & dwellings of temple servants (Webster 1983) Possibly all relating to a religiouslex.. ••••—-•• --.._.... _......_.._....„._........„......... . . . . ..._......_...•• information
Red deer bones: One found in internal temple pit, another (cut at one end) along pathway leading to the temple. Human bone: 
found in internal temple pit (frontal bone of young man), & human jaw bone found amongst hypocaust tiles in 'priests room 1 .

General Artefact information
Most Inconographic images from area were unprovenanced but some were assumed to have come from temple. Indications of 
warrior/hunter deity: Stone relief of hunter with dog & stag (native version of Silvanus?). Small bronze male figurine (6.05 cm), 
wreathed & extending a patera with his right hand found in NE corner of temple. Other metal artefacts included: Iron nails from 
roof tiles and a bronze pin from internal pit. A large number of hypocaust tiles, several of which had the impression of animal 
feet, were found around SW corner of temple. A number of coins were found in/near temple site (no exact provenance) dating 
from Hadrian to 'Maximus' (prob. Maximianius AD286-310). Finally, a small amount of course brown Romano-British pottery was 
recorded from the terrace.

Wain bibliography ___________ _....... __________ .......... . . ..... _......... ...............,.-.,,.._»..-...._„....
Baddeley 1930; Webster 1983
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Site no Site name
17 Chelmsford (Caesaromagus)

Site information
Well constructed temple of unusual design for the region, 
situated in a site that may have had continued sanctity. 
Built upon large filled in hollow which may have been 
earlier focal grove. Poor stratigraphy and finds from the 
later period.

Site context

Plan

Tmpli

Extra-Urban: Situated just outside the town of Caesaromagus. Approximately halfway along the London - Colchester road & 
possibly associated with the Mansio.

Site chronology Excavation
c.AD 310-20 until end of 4th century and possibly into the 5th, though the 1970-71 
area probably contained religious significance before this time.

•' ; pjte Grade"' (stratigraphy ~| [Information jj 
I JTertiary j 1 | 3 :

Temple: information
I Large sophisticated octagonal Romano-Celtic temple, surviving only as robbing trenches with a few remnants of masonry. Built 
I upon hollows filled with tile & rubble - possibly from an earlier temple?

Temple position
Just outside the north east corner of Roman town.

Temple date
310/20 AD - End 4th Century. Based 
upon coin evidence.

temple size
Cella: c.11 metres (walls c.1 m 
thick at foundation), Ambulatory: 
c.17.7 metres (0.7m walls)

1 Built of flint, tile & Stucco. Cella had internal & external piers, & alcove (apse) in eastern wall. No architectural fragments found, 
land only a small amount of 2 coat plaster (mostly red).

Temple entrance
Situated to the east, originally flanked by 2 columns. Later, a rectangular porch, projecting 3 metres, was constructed, and the 
appearance of 2 post pits on either side may indicate the positioning a facade

Temple interior
Floor levels totally eroded Probably concrete floor. I
Enclosure information
No clear evidence for temenos, but limited excavation. Possible boundaries of religious complex: E-W roads to N & S of temple 
and small wall section to the east.

Ancillary: information
1) 'Corridor structure': pre-temple structure that may have had religious associations. Similar to building at Pagan's Hill. 2) Group 
of pits containing 41 coins & other small finds -ritual pits or liturgical rubbish dumps?

Series: information
3192 animal bone fragments - 216 contemporary with structure. Mostly cattle from the temple phase - many horncores. Most 
show signs of butchery. Many oyster shells from a dump, just outside of the temenos. Also a few 1 st-2nd C human bones.
General Artefact information

;

'A range of metalwork found, but few specifically votive items. Most finds relate originally to the 1st-2nd century use of the site 
From temple contexts: 4 finger rings, 8 bracelets, 4 needles, 8 pins & Cu al. chain link, pin & strip, silver buckle (late Roman in 
sub Roman context), plated box hasp, brass bar with incised lines, box mount, belt fitting, 4 toilet articles, military stud, metal 
sheet fragments, iron nails, knife, flat rib plaque with human figure, 57 stone quern fragments, and small blue-green shards of 1- 
4th century glass vessels. 147 Coins on temple sites range from mid 1st century AD (x5 Claudius - post Boudiccan date likely for 
oss). Relatively high numbers of 4th century coins, 13% after AD388, indicates probable use into 5th century. Substantial amount 
of Roman pottery found, from 1st to 4th century, but with a striking lack of 2nd century AD material.

Wain bibliography ________________ ...._...... _ ____________
Wickenden 1992
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An isolated simple structure, probably linked to the 
nearby villa. No full publication.

Site context
Rural/semi-urban Situated c 100 m from a villa and near to a small settlement. 100 m from a main Roman road to the north, and 
linked to it by a trackway.

Late 3rd - mid 4th century AD

Temple: information
A simple circular shrine. Little detailed information.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Near to the villa and roadway. Exact position 
unknown.

Late 3rd - mid 4th century, based on coin 
evidence.

Unknown

Temple construction details
Mortared stone foundations, probable timber superstructure.

II
Temple entrance
Unknown

Temple interior
Cobbled floor.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones; information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Bronze leaf plaque, miniature bronze axe, miniature pot sealed in floor cobbles and c.200 coins.

Main bibliography
Miles and Palmer 1983; Wait 1985
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19|Colchester 1 (Sheepen)

Site information
Grand temple set in large walled temenos, probably built 
10-20 years after Boudiccan revolt. Probably the main 
temple within an extensive religious complex at Sheepen 
Limited finds & publication.

Semi-urban: 400 metres to the NW of Colonia walls C 300 metres south of the River Colne. At least 3 other temples in area, but 
not all contemporary.

Site chronology E5foavation"Date (s)
Late 1st - late 4th century AD. 1935

Sites Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

StratigrapKy" iformaffon ^'iFlnds

Largest of the Colchester Romano-Celtic temples, mostly robbed. The square temple was taken down & swept clean of votive 
remains. Temenos area only partially investigated.

[Temple position Temple date remote size
lEast of town walls. Orientated NW - SE. Set 

yeccentrically within the temenos.
Meagre dating evidence, but points to 
late 1st century - 4th century AD 
(possible restoration in later 4th century).

Cella: c.12 metres square, 
Ambulatory 18.4 m square.

Temple construction details
Yellow loam make up used to raise level of portico & cella Mortared stone walls. Portico walls much less substantial than cella. 4 
altar bases lined the SE wall and flank entrance. Largest altar is slightly offset, near the centre of the SE wall.

Temple entrance
Entrance to the southeast, flanked by 'altars', one of which may have been the main cult altar (lowest courses laid as steps - 
small rectangular stepped base for an altar?)

Temple interior
Floor level completely removed, but black & white tesserae in cella indicate superior tessellated floor. Funnel-shaped hole (25cm 
dia.) in centre - function unknown. Between altar & cella, thin mortar layer & much yellow & red tile tesserae.

Enclosure information
The temple lies within a large trapezoidal enclosure. No other major structures are evident within the temenos, although 
excavation not that extensive. Evidence for internal spreads of pottery & coins

Ancillary: information
1) linear feature, east of central altar, function unknown. 2) L-shaped building, only partially excavated - Interpreted as priest's 
quarter (Wait 1985) or shops (Crummy 1980). 3) Two roomed building, partially recorded. Possible shrine (Hull 1958).

3ones; information
Pig's jaw bone found in temple make-up, many deep layers of Oyster shells (dating to c.later 1st century AD) found around 
middle of southern wall, both inside & outside.

General Artefact information
A plaque found in the temple precinct indicates that Jupiter was worshipped at the temple. Limited range of artefacts: Iron buckle, 
LIA brooches, small fragment of bronze, fragment of bone knife handle and flat tanged knife/chisel Also structural material: White 
& black tesserae (& larger red & yellow) & window glass from top soil in cella Coins ranging from those of Iron Age (23), 
Domitian & Claudius (in temple make-up) to Constantinian (pointing to maintenance of temple until at least 330 AD). Various 
Roman coins (c. 184) spread throughout excavated areas of temenos. Substantial amount of pottery found, including Claudian (in 
make-up levels). Range from LPRIA to late 4th century. Various spreads of Roman pottery throughout excavated areas of 
temenos

Main bibliography____________ ................ ................ ....... ............___... ...................... .. m^. . -..<^,.
Hull 1958; Crummy 1980
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bounty____
Essex

Site information
Romano-Celtic temple with no temenos. Limited 
excavation, so little precise information available.

Site context *
Semi-urban. Near to Colchester 1.

Uncertain: Probably 3rd-4th century AD.

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

Stratigraphy

Modest rectangular Romano-Celtic temple. Bad stratigraphy, much robbing & little information.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Positioned on a slight rise (artificial mound), c.33 
metres NW of Colchester 1.

3rd-4th century AD? Cella: 7 x 6 m, Ambulatory: 13 x 
11 m.

Temple construction details
Walls (c.0.5 m thick) mostly all robbed, but some foundations and common mortar found No evidence of embellishments. 
Evidence for a regular gravel path leading up to the eastern entrance - slightly off centre, like the altar at Col. 1.

nple entrance
I Eastern wall. No embellishments noted.

Temple interior
Part of possible floor surface represented by native yellow gravel, but no other contemporary features.

Enclosure information
The excavation was not extensive enough to note the presence or absence of an enclosure.

Ancillary; information
The only external area excavated revealed a gravel road, therefore other features may have gone un-noticed. 

Bones: information
No contemporary animal bones, but temple was positioned on a midden with many oyster shells and bone food remains

General Artefact information
A few coins possibly contemporary with temple use: 2 4th century illegible barbarous radiates (from NE corner & cella), 1 of 
Gallienus & 1 of Constantinian. All point to 4th century usage, although one of Vespasian found in lowest gravel layer. No pottery 
from contemporary levels, but much 3rd century pottery in midden underneath the temple structure.

Main bibliography
Hull 1958, Crummy 1980
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Site no Site name
21 Colchester 3 & 4 (Sheepen)

Two temples within a religious enclosure containing many 
unexcavated structural features. Limited publication.

Semi-urban: North of Colchester 1, adjacent to the river Colne

mid 1st - Late 3rd century AD

Two rectangular/square temples: 1) 3 phased Romano-Celtic temple, first two had wooden superstructure, last had well 
appointed masonry. Possibly open cella. 2) Single phased Romano-Celtic temple Limited information.
Temple position Temple date Temple size
1) North of temple 1, & about 500 metres from 
Colonia. 2) Immediately north of Colchester 3, 
within the temenos.

1)1st phase c.mid 1st century AD, soon 
rebuilt. Probably destroyed by fire then 
rebuilt in stone (until later 3rd C). 2) Coin 
in floor indicates a date after AD 183. No 
4th C. coins, so out of use c.300?

1) Cella: c.5 x 5 metres (walls: 
0.6 m thick) Ambulatory: c.12 m 
sq. (walls c.1.3 m thick). 2) Cella: 
c.4 x 3.8 metres, Ambulatory c.9 
x 9.2 metres (walls: 0.38 m).

Temple construction details
1) 1st: Timber walls, gravel foundations. 2nd: Cella of wooden posts in a clay floor. 3rd: Rebuilt in stone, exterior marble veneer. 
Thin cella walls - possibly only a stylobate for columns? 2) Timber-framed cella. Masonry footed ambulatory.

Temple entrance
1) Entrance porch to the south east side, looking towards the colonia. 2) Entrance porch on SE side, slightly offset to the left. 
Flanked by masonry superstructure, 'probably of votive significance' (JRS 51 185)

Temple interior
1) Portico of red tesserae. Cella floor removed. Centre: Small bowl shaped pit with: Bolt head, tessellated pavement, coin of Nero 
and marble slabs - partly damaged by fire & part protected - by plinth? 2) Portico floor of coarse tesserae.

Enclosure information
Irregular rectangular temenos, only limited excavation in three areas. Many structural feature associated with temenos and 
precinct, although uncertain exact form & function.

Ancillary: information
1) Pair of kilns used to make imitation Gallo-Belgic ware. Uncertain if associated with structures. 2) Assorted structures 
throughout the temenos, that had not been properly examined

Bones: information
No animal bones recorded

General Artefact information
Iron bolt head found within pit in temple 3 cella. Also structural material found: Tessellated pavement and fragments of purbeck 
marble slabs in temple 3 central cella. Plan of temple 4 shows evidence for possible tessellated pavement fragments. Over 70 
coins from the site, mainly of 1st century date (archaic offerings?), but also extending to Tetricus I (270-3). Lack of 4th century 
coins. A coin of Nero was within a pit in the central cella of temple 3.

Main bibliography
Crummy 1980; Wilson 1961
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Colchester 5 (Grammar Sch.)

Site information
1 '"-defined rectangular building set in a possible double 

enclosure. Significantly different from the other
Colchester temple sites. Poor excavation. Significant 
votive finds indicate a religious nature.

J Rural: c.1 km SW of Colonia, near to a Roman road leading from the Colonia to Gosbecks

ExcivitiorrDate (s)
(Uncertain Com & pottery evidence suggests a 2nd century AD date. (2) 1947

•p* 

IP

He Grade | [stratigraphy ™| prffoTwafFon ~f^
Tertiary 1 1 I 1

Temple: information

Finds" [ - -.^«^f^««|
2

:. .
Rectangular structure, with shallow & indistinct foundations. Poorly excavated.

Temple position
Set within a double temenos, seemingly aligned 
upon its entrance. North of a large rectangular 
building.

Temple date
Uncertain (2nd century AD?).

Temple size
9.2 x6.1 metres

Temple construction details
Masonry construction (at least at foundation). Only remains were chips of stone & mortar- used to define walls No evidence for 
partitioning, or ambulatory. Suggestions of initial timber shrine (Hull 1958) are not substantiated.

fe entrance
Presumed to be on the east, facing the enclosure entrances.

Temple interior
Building floored with rammed soil, extending outside the walls (possibly foe wooden portico?). In the middle was a large fragment 
of tile with adhering mortar. Most interior not excavated.

Enclosure information
Double enclosure surrounding the central building. 1) Oval ditch. 2) Pentagonal masonry structure. The oval ditch had probably 
eventually silted up or was deliberately filled in at a later point (see ancillary).

Ancillary: information
1) Large rectangular building interpreted as a temple meeting hall (Hull 1958 238). 2) Pits 'dug for gravel and subsequently used 
for rubbish 1 (ibid. 239).

Bones: information
Animal food waste bones recorded from pits, associated with pottery, building materials, 2 coins & votive plaque.

General Artefact information
I Two votive plaques & a statuette indicate that Silvanus was the primary deity at the site (Hull 1958 239). Bronze stag: small, solid 
I casting (c.4 by 4cm) - in upper west edge of pit, possibly after filled in. In same pit - part of a marble dedication. Plaques (both

proclaiming fulfilment of vow): 1) To god Silvanus Calliriod, Cinintusmus the coppersmith VSLM - amongst debris N of pit 2) To 
! god Silvanus, Hermes VSLV - in pit. Other artefacts: A large iron key, a broken stylus, several pins, a die, some gaming counters, 
I a duffel button & 'other objects' (Hull 1958 239). 13 Roman coins were found on the site, most 1st - 2nd century AD. Many more

coins probably unexcavated (Hull 1958 240). Pottery found on site in pits & surface debris. No indication of type or amount. Most
is of 2nd century AD date.

dam bibliography.,,..,__ :_._______ - ....................... ....... . ............... ... ................,,—^...-,._
Hull 1958; Crummy 1980.
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23|Colchester 6 (Gosbecks)

Site information
Rural religious complex with temple, precinct, outer 
enclosure & theatre. Whole site is very denuded, with no r, 
real occupation layer & therefore, few finds.

Site context

Plan

Rural: On flat land, c 4km south-west of the Colonia, connected by road. Roman material in surrounding fields may indicate 
wider area of activity associated with the site.

Site chronology
Uncertain c 2nd - end 3rd century?

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

gfratigraphy

Excavation Date (s)
1842, 1936

Information Finds

Rectangular Romano-Celtic temple, indicated by aerial photos, although no solid foundations were evident - robbed in antiquity & 
in 19th century.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Within SE corner of enclosure, north of the theatre 
& west of the possible bath house.

Mid 1 st century AD - ? (No specific 
dating evidence)

Cella: c.7m sq., Ambulatory: 14 m 
sq.

Temple construction details
Probable masonry construction, although all Hull excavated was vague patches of mortar.

Temple entrance
Uncertain

Temple interior
Unknown

I". Enclosure information
Many different enclosures in religious complex, relating to: 1) temple (square double portico & ditch) ,2) possible bath house 
(double rectangular enclosure also incorporating temple) & 3) theatre

Ancillary: information
1) Theatre, incorporated into the sanctuary structure. 2) Possible 'Bath house' (Hawkes & Crummy 1995 103) 3) Lime kiln (Hull 
1958269)

Bones: information
In 2 spots along eastern temenos wall & 2 other parts of field: Lots of Oyster shells & boars tusks (associated with broken 
pottery), in deep pits (Hull 1958 264)

General Artefact information
Fine, well preserved bronze statuette of Mercury, found by ploughing in field, c.30 m NE of temple portico, nr temenos wall Also 
heavy bronze pin in temple ditch & iron spear head at theatre site. Many tiles, tesserae and mortar in temple ditch. A coin of 
Cunobelin and a 2nd century Roman coin in temple ditch. 2 other coins (Roman) found on site. Much pottery (LPRIA & Roman) 
from temple ditch, including cooking pots. Also in pits by eastern temenos (associated with animal bones).

Main bibliography
Hull 1958; Crummy 1980; Hawkes & Crummy 1995
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24|Colchester 7 (Balkerne Lane)

A temple associated with the western monumental 
arch/gateway & a 'shrine' (Crummy 1995 268). Much 
robbing of material & few finds.

Site context
Urban: Just outside the western entrance to the colonia.

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Late 1st/early 2nd - mid 4th century AD (and part possibly longer) 1975

jTertiary
| [Temple: inforrnation

BlraffgTipiiy inforrnation |
1

Finds J
(Square Romano-Celtic temple, possibly part of a small entrance-roadway religious complex Heavily robbed

* JTernple position
On the northern side of a road, c. 20 metres from 
the town walls (which were built afterwards), 
opposite (40m) a 'shrine' on the southern side of 
the road.

Temple date
Late 1st/early 2nd century - mid 4th 
century AD, although cella may have 
continued in use into the 5th century.

Temple size
Cella: 7 m sq, Ambulatory: 15 m ! 
sq. (walls 0.8m)

Temple construction details
I Masonry construction, with deep foundation trenches to penetrate the gravel layers.

I [Ternpte entrance u|jUncertain, although probably facing south towards the altar, road and opposite 'shrine'

Temple interior
Unknown

Enclosure information
No specific enclosure found, although it was eventually positioned between the town wall and town ditch, & a later narrower ditch 
was built along its east side (cutting through ambulatory).

Ancillary: information
1) Square 'shrine' building 2) 'Altar' base

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
A mid 4th century coin was found in a robber trench, although 1125 coins were found at the Balkerne lane site. The pattern of 
coin loss is similar to other areas of town, and may not relate directly to the temple.

Main bibliography,.
Crummy 1984
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Sitgno Site name
25|Colchester 8 (temple of Claudius)

large classical temple set within an extensive temenos. 
Dedicated to the deified Emperor Claudius. Later, the site 
of a Norman keep. No fully published report and few finds 
specifically from the Roman use of the site.

Site context

Plan

Urban: Within the eastern half of the colonia, opposite a possible basillica and adjacent to a theatre

'emple: information
.arge rectangular classical temple (octastyle?), only part of the foundations of the podium preserved 1

'emple position _ Temple date ______ Temple size 
Set along the symmetrical entrance axis, slightly Probably constructed after Claudius's Podium 32 x 23 5 metres 
:owards the rear of the precinct. death, c.AD 54? (Fishwick 1995),

destroyed c.61 in Boudiccan revolt and
reconstructed. Final renovation c.313?
Uncertain use in late 4th century.

templeconstruction details__________________________________________________ 
Temple built of imported stone, including purbeck marble. Probably a colonnaded portico leading into the large cella. Set on a 
ligh podium, built of vaults packed with sand.

temple entrance
-acing south towards the temenos entrance and ?basilica beyond. The entrance portico reached by a large flight of steps.

Femple interior_______ ___ _ _ .,. . __ _ __
Jnknown.

re information __ _ ~ .TIIIT.,..m_.^II^.^.,.,^»^..J^ 
A large masonry temenos, with an internal colonnade and a monumental entrance.

Ancillary: information_______ ..,.»-.....^»*»..•• -.«!=»- 
The foundations for a large altar lay on the entrance axis in front of the temple.

Sories: information ;—,_„,„. ,,„.,,t.__A__...,_.,.„, ,.aa,,f,,^^^,,.^,^,,~,,,^,—.I .,„ •• •,,»»,•• -.-••., -,»,. <.,,.~<..*ma- ................. ........:-..;.. .........
Mo bones recorded

jeneral Artefact information____^______„_____,_^___^-_--__1-____,m_____m-___-___Mrew artefacts recorded from the temple site, mostly building materials, including purbeck marble Alsoa bronze handle, bracelet, inger ring, brooch, iron staples, late 4th century glass beaker fragments, metalworking debris and a small amount of pottery, from 
he 1st to 4th century AD.

vlain bibliography
Hull 1958; Drury 1984; Fishwick 1972
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A probable temple, but very little information available 
Few finds.

Site context
Rural - Situated near to a villa (Stock farm) and Roman roads.

i large apsed rectangular structure divided into two parts (Romano-Celtic derivative). Entrance area destroyed before 
lexcavations. Succeeded by smaller 'shrine' structures.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
I Immediate context unknown. Late 'shrine' on a 
(slightly different alignment.

Built 3rd century & renovated at start of 
4th (apse removed). Demolished mid 4th 
century. Later 'shrine' assigned to late 
4th century.

14 x ?26 metres. Apse: 9 m wide, 
4.5 m deep.

PerhpTe construction details
•Timber construction using large oak beams. Timber aisles supported the roof, made of green sand-stone, imported locally. Later 
I'shrine' of smaller timber beams.

Temple entrance
• Supposedly situated to the east, but area destroyed.

Temple interior
I Unknown.

Enclosure information
An enclosure to the rear of the temple, affixed to its corners. Later replaced by stone markers. Very little information.

Ancillary: information
1) Rectangular structure - another shrine? 2) 'Altar/plinth'

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Two iron horseshoes found buried in the temple's foundations.

Main bibliography
Walters 1992
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Site no Site name

County
27|Coleshill

Warwickshire

Site information
A small religious complex replacing an earlier field 
system & small settlement. Associated buildings, 
including a possible bathhouse. Not fully published.

Plan

Bathhouse.

Site context
Rural - a religious complex. Lying on a slope overlooking a river floodplain - probably the civitas boundary 
town of Mancetter, possible road near site.

Site chrblSogy K
Mid 2nd - mid/late 4th century AD

c.10 miles from

Excavation Date (s)
1978-9

Site Grade
ISecondary

Stratigraphy | Information Finds

Temple: information
2 phased rectangular Romano-Celtic temple

temptfe position
Temple lies on east-facing slope overlooking former floodplain of river Cole. Nearest Roman road is 9km to north (Watling 
St), nearest settlement (Mancetter), 16 km to NE.

Temple size
Phase 1: Cella: 6.5 x 6 m, Ambulatory: 11 x 10 m. Phase 2: 
Cella: 10.5 x 9.5, Amb: 17 x 15.5 m

Temple date
1) mid 2nd - late 2nd/early 3rd century AD 2) Late 2nd/early 
3rd - mid/late 4th century AD

Temple construction details
1) Timber built structure surrounded by a post-hole ambulatory 2) Masonry construction. Apse in western cella wall, 
removed on later construction of ambulatory and eastern 'porches'.

temple entrance
Entrances on eastern side, flanked by 'porches' at later date.

Tempte interior
Cella of stone temple had Opus Signorum floor.

Enclosure information
In phase 1 , an area of cobbling may have indicated the temenos range. A sub-rectangular stone enclosure was later built 
around the masonry temple & immediate ancillary buildings.

Enclosure size
1) Cobbling over a vast area, c.70 metres towards the area 
of the bath house. 2) c. 68 m N-S, 45m E-W

Enclosure constructfolWffiillF43™*"""
1) Cobbles 2) Masonry construction

Enclosure date
1) Contemporary with timber shrine and 1st stage of masonry 
temple 2) 3rd century, among the later additions to the 
sanctuary

Enclosure entrance
Uncertain, probably on the eastern side.
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'Vnclllary: Information
1) Apsidal structure (shrine?). 2) Mortar basin (run-off water tank?) 3) Square building with hearth (function ?) 4) Humble 
Dath building, incompletely excavated 5) Well (not fully excavated). Both 3 and 4 probably associated with the temple, as there is a lack of other settlement in the area.

Ancillary.Date Position
1) Early 3rd C. 2-3) 3rd century, both among latest additions 
4-5) Late Roman

Doristuction details

1) c. 10 m east of temple, 2) Adjacent to SE corner of temple 
3) c.18m from temple 3) c.50 m south of temple 4) c.30 m 
south of Bath house

1) Masonry, with platform of sandstone blocks within it, 2) Mortar-built, 3) Masonry 4) Masonry building, containing a hearth, not very well appointed 5) Lined with limestone slabs

No iconography or epigraphy recorded

Metalwork
Large quantities of brooches, tweezers and other toilet items, 'in greater numbers than would be expected from casual losses'(Magilton 198035).

Coins
JA small amount of Roman coinage was found throughout the cobbled area - 'too scarce to indicate commercial activity' 
|(Magilton 33). Coin series continued into the 370's.

Miscellaneous items
I No miscellaneous items recorded

Bones
No bones were recorded, although the interim excavation report was very limited in its treatment of finds from the temple.

Pottery
Large numbers of miniature pottery vessels ('votive cups' - cosmetics containers?: Magilton 1980 35)

Main bibliography
I Magilton 1980; Grew 1980
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28ICollyweston

A probable small religious complex (2-4 shrines & 3 other 
ancillary buildings) in the same style as Brigstock 
Excavation was brief. To south and east of area, lay an 
area of 5.5 acres, where Roman stone & pottery was 
found at varying intensities.

Rural - a small religious complex. A number of Roman villas in the area, c.14 km from Brigstock, 7 km south of Great Casterton, 
10 km NW of Durobrivae, 6 km from Ermine street.

Site chronology ExSivifion Dafe '($)""
2nd - 3rd century AD

life Grade

1953

Tertiary
Temple: information

Stratigraphy IWoWnaWn Finds

IPolygonai and circular structures, interpreted as shrines. Few associated finds.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Three structures formed a triangle, all 3 metres 
apart. Other structures nearby.

2nd - 4th century AD, dated by pottery. 
Not all built at the same time.

c. 6 metres diameter. Each side 
c.3.8m long & 0.6m thick.

Most had stone foundations and lower courses, but with a possible timber superstructure.. The hexagonal structure was 
surrounded by a band of stone footings, 'acting a hard ambulatory' (Knocker 62).

nple entrance
• Entrance to hexagonal structure was c.1.5 m wide, situated on the southeast side. The threshold contained a single line of 
I stones. Other unknown.

-1.

Temple interior
Floors ranged from limestone slabs to opus signorum. The octagonal structure had large stones set into the floor with traces of 
letters - base for cult statue? Heath in hexagonal structure, along with a niche in the wall opposite the entrance.

Enclosure information
Part of a possible temenos wall or ditch is represented by a linear feature. Few other indications as to the extent of the boundary

Ancillary; information
Many ancillary building found, some of which may also have been shrines They include 2 rectangular structures, a circular 
structure, 2 circular stone areas and an area of irregular limestone paving

Bones: information
Animal bone fragments are recorded as coming from the area of large stones, associated with some charcoal. No indication is 
given of bone type.

General Artefact information
Evidence of possible writing on a stone in the octagonal temple, but illegible. Elsewhere, a fragment of Samian dr. 37 with part of 
human figure & sea horse, dating to end of 2nd century AD. Other artefacts: Iron wagon lynch pin, Iron socket, bronze hinge 
plate, Iron chopper, bronze needle and fragments of a well made bronze mirror, bone pin from hearth in ancillary building and a 
large quantity of pottery, including Samian, a flagon, mortarium & wheel-like disc.

Main bibliography
Knocker 1965
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Northamptonshire
Site information
Two-phased 'temple', although the earlier structure has 
no evidence for a religious nature. The later stone 
building was re-roofed in later 3rd century & formed the 
main site focus. Well published.

r Rural - part of a villa complex, 1 mile east of Watling street 800 metres west of the confluence of the rivers Great Ouse and * Tove. At least 9 more villas within an 8-km radius.

Site chronology
Mid 2nd -4th century AD

:

IxclvitlorrDatl (s)
1969

i [Site Grade (stratigraphy llnformfelon" —~":~~- fSfcfo
: (Tertiary j 1 I 2 2

Temple: information
Two superimposed square structures on a similar alignment, the latter of possible Romano-Celtic form. Site possibly deliberately 
dug over after the earlier demolition, and new masonry building immediately built.
Temple position Temple date Temple size
Situated c.60 metres east of the main house. 1) Built mid 2nd century AD, based upon 

pottery & coin of Hadrian. 2) Late 2nd - 
4th century AD. Built at a time when the 
villa declined significantly.

1) c. 2.5m sq. 2) Cella 6 15 sq., 
internally. Possible ambulatory, 
c.11m dia.

details"
1) Outline of wooden post-holed structure. An outer line on the south side may indicate another wall. 2) Circuit of trench set foundations with limited amounts of dressed limestone remaining (timber framed?). Possible ambulatory wall in the south.

nee
1) Entrance situated to the SE 2) A central, possibly elaborate entrance situated on the eastern side, with limestone paving outside.

Temple interior
1) No information relating to the interior was evident. 2) Slightly plough damaged. A single large square post-hole in the centre of 
the cella. It was placed c. 1 century after construction and decayed in situ.

Enclosure information
No enclosure found.

Ancillary; information
1) Rectangular structure with a possible religious function. 2) Pit, possibly for burial of material from shrine refurbishment. Also, 
other buildings on the site including the main villa & bath house, a smaller domestic house and a workplace.
3ones; informatJon
Small amount of animal bone (Mainly cattle & sheep, also pig, horse & deer) - from domestic consumption Also 177 Oyster 
shells. Human bones: Remains of at least 2 people in 3 contexts: 2 skulls in temple wall & other bones buried c. 1m south of

act information
Cu al. Bracelet, Jet bead, shale bracelet x2, bone peg, coloured vessel glass, window glass and a large amount of iron work (mostly structural) all from pit. Glass also found in temple rubble. 61 coins found in 1969 excavations, 39 from pit near temple, other mostly associated with the masonry temple. A large number of very small, late copied coins, of good quality. A small 
amount of LIA pottery, as well as large amounts of Roman coarseware, samian & mortaria associated with temple and pit (pit had 
981 late 3rd century pot shards).

i/Iain bibliography
Quinnell 1991
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Plan

Two-phased constructed religious site, probably little 
more than artificial platforms. A reasonable quantity of 
finds, well excavated and recorded.

Site context!

<a^
i „ T.irio ^ I.Y ••-

v» <%£LJ&

Rural(?). Situated on a hill slope to the south of the main hillfort. Roman road c.4 km west, nearest known small settlement c 5 km NW (Blackwardine).

Mid/late 1st - 4th century AD (2-phased)

Temple: information
Artificial rectangular earth platform built into the hillside, replaced by a defined square mound. There is little evidence for temple superstructure & interpretation based upon finds & position.
Temple position Temple date Temple size
Set in the eastern half of the Hillfort annexe 
enclosure, facing the probable entrance.

Phase 1: later 1 st - mid 2nd century AD. 
Phase 2: Uncertain, as little diagnostic 
wares, but a little 3rd-4th century pottery 
indicates a late date.

Levelled platform c.10 x 9 metres 
Mound, c.11.6 m square. Built 
c.1.2 m above the terrace.

[Ternple construction details
•Phase 1: An almost level terrace, cut back to the north & built up on the southern slope, with locally imported red clay forming the 
jfloor. Phase 2: A mound was built up over the platform, and lined on 3 sides by dry stone kerb.

Temple entrance
Uncertain, although gullies to the north may have been eroded by human traffic coming around the terrace to the main area of 
ritual activity (Stanford 1974 136)

Temple interior
Phase 1: 27 stake holes were positioned in the eastern half, most filled with charcoal as if burnt. Unlikely to all be contemporary. Western half- areas of heavily burnt clay & charcoal. Also 3 pits & 1 hearth. Phase 2: A hearth, pit & 2 (post?)holes.

Enclosure information
Large enclosed annexe attached to the hillfort, that may have acted as a temenos, even though it may have been a secondary 
function. Limited excavation.

Ancillary; information
3 other possible artificial platforms. Unexcavated.

Sones: information
Large amounts of unidentified cremated bone fragments found throughout the charcoal layers. ID'd bones: 14 of cattle, 4 of 
ovicaprid, 7 of pig No evidence of human bone.

General Artefact information
A reasonable quantity of iron & bronze metalwork found in the mound area, very corroded, but not melted No concentrations 
evident, so regarded as 'casual losses' (Stanford 1974 143). 6 1st century AD brooches, 4 studs, bronze mount, lead bar, iron 
bell, spearhead, boss, blade, hook, cleat, clamp, pin, 2 rings (washers?), 17 nails, 14 hobnails & a limited amount of unidentified 
scrap. Also glass fragment, 3 whetstones and 3 clay 'hearts'. At least 96 coarseware and 21 samian vessels discovered. High % 
of local bowls/cooking pots. 4 shards of amphorae. High degree of fragmentation. Probably residual (i.e. not found in the place 
where they were smashed).

/Jain bibjojraphy ............... :,.,....... .... .................... ........._........ ..........._.-..__-...:......^^ ..—^..•.-A/
Stanford 1974
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Site no Site name

County
31 ICrownthorpe

Norfolk

A large temple, with no recorded finds and very little 
information. It was a similar size to its nearest temple, 
Caistor 3, and have been similarly important

Plan

Rural -15 km from Caistor.

Site chronology Excavation Date ($)
Undated. 1959

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

Friformation Inds

A large rectangular Romano-Celtic temple. Little information.

I
Temple position Temple date Temple size
Exact position unknown. Unknown. Ambulatory 17.2 x 15m. Cella 

9.5x 8.6m.

Temple construction details
Masonry construction.

Temple entrance
Unknown.

Temple interior
Hearths and pestholes in the cella, and a large masonry footing in the centre - altar/statue base?

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information

Bones: information

General Artefact information

Main bibliography
Wait 1985; Gurney 198651.
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County
•MMOHMBH

loucestershire
Site formation
Mumphased springhead temple. Possibly part of a wider 
complex, as much Roman occupation material discovered ;, 
c.70 to NNW. Very limited publication.

IM \ m [yUpji' M^J

Site context
Rural - Situated on a prominent hilltop overlooking the River Severn & inter-visible with Uley Popes Hill Villa nearby & other 
roads & villa in local area Lydney c.10 km south.

Site chronology Bcavatlon Date (s)
Uncertain. Probably 1st - late 4th century AD

Two-phased rectangular temple (Romano-Celtic derivative), preceded by an earlier feature, focused around a small springhead. 1 Disturbed stratigraphy and much robbing of stonework. *
Temple position Temple date Temple size
Situated on a hill crest facing the river Seven, 
where the tidal bore reaches its most impressive 
size.

2nd - late 4th century AD. (earlier post- 
holes may be of 1st century AD date).

c.22.5 x 28 metres (although it 
was uncertain if ambulatory 
appeared in 1st phase)

Temple construction details
Earliest feature: 2 series of post holes, one rectangular, the other circular, surrounding the spring. Temple: Stone foundations for half timbered superstructure. 2nd phase - cella closed off at rear. Final structure resembles Lydney.

Temple entrance
Situated to the east - a c.2 metre gap in the wall

Temple interior
Temple focused on spring. Original apse in western wall, replaced by a wall with 2 niches with 2 further niches in SW corner. 
Secondary pool and drain behind primary pool. Original floor: cobbles from entrance to spring, then wider spread of red tesserae. 1

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
The nearby Roman occupation material may have represented ancillary structures connected with the temple. 

3ones: information _.„ .,
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
A hoard of over 115 3rd and 4th century coins (Gordian III to Arcadius) found disturbed m the NW corner of the temple site 
(Britannia 1988 467). Pottery found in unknown quantity and used for dating purposes.

Main bibliography
Jones & Mattingly 1990; Frere 1985, 1986 & 1988
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A muliphased religious site with probable pre-Roman 
(origins. No evidence for a Romanised cult. Very limited 
•finds and interim publication.

Site context

Phase 2 Phase 3

Urban Situated in a prominent part of a small town/settlement.

JMid 1st - late 4th/5th century AD

Tertiary

finformation
lA two-phased non-Romano-Celtic circular temple. Very few associated finds

|H|(ipl$ 'position
M Positioned within the central part of the complex.

"fTempte construction details

Temple date
1 st phase: mid 1 st - late 2nd century AD. 
2nd phase: 3rd - 4th century. It 
underwent decline and possibly re-use in 
the later 4th century.

Temple size
1st: c.12 m dia. 2nd: c.15 m dia.

(Foundation slots for wooden construction Both with eastern entrances, aligned with the enclosure entrance. Possibly both 
lunroofed. Central pit replaced by a rectangular plinth - altar?

nple entrance —I'

I Unknown

Temple interior

Enclosure information
An enclosure was formed on 3 side bt the road network, supplemented in phase 2 by a fence. On the eastern side, was a line of 
post pits and later, rubble wall footings. A large entrance opened up on this side, leading to the temple

Ancillary: information
A range of ancillary structures, including a concentric building to the south, a large pit to the rear and other structures, all of 
wooden construction.

3ones: information . , <««*««-_______:______________ __
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
The only finds recorded were a Venus figurine and a large amount of toilet articles.

Main bibliography
Atkinson and Preston 1998
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Site no [Site name

County
341 Parley Heath

Surrey

Site information 1
A temple set within a polygonal enclosure. Many 
associated finds, but very limited recording resulting in 
very few being provenanced. Much stratigraphical 
disturbance.

Plan

I 10J /
Site context
Rural - on relatively high ground at the end of a branch road from the London to Chichester route Pottery kilns in area. Two villas within 5 km & many Roman finds from the region.

Site chronology^ """
llate 1st - early 5th century AD

Excavation Date (s)
1838, 1926

Site Grade
Secondary

Stratigraphy]
1

Information Finds

Temple: information
Substantial square Romano-Celtic temple. Poorly recorded.

Temple position
JSet eccentrically within the northern part of the enclosure.

Temple size
I Exact dimensions uncertain. Cella:c.6.7m sq., Ambulatory, 
c.20msq. (Wait 1985406)

Temple construction details
Masonry foundations and walls (limestone & mortar) Red tilec

Temple date
Late 1st - Early 5th century AD (based upon pottery and coin 
evidence). This indicates activity at the site - not necessarily 
the use of the temple.

J roof

Temple entrance
Uncertain

Enclosure information

Temple interior
No mention of temple interior in records.

iTemple surrounded by a polygonal enclosure, possibly sub-divided, or else enlarged. Similar to temple enclosure at Coblenz. 

[Enclosure size Enclosure date
JApprox. 121 x 124 m. The polygonal enclosure is contemporary with the temple.

Tfticiosure construction details Enclosure entrance
ijTemenos walls are of masonry construction. Evidence of 
•secondary reconstruction, limiting its size.

Uncertain.
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\ncillary: information
1) Paved pond (ritual?) 2) 2 Pottery kilns 3) A pit containing pottery, coins & bronze items - possible ritual pit, or used to dispose ritual items at end of sanctuary use.

All uncertain date, but possibly contemporary with temple. 1) At the east end of the south bank 2) Just beyond the north
end of the west earthwork. 3) Within the southern part of the 
temenos.

Constuction details
1) Supposedly paved with Roman tile 2) uncertain 3) Outer sloping slides to a circular top

Epigraphy/lconograhy
Bronze sceptre binding with dog, stag, raven, figure with axe hammer, figure with wheel, trident, boar & 2 ravens on. Also bronze eagle, hawk & plaque of Cupid with shield & medusa head. Inscriptions: Nothing explicit recorded, but a fragment of sheet copper with a nail hole in may have been part of a votive tablet (Goodchild 15).

Vletafwork
large amount of metalwork was recovered from the site, including much ornamentation: 3 enamel inlaid bronze stools, and many brooches, bracelets and rings.

Coins
Over 1000 coins found from the site, found individually, scattered over a wide area. They seem to have been from the 
occupation layer and therefore may indicate commercial activity, but stratigraphy is uncertain.

Miscellaneous items
Very little recorded: vessel glass & polished marble

Bones
No bones recorded

Pottery
A large amount of pottery came from the area around the temple site, ranging from 1 st to 5th century AD.

Main bibliography
Winbolt 1927; Goodchild 1938; 1947; Lowther and Goodchild 1943; Black 1985
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35IFolly Lane, St Albans

A temple built within an enclosure, 10m to the NW of a 
mid 1st century AD elite burial, with which it was 
undoubtedly connected.

Semi-urban site, c.1.9 km NE of Verulamium, next to Roman road, and overlooking the river Ver.

Site chronology
Early 2nd - late 3rd century AD (Burial & enclosure mid 1st century AD)

^Stratigraphy I
Tertiary

Temple: information
ISimple rectangular Romano-Celtic temple. Limited recording.

pie position
ISituated c.10 metres NNW of elite burial, & set 
I eccentrically within the palisade semi-enclosure.

Temple date
Early 2nd - late 3rd century AD

fehTp]e"cohstifuction details
[Lightly mortared flint footings, up to 1 metre in depth.

Temple entrance
On South-eastern side, aligned with the grave, c.2.5 metre gap.

Temple interior
Two small hearths situated within the cella, but uncertain stratigraphical relationship.

Enclosure information
Large multi-phased rectangular enclosure, and palisade.

Ancillary: information
1) Large shaft containing fragments of pottery and metalwork - where body & grave goods displayed prior to cremation 2) Small 
pit containing charcoal, cremated human bone, mass of amphorae, molten Cu.al & silver & Iron chain mail - Elite grave pit.
Bones: information ___ _______________________
Cremated bone from the elite burial pit, and 4 inhumations from the enclosure terminals. All dated to mid 1st century AD, before 
the temple's construction

General Artefact information
Pottery found in construction and demolition levels & used for dating purposes.

Main bibliography
Niblett 1999
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Site no Site name

bounty
36|Frilford

Oxfordshire

Site information
A temple set within a temenos, next to a circular 
building (shrine?) & near to an amphitheatre, cemetery 
and 5 'Roman occupation' areas. Limited excavation 
of surrounding area. Limited finds directly associated 
with the temple.

Site context
IRural or semi-urban religious complex. Near to the junction of two Roman roads & above flood plain of river Ock c.150 m.a Near to tribal/civitas boundary. Frilford Villa very close.

"plTchfonoiogy'
jMid 2nd - late 4th century AD

[Site Grade Stratigraphy f~ ll
Secondary 2 I

Excavation Date (s)
1937-8, 1964-6, 1981 (field survey)

nformatfon Finds
2 1 ' /==

Temple: information
Multi-phased square Romano-Celtic temple, with later annexe additions. Probably raised on a podium. Walls & foundations systematically robbed. Especially important in late Roman period. pTemple position
Set slightly eccentrically in a large temenos. It was c.25m north of circular building, 110m east of road junction & c. 170 m west of amphitheatre.

Temple size Temple date
Originally 7.2m sq. cella, 16.6m sq. Ambulatory

Temple construction details

Mid-late 2nd century - late 4th century AD. Annexes probably 
added in the early 4th century AD. Based upon stratified coin 
and pottery evidence, mainly from the temple path.

Pieces of cemented rubble foundation are only indicators. Walls likely to have been c.0.9m thick. Earlier temple had exterior tile & cement pathway, 3.3m wide. Large (10m) triple roomed annex attached to western side. Smaller annexe on NE 
corner.

Temple entrance Temple interior
No physical evidence of entrance, but large (6.6m wide, 
extending at least 9m) gravel pathway on the eastern side 
suggests that it was east facing. It had 3 layers of metalling, 
with many late Roman coins on upper level.

Raised floor levels - no trace remains. Large quantities of red 
brick tesserae undoubtedly part of the floor, less found in 
annexe. Much red (& some blue/green) wall plaster.

Enclosure Information
Stone-walled rectangular temenos located through aerial photography. Uncertain location on western side. Not yet 
excavated

Enclosure size Enclosure date
North-South, c.120 metres. East-west, at least 150 metres. Uncertain

Enclosure construction details Enclosure entrance
Uncertain Presumably to the east, but uncertain.
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associations - either connected with domestic settlement or was a derivative of a Gallic theatre (Hingley 1985 211). 3) "emetery, associated with settlement.

Anclllary.Date Position
1) Uncertain. All Roman material was unstratified. 2) 
Uncertain. Probably 2nd-4th century AD 3) 4th-5th century.

Jonstuctton details

1) Lying c.25 metres south of temple. 2) 120m east of eastern 
temenos boundary, in a dry narrow valley. 3) 150 metres NW 
of temple

1) Dry stone foundation, floor levelled, possible hearth on northern side & a square pit in centre. Destroyed by fire. 2) Earlier 
timber phase succeeded by a masonry phase. 3) 359 Roman and Saxon graves.

Epigraphy/lconograhy
No iconography or epigraphy recorded

Metalwork
Surprisingly little found.: bronze handle, fragmentary bracelet, 2 rings, 3 brooches, 2 bronze pins, scrap bronze, iron bodkin 
& iron hoop. Most unstratified. Also miniature sword & shield from rotunda pit.

Coins
150 coins found in three groups: 1) Scattered Late Roman hoard (49) from pit between temple & rotunda.2) 78 
4th/5thcentury coins associated with one level of the temple pathway. 3) 23 coins of all dates scattered throughout site.

Miscellaneous items
Little recorded: Part of burnt stone basin (SW of temple), 2 bone pins & a semi-precious bead.

Bones
No bone of Roman date recorded from the immediate site around the temple - only the late Roman cemetery nearby

Pottery
Small quantity of fragmentary samian, representing 32 vessels. RB coarse ware: Much from the temple area - mostly 2nd 
century + Very little from rotunda.

Main bibliography
Bradford & Goodchild 1939; Harding 1987; Hingley 1982 , 1985
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Site Information
Three phased cult building set in a temenos Probably 
part of the mansio complex, which was the 2nd largest 
found in Roman Britain. An additional 2-phased temple 
(Pipers lane) was situated to the south, in a large 
temenos. Limited information.

Site context
Urban - situated within the NW sector of the small Roman town, along with the Mansio. Another temple located in the southern 
part of town.

Excavation Date (s)
Range of structures from 2nd - 4th century AD Uncertain. Partially excavated over many years

m Tertiary
Temple: information

Stratigraphy nformatlon
^

Finds

A series of three chronologically distinct temples/shrines (rectangular and polygonal), in one area, the middle of which was 
Romano-Celtic in design.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Positioned in the northern part of a large 
enclosure, on the northern side of the E - W road 
through the town. Mansio positioned just to the 
east.

1-2) c.mid 2nd - late 3rd century, 
destroyed by fire along with the rest of 
the mansio. 3) Early - late 4th/5th 
century, based on coin evidence.

1) 5 x 7 m 2) 10 x 8 m cella, 12.5 
x 14.5 m ambulatory. 3) c.10.5 m 
dia.

Temple construction details
JAII timber framed buildings, with phase 3 having partial masonry footings. Phase 2 ambulatory built of substantial timber uprights 
1(4 on all sides except rear where 5 were present). Roof probably tiled or slated. Phase 3 possibly had upper floor(s).

pple entrance
JAII entrances facing southeast towards the E -W road. The foundation trench at entrance of the phase 1 structure suggests steps 
lor another feature.

riple interior
• Interior of phase 1 uncertain. Phase 2: gravel floors, with an open hearth in SW corner of cella. Phase 3:cenmtrally position, was 
la masonry tank, 1.25 x 1.75 m, later dismantled & replaced by clay-lined well. Both associated with large post.

Enclosure information
Large rectangular enclosure, which by the 3rd century had been reduced by the town wall construction & establishment of 
tenement plots along north side of the road. The 3rd century enclosure of the mansio incorporated the temple.
Ancillary: information
Timber building or portico, suggested as similar to buildings at Pagans Hill & Thistleton (Green 1986 33) (Plus at least one pit 
from within the temenos, but with little information on).

3ones: Information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Group of bronze repousse feather plaques rolled up with late 3rd century rubbish in disused aqueduct. One has inscription: To 
the god Abandinus. Vatiaucus gave this from his own resources.' - A river God? Intaglios: Jupiter & Dolphins, Mercury, Minerva 
and Ganymede. Beaker with archer & stag, gold pendant with human capped head & 2 pipe clay figurines of Venus. All found in 
!he local vicinity. Also: 4 Bronze repousse leaves/feathers, a pewter wheel amulet (not directly associated), a buff ware flask with 
wheel symbols and large amounts of bone waste from manufacture of caskets.

dairt bibliography
H.J.M. Green 1986
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County
Essex
Site information
Well appointed temple, set in precinct with ancillary 
buildings. Possibly part of a wider religious complex, 
as other structures located nearby. A reasonable 
quantity of artefacts & ecofacts, mostly between the 

Utemple and temenos gateway & in pits.

Plan '

Site context
J(Sub)urban - set on high sloping ground, 1km east of Roman town (fully inter-visible), with a road leading to it. A river lay to 
I the south. Near to a Civitas boundary.

{Site chronology
, ,jlst/2nd -4th/early 5th century AD. Two main periods of use, 
jlwith a possible gap c.mid 2nd century AD. Change in 
|J character during 4th century AD.

:" 'Tsit^Irade ' • f
• Secondary

Stratigraphy
2

Excavation Date (s)
1848, 1976-7, 1983-4, 1986, 1988

Information Finds
2 2 '^^

Temple: information
Well-appointed square porched Romano-Celtic temple. Possibly pre-dated by an area of rammed flints, found under the 
ambulatory. Surrounded by gravelled area.

Temple position
Set with a large temenos, facing the ancillary building, rather than the enclosure entrances, which lay slightly to the north & 
south. ;

Temple size
Cella: 7 m sq. (0.58m walls) Ambulatory 12.3 m sq. (o.48m 
walls)

Temple construction details

Temple date
1 st - 4th century AD. After slow dilapidation, much 
refurbishment was carried out at the end of the 3rd century 
AD. Based upon coin & pottery evidence.

Flint, chalk & clay walls. Tile drain built from NE corner. Walls strengthened by 2nd foundation. A wall was built at right 
angles to the S ambulatory wall. Initially plastered throughout, but after refurbishment, only plastered internally.

Temple entrance
Porch along east side with mortared floor (c.7x2m). 2 post 
holes related to a doorway. Enlarged at same time as wall 
strengthening (c.9x3m). Gravel pathway led east to 
enclosure entrance & south to unknown area (another 
enclosure entrance?).

Temple interior
Foundations (c 45m wide) on either side of the entrance I 
within the ambulatory - offering benches/tables? (Goodburn 
1979 309). Elaborate mosaic floor sections in cella & 
ambulatory. Painted cella wallplaster - fruits & flowers

Enclosure information
Large rhomboid masonry enclosure, probably preceded by dit 
the ditch terminal by the entrance. Only small sections excav<-

snclosure size
North-South: c. 85 metres East-West c.65 metres 
(enclosing c.1 ha.)

Enclosure construction details
Wooden palisade & outer ditch (c.2.6 m wide), the former 
replaced by a masonry wall (mortared flint), c 0.65 m wide. 
Ditch may have continued to function.

ch and palisade. A concentration of artefacts & ecofacts within 
ited. Most recorded as cropmarks.

Enclosure date
Initial ditch & palisade c 1st/2nd century AD Masonry wall 
c.3rd century AD

Enclosure entrance
Main gateway on eastern side: 5.5 metres wide, with 
opposing semi-circular buttresses, linked by 3 metre wide 
path to temple, although not aligned. Another probable 
entrance further south, beyond the ancillary building.
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() Small kiln 2) Masonry building, with little remaining of southern wing. Uncertain function. 3) Pit grouping (19 pits) 
containing animal bones, oysters and pottery - ritual pits. 4) Irregular mortared feature (altar?). Also many additional pits & an area of 'ritual' activity 50m to the SE of the site.

Ancillary.Date Position
All unknown specifically, but contemporary at some point 
with the temple. Most pit fills were late 1st/2nd C AD, 
although many intercut.

Constuction details

1) Just to the north of the path(?) 2) 7.5 m inside from the 
gateway, to the S of the path. 3) Immediately inside SW 
corner of precinct 4) c. 1 m to the W of the ambulatory.

1) unknown 2) Winged mortared masonry building with internal painted plaster Each wing had an entrance at its west end. 
Floor cut by kiln/oven. 3) Some pits re-cut. Various fills: chalk, ash & loam. 4) Layers of tiles and mortared flint.

Epigraphy/lconograhy
A range of iconographic images found associated with the temple site. Many show signs of structured deposition: Silver 
mask plaque (folded) & feathers, bronze reclining river god, bust of luna & bone knife handle of Hercules wearing tore. Also: 
Steelyard weight depicting Diana, pipe-clay horse & rider, fragment of a face urn, 3 pot fragments depicting Mercury, 
Nymph & hunter & part of bronze letters M & D.

Metalwork
!

I
large range of metalwork objects found, including votive & structural. Most were found in an area between the temple and 

gateway & around south side of temple. Many were damaged (deliberately?) in antiquity. Personal: 48 brooches/fragments, 
22 finger rings, 2 earrings, 17 armlets, 67 hairpins, 1 large toga pin & 30 toilet articles. Votive: Folded silver mask, 13 
feathers, 1 leaf silver & bronze bindings, Martial: 4 projectile heads, 17 knives Other: 14 container fragments, bell fragment, 
key hole plate, keys, 4 styli, chain links, 44 craftsman's items (hooks, tacks etc), c.320 nails (most on south side) & many 
miscellaneous metal objects & fragments.
Coins
c.50 coins mentioned in interim reports, with dates ranging from AD 69-79 to AD 388-408. A later coin of Honorius found at 
the nearby site. Most coins between AD 250 - 350 A hoard of 18 bronze minim found buried outside west ambulatory.

Miscellaneous items
Many objects found, especially bone personal items: 39 bone hairpins, bone spoon, 8 bone needle fragments, bone whistle, 
4 bone knife handles, 7 spindlewhorls, 17 glass beads & fragments, 10 gaming counters, jet finger ring, 5 querns, 
loomweight.

Bones
Many animal bones (mainly male lambs) & oyster shells (sometimes burned) found within the ritual pits, sometimes in large 
numbers. Also, many bones & especially oyster shells within the entrance ditch terminal Meat hooks suggest butchery on 
site.

Pottery
Much pottery found, dating from the late 1 st - 4th century AD. Most was native coarseware, although Samian also found. A 
complete bowl & beaker placed in one of the pits, and many small fragments recorded in others.

Main bibliography
Collins 1978; Miller 1995
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Site no

tounty

i name
39|Great Dunmow

Essex

Site information
probable late Roman shrine site within the town, 

associated with a group of pits.

Site context
Urban - within a small town, through which a major Roman road passed through.

Temple: information
A small simple rectangular shrine of two phases. A lack of a distinct building plan.

Temple date
1

Temple position Temple size
Exact position within the town unknown. Built around AD350/60 and re-built 

C.AD390-400. Probably out of use c.AD 
425.

6.5 x 5.5 metres.

Temple construction details
Phase 1: Surface-built walls, probably of turf and timber. The only remains are hollows. Phase 2: A crude platform of flint, tile and 
clay built, with arrangements of postholes around the sides, ending in 2 larger free-standing posts.

Temple entrance
Phase 1: Probably to the northeast, with a ramped approach of crushed pottery.Phase 2: Probably open on the southern side, but 
possibly restricted by by a row pf 4 posts.

Temple interior

I
Floor of burnt and unburnt chalky clay. A large pit in the southwest corner probably held to large Alice holt storage jar (Wickenden 
1988 34). Possible benches around the interior walls.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary; information
Three votive pits are associated with the first phase, although they may have been built slightly earlier (Wickenden 1988 35).

Bones: information ' . • • ... „„„„„.„„,„,„,.,,„,,.,,,,,„,
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
c.200 coins, fragments of bronze bracelets and glass vessels found in the shrine area, many from the votive pits. Within the first 
shrine were 17 coins (Constantine to Arcadius), a pewter vessel and much pottery. The 2nd phase was marked by the removal of 
the Alice Holt jars from the internal pit, and the material from the shrine was spread evenly over the demolished remains.

Main bibliography
Wickenden 1988
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Site no

lounty

—fi

40|
Site name

40|Greenwich Park

Middlesex

Site information
A very ill-defined temple and probable ancillary building, 
nterpreted as a possible wayside shrine (Lewis 1966 

129). Very poor recording and publication, but apparently 
many finds.

Site context

Plan

Plan not available

Set on level ground, defined on its north and south-western sides by natural valleys, so highly visible. Possible Roman road nearby

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Uncertain. 1st - 4th century AD? 1902, 1978-9

Temple: information
Well-appointed 2-phased square temple, possibly of Romano-Celtic type, but exact form uncertain. Poorly recorded Later phase on the same plan, but more substantial

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Exact position unrecorded. Late 1st/early 2nd to end of 4th century. 

2nd phase probably mid-late 3rd century 
AD. Dating evidence relies on coin series

Unknown, but walls: 0.4 m wide 
for 1st phase, then 0.7-1 m for 
2nd phase.

Temple construction details
1st: Flint footings with clay & timber superstructure. 2nd: mortared flint & pebble walls. Much painted wall plaster found throughout, as well as column parts, window glass, moulded stone & porphyry. Large post holes could indicate a wooden

nple entrance _______ 
I Probably to the east.

Temple interior
A raised red tessellated floor.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
Different floor apparently found in the 1902 excavation, which must have been the remnants of other buildings near to the temple, 
although specific information is lacking.

Bones: information , .,._:______.,*....,..*.,•,,,•„•,,.. •......-—i», ^^ •^.....,^?-..~..mm*:.:xmmK.Kwm^?x.x,-:jim____________
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
An arm of a female statuette & another unidentified statuette, as well as 3 fragments of an inscription. The temple has been tentatively assigned to Aesculapius (Lewis 1966 126) Other recorded finds include building materials, such as tesserae, painted plaster, columns, window glass, moulded stone & porphyry. Also Nearly 400 coins found at the site from 1st century to Honorius.

Main bibitography
Sheldon & Yule 1979; Lewis 1966 126
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ite no Site name

bounty E Plan
41|Harlow

D
Essex

information
Type-site Romano-British temple, set in temenos. 
Possibly part of a larger religious complex. Well 
excavated and recorded. Further buildings or activity 
areas may be present in other parts of the hill.

- _
r^, 
affj G
Ffl fl[ffi (B

Site context
Rural - Prominent position on the hill summit above the river Stort, only 1/4 mile SW of small Roman 'town' at Holbrooks - possibly connected . Major Roman N-S road in area.

Site chronology
1st century AD (c AD 80 - Flavian) - late 4th/early 5th C. AD

Excavation Date (s)
1927, 1935, 1962-70, 1985-9

«s|SiIFSite Grade
Primary

Stratigraphy] 
2

Information

Temple: information
Square Romano-Celtic temple phase 1a/b followed by extensive 2nd phase of construction, with two extensions on either , side of entrance, & 2 others on SW side. Much robbing of cella & ambulatory walls.

Temple position
Set in a symmetrical position within the temenos, aligned with the altar & outer gateway. An enclosed temenos courtyard to the rear. ;
Temple size
Cella: 6.61m sq (external) Ambulatory: c.15.54 m sq. 
(external). Extensions vary (see plan)

Temple construction details

Tempte date
Phase 1a: c.AD 80 - Early 2nd C. Phase 1b: early 2nd C. - 
C.AD200. Phase 2 c.AD 200 - late 4th century. Based 
primarily upon stratified coin evidence.

Cella: Foundations: Loose pebbles, with rubble & mortar above (c.1 .5m deep) Walls: Flint and mortar. Ambulatory: Similar thickness & construction to Cella, including foundations, probably plastered. 3.6 m gap Bt them. Most extensions ill 
preserved.

Temple entrance
On south east side. Around the entrance & extending into 
the courtyard - area of decayed mortar - possibly part of 
ramp/stair structure, leading to entrance. Porch: 2 short wall 
foundations, extending from rooms A & B.

Temple interior
Irregular spread of yellow clay (c.3-4 cm), with flint nodules 
on top. Above this - layer of sterile gravel - probably part of 
the original floor. No central features found.

Enclosure information ]
Different stages of rectangular enclosure, with main alteration 

Enclosure size
Phase 1b: c.36.4 x 50 m Phase 2: Front courtyard, c 30 x 
22.4 metres, Rear enclosure 30 x 39 metres.

BfcFJufrioFilTfi^ " '""'""'
1 ) Series of large post holes on cobbling at c. 1 .5 m intervals 
along NE & far SW side. Connecting 2 southern ends was 
beam slot. Northwest side uncertain due to severe erosion. 
2) Walls as temple, reinforced by buttresses in some places.

s occurring c.AD 200 

Enclosure date
Early 2nd C - c AD 200, when extensively re-modified

Enclosure entrance

was filled with Oyster shells. 2) Substantial gateway, with 
large robbed foundations in central part of SE boundary wall.



[Ancillary: Information ^^j|Jip|||pi||pBlp>aai|K •"""'"""""""""" '"'"'" ~"""""""" __________
J1)Two large rectangular rooms (H & J), unknown function. 2) square 'altar' structure, 3) linear ditch feature, possibly a jdrainage pipe.

Anclllary.Date Position
JAII: c.AD 200 (phase 2) - late 4th/early 5th century AD. 1) On either side of front courtyard. 2) On central axis directly 

in front of temple porch, 3) At an angle to the outer wall on 
the NE side.

Constuction details___________________ 
1) Shallow foundations. Flint & mortar walls. Ground of H raised 20-30 cm by dumps of gravel/building debris. No evidence lof partition. 2) Flint, mortar & roof tile construction, shallow foundations. Plaster & worked stone in area. 3) Tile & clay.

Eptgraphyflconograhy
17 pieces of decorated bronzework (inc. drapery, oak leaf & acorn cup, 'helmet' & 'arm') - probably from statue(s). Also stone jhead of Minerva from courtyard. Inscribed stone: Part of a capitol of sandstone altar: INI. A: Interpreted as: [NVM]INI.A[VG]

Metalwork
Military equipment: 6 bronze horse pieces: pendant & strap terminals (1 Christian, late 4th C AD), fasteners & mounts, 2 bronze hinge plates for iron shoulder plates. 1st C AD., 4 model swords. Most Claudio-Neronian. 133 Jewellery items. 96 Brooches (90 Bronze, 6 Iron), 19 Small bronze pins & needles, 14 finger rings (12 bronze, 1 iron, Isilvered), 19 toilet articles, & 9 items of possible priestly regalia (knives, styli & bronze vessel) Structural/other: 5 Iron Hinge pins & tile clamp, 2 Joiners dogs, lock plate, key & latchlifter, 12 nails, 31 misc. bronze objects, 10 misc. iron objects (including fish spear, tead ligular & piece of crumpled lead sheet -curse?) & 5 iron tools.
Coins
Iron Age Coins: c. 143 coins from Roman contexts. 116 Roman coins from 1960s excavations

[Miscellaneous items________________________________________________ 
JSmall number of bone finds - most are broken - possibly result of ritual: 12 Small bone finds. 7 pins (6 broken), bodkin, (plate, point & unknown. Plus 4 glass beads.

Bones
c.1609 animal bones & teeth identified to species from Roman levels. 1134 from stratified context. Evidence of species and age selectivity, and for regular slaughter. Only one human bone found. Sheep/goat bones: By far the most numerous. Less than 1% had signs of dog-gnawing. Probably butchered on site. Other domestic species (pig, cattle) also present in small numbers. Human: Left parietal bone, from temple phase 1.

Pottery
Samian: c.200 shards, mostly quite small (Higher than is usual for early Roman temples - similar to Holbrook). Earliest is of Claudian date, though beneath temple level. Courseware c.166 shards; only rims & pieces of special interest recorded.

Wain bibliography
France & Gobel 1985
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Site name
42|Hayling Island

ICircular Roman temple set within colonnaded 
jtemenos, possibly with a larger outer boundary. Well 
(excavated, although no detailed publication.

Site context 1
Rural - on higher ground in the northern part of the island - visible from the Chichester - Winchester road & at least 3 villas c.3 km distant on the mainland. 8 km to Fishbourne.

Site chronology
Mst century (c AD 60 - 70) - late 2nd century AD

Excavation Date (s) , ^
1977-82

^ -" ' '"" ' ^l^^^^i^^^^^WSa^^^^fVM^p^-iiyS^W^!-^1 - ^p»M>p TfWffimtun-i.^N .r . f r^*,Hf.lK^W™v.n,,)WiWn™J ~ , ,.,.^, ., , , ^JjjjmmmSite Grade ^ (Stratigraphy) (Information Finds |
Secondary I 2 I 2 2

Temple: information
Substantial masonry circular temple with no ambulatory, replacing and overlying an earlier Iron Age circular shrine. Some modifications occurred during its lifetime.

Temple position
Set eccentrically, towards the western half of the enclosure, facing the entrance.

Temple size
13.8 metre diameter. 

Temple construction details

Tempte date
AD 60 - 70 to late 2nd century AD. Modifications occurred c. 
early 2nd century AD.

Foundations: Laid courses of flints, gravel, mortar and clay Superstructure: undressed local limestone. Painted wall plaster, suggests red externally & multicoloured internally. Roof tiles found.

Temple entrance
Situated in the east. Originally a simple porch, it was 
subsequently enlarged. A gravel pathway led from the 
temple entrance, eastwards, to the temenos entrance.

Temple interior
Flagstone flooring. Traces of burning found in the SW section 
& 3 small burnt holes, forming regular triangle were found 
opposite the entrance - suggested as a possible brazier or 
tripod (Downey et al. 1979 12).

Enclosure information
Square masonry colonnaded temenos enclosure with elabora

Enclosure size
c.40 metres square.

Irrctosure'S'nsffuclon'lefairs
Double walled temenos, the inner of which was probably a 
stylobate for a colonnade, with an inward sloping roof. At 
the NW corner was a well-constructed stone conduit. A line 
of substantial post-holes lined the internal perimeter.
=================^^ - ——

e entrance and side rooms. 

Enclosure date

Enclosure entrance*48*"*'""™"''" " ~"""*" " '"" •

side rooms & an entrance hall, which was later extended into 
a porch. Smaller rooms were probably part of the entrance & 
it is possible that they were the usual access points to the 
temple.
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Ancillary: Information
Vlortar platform interpreted as a possible altar base (Downey et al. 1979 14) Perhaps more likely to be statue base. Many toman finds in the area around the temple, and geophysics traces of outer enclosures and features, all undated. Also ndated 'henge' type monument (McConnell & Turner 1999)

.nclllary.Date Position
Uncertain. C.early - mid 2nd century?

Constuction details

Along the internal post-hole perimeter, north of the entrance

Mortar built platform.

Epigraphy/lconograhy
No iconography or epigraphy recorded

i/letalwork
A reasonable quantity of metallic votive finds, including enamelled brooches, a 1st century silvered belt buckle & hair pins. No detailed published report.

Coins
c 80 coins from period of temple construction & use, including 34 British & 7 Gallic issues Nearly all coins are 1st century AD.

Miscellaneous items
A small number of recorded finds: Marriage/betrothal ring of Chalcedony, bone counters/gaming pieces & a dark blue glass bowl.

Bones
Very little information on animal bones from the Roman period temple. Shell dumps of cockle, oyster, winkle & mussel occur, mostly in separate deposits, around the temenos.

Pottery
Most of the pottery assemblage is locally-produced grey jars, probably containers. No food preparation vessels.

Main bibliography
Downey, King & Soffe 1979, 1980; King & Soffe 1991, 1994, 1998; McConnell & Turner 1999
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A long-lived rural religious site consisting of a temple 
jset in temenos precinct, with a number of ancillary 
Ifeatures. Many provenanced finds & well published 
{excavations.

Site context aH]
Rural - 100 m north of Cadbury Congresbury hillfort, overlooking Bristol channel & river Yeo At least 11 villas with 8 km. Possible inter-visibility with Pagans Hill & Brean Down.

Site chronology
The Romano-Celtic temple derives from the 3rd-5th century 
AD, although an earlier structure was from c.1st-2nd 
century AD.

Excavation Date (s)
1962- 1969

Site Grade
(Primary

Stratigraphy | 
2

Information Finds J
[Temple: information
IThree-phased temple (T 1-3; rectangular and square), not surviving in its northern part. Positive religious evidence is lacking 
Ifor T 1. Last stage took Romano-Celtic form.

Temple position
Temple sited at one end of a prominent spur, especially visible from N, E & W sides. Approached from the east via the 
temenos entrance, which it was aligned with.

Temple size Temple date
T 1: Uncertain. At least 3.7m E-W. T 2: 8 x 6m (33.3m sq. 
internal space). T 3: 14.2m sq., with c.7.6m sq. cella.

T 1: 1 st - 2nd century AD. T2: c. early - late 3rd century AD. 
T 3: c.late 3rd - early 5th century AD

[Temple construction details
T 1: Only one stone wall foundation survived - others destroyed by later constructions. T 2: Two roomed structure. 
Foundations of limestone. Well cut, dressed lower walls. Evidence of painted plaster. T 3: Concentric masonry walls. Cella 
above ambulatory.

Temple entrance Temple interior
T 1: Presumed to the east. T 2: East facing entrance, with 
tow external foundations indicating a probable porch 
structure. T 3: Eastern entrance - heavy metalling & 2 
possible porch foundations outside outer wall.

T 1: Nothing noted. T 2: Free-standing foundation in outer 
cell, centred on entrance - altar/statue base? (Greenfield 
1996 18). T 3: Two foundations on either side of entrance in 
ambulatory - altar/statue bases? (ibid.22). Two benches in 
ambulatory.

Enclosure Information
.JEastern side of irregular temenos ditch, with entrance, was located. Its position in other parts was not apparent because of 
:J heaving truncation by mining. The western boundary may have consisted of just the escarpment.

Enclosure size
Uncertain of total size. Defined for 36.6 metres. 1.8-3.7 
metres wide & 0.6 - 1 .2 metres deep.

3^"8SK>f "W '-'W ifi""}'?," ̂ ^",w^>''i^^^^^X!^;v;^^^^i^^^^i>^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*'^^^'ificlosure construction details
Irregular profile It may have possibly only covered one side, 
with the other three being the steep promontory sides 
(Greenfield 1996 42).

Enclosure date
Uncertain. Original ditch possibly contemporary or earlier 
than T 1 or T 2. Causeway inserted in 4th(?) century AD.

Enclosure entrance
Possible original entrance to the south, or a constructed 
bridge crossing further north. Later, a wide dump causeway 
was inserted in the ditch, crossing over it in the direction of T3 
& near to the ancillary structure.
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^ciliary: Information'
1) Probable polygonal (octagonal?) building, heavily truncated by mining. Interpreted as possibly another temple or temple- 
mausoleum. Possibly the main cult focus during the early 4th century AD (Greenfield 1996 37). 2) Two stone alignments, possibly booths/stalls (ibid. 33).

Ancillary.Date
1) Uncertain. Probably 4th century AD 2) Uncertain. 3rd-4th 
century AD?

Constuction details

Position
1) Positioned to the east of the temple, near to the temenos 
ditch, north of the causeway. 2) Positioned within the 
temenos, to the south of the causeway

1)Theonly definite walling evidence is short section of southern wall with limestone facing. 213 m entrance gap to the east 
Wall plaster present. Eventually dismantled. 2) Short lengths of drystone alignments

Epigraphy/lconograhy
IVery limited epigraphic evidence, and one figurine present: Fragment of an inscribed stone panel, with letter M visible & un- 
jdiciphered inscribed octagonal ring. Small (75mm) standing female bronze figurine - possibly late pre-Roman in origin.

Metah
Personal items: 33 brooches or fragments, 5 Cu. al. bracelet fragments, 12 finger rings, 3 other rings, 14 Cu. al. pins, iron 
buckle, bronze hook, iron hobnails, 2 misc. ornaments & 5 toilet articles. Other: 2 items of military dress, 5(+) knives, 10 \ 
styli, iron flesh hook & 10 miscellaneous tool items, 15 items of fittings/furnishings, many structural nails + votive bronze leaf.

]477 coins from site, ranging from one Dobunnic class C to 4 of Arcadius (AD 388-402). Concentrations lie in the 2nd half of 
Jthe 3rd century AD (185 coins) and mid 4th century AD (198 coins). Not many of later 4th century. Virtually all stratified.

Miscellaneous items
I

8(+) glass beads, 60 gaming counters, 9 whetsones/hones, 5 quernstone fragments, 2 stone mauls, 7(+) spindle whorls, 
stone lids, glass vessels. Structural: Building stone, window glass (blue-green), coloured wall plaster, mortar & fired clay.

Bones
Only 200 animal bones of at least 15 species were recorded. Uncertain if this is representative of original assemblage. At 
least 6 deliberate mixed burials points to ritual use. Sheep/goat bones predominate.

Pottery
The largest category of finds from the site: over 3000 shards, representing minimum of 231 vessels Local coarseware 
(cooking & storage vessels & open tableware) predominates.

Main bibliography
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Site no Tsite name

bounty
44lHockwold

Norwich

Site information I
An unusual temple associated with numerous ancillary 
buildings - probably part of a small religious complex. A 
reasonable quantity of few but poor publication. Only 
partly excavated.

Site context
Rural - local topography unknown In an area of many Roman finds. 0.25 miles south - a hoard of Greco-Roman silver cups. At 
least one villa (Feltwell) located c.3 km to the north.

harly ^nd - late 4tn century AD

Temple: information
A square cella within a circular wall, superstructure uncertain. Thought to have deliberately imitated an archaic form of dwelling • 
not a new variant of a Romano-Celtic temple (JRS 1967 241). No plans published
Temple position Temple date Temple size
Specific local context unknown. Early 2nd - late 4th century, from the 

general range of finds from the site. Late 
3rd/early 4th coins in temple floor, 
possibly secondary.

Unknown.

Temple construction details
Cella indicated by 4 brick post bases. Timber framed. Outer circle of clay, with probable timber superstructure.

Temple entrance
Unknown.

Temple interior
Rammed chalk floor with a number of deposits in. Additional deposits of pig bones beside each post base.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
A series of narrow drainage ditches & timber buildings, & two urned cremations Uncertain if cremations were directly associated 
with the temple - they could have been an early focus. A nearby circular building may have been another shrine (Green 19762)--- —- •-- .-••-—•-••••••••••• ....._.....— -—.-—.• - --.. -. ...... --.... -.. .—.. ..-.-._nes: information __ __ __
Pig bones found in pits by each of the four post bases. Bird bone deposits in floor associated with coins. Two urned human 
cremations outside, found with red deer antlers & part of statuette (see iconography)

General Artefact information
A bronze handholding a pine branch - Atys? (Green 1976 212), 2 bronze discs with 'Celtic' heads, bronze vase with medallion of 
Atys, bronze letter M & busts of deities from part of the priest's diadems. Also pipe-clay Venus from circular 'shrine'. Other finds: 
Miniature bronze axe, 6 bronze & silver crowns/diadems, 2 bronze plaques, and a number of horse & rider brooches. Over 345 
coins from the site, and 1 late 3rd/early 4th coin in each of the 4 pits by the post bases.

UMaJn bibliography
iWilson 1963, 1966; Muckelroy 1976
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Site no Site name

Northamptonshire

Site information
A temple set within a temenos, with an associated 
building. Poor excavation and very limited publication.

Site context
Urban - Within a small walled town. Another possible octagonal temple in the SW part of town.

Excavation Date (s)
2nd - 3rd/4th century? 1878-9

Tertiary

Temple: information

Stratigraphy Information Finds
1 J

A modest sized square Romano-Celtic temple, apparently two-phased. Very little detailed information.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Set within a temenos in the eastern part of the 
town.

No direct dating, but recorded as 2nd • 
3rd/4th century AD.

Cell: 5.2 m sq., Ambulatory: 11.6 
m sq. Walls all c.O 6 m wide.

[Temple construction details
Masonry foundation.

Temple entrance
Entrance to the south-east. Monumentalised by large columns on either side of the ambulatory

Temple interior
Unknown.

Enclosure information
A rectangular temenos showed clearly in aerial photographs, but little information available.

Ancillary: information
A rectangular structure, recorded as a 'priest's house' (Green 1976 180), and a column base, possibly for a Jupiter column, as 
part of a figured capital was found nearby.

3ones: information „ „_„,,>„,,, -™<«m~mmm»
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Part of a stone Torso, probably of Mercury, clay head of a faun & head of pipe-clay Venus (Green 1976 180). Also part of a 
figured capital, probably from a free standing column.

datn bibliography
Burnham & Wacher 1990; Wait 1985; Green 1976
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Essex

Site information
A relatively low status religious site, undoubtedly of native 
origins. A mid 4th century Christian phase was 
suggested, before a return to pagan activity (Turner fc 
Xii). Comprehensively excavated, with many finds, but no 
full publication as yet.

Site conFext -^=—=•
Rural - on relatively high ground, near to the main London to Colchester road, c. 12 km north of Caesaromagus, c.4 km south of 
Kelvedon. Much Roman activity in the area.

Ste chronology Excavation Date (s)
The site was occupied since Iron Age times but the main religious precinct 
is dated 3rd - early 5th century AD

1978-1983

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

Stratigraphy Information Finds

Large post-holed rectangular temple structure, and a masonry two celled building, interpreted as a possible Christian shrine 
(Eddy 1980 49). Both very poorly published at present.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Temple situated on the crest of the hill, the 

| (masonry structure c.50 to the east.n
1) c.3rd - ?4th century AD 2) 4th century 
AD. Based upon coin & pottery evidence.

1) c.20 m sq. 2) 2 x 5 m

Temple construction details
IVery little information. 1st temple was of post hole construction, 2nd had masonry footings with a probable wooden superstructure.

Temple entrance
Unknown

Temple interior
Unknown

Enclosure information
Various enclosures features within the site & a probable large surrounding temenos, but more details are lacking.

Ancillary: information
Many ancillary features, including a pond (primary ritual focus of site), 2) a structure interpreted as a 'font' (Turner fc. Xii) and a 
kiln (manufacturing focus?). Also two holes for large free-standing upright timbers, probably used for cult purposes.

Bones; information
Many animal bones found, the nature of which suggests sacrificial activity (Green fc 255). Horse bones form a prominent part of 
the assemblage. Also large numbers of cattle bones, especially horn cores & an antler pick.

General Artefact information
Limestone 'janiform' cult figure, very schematised, with only the eyes receiving detail. Long & short garments worn -summer & 
winter? (Green fc. 257). Also model guilt iron horns, corresponding with the large numbers of cattle bones & horn cores. Very little 
metalwork recorded, but clearly much was present. Numerous pieces of Jewellery found in a coherent context. . Fragments of 
slag & iron objects found in charcoal ditch to the south, probably derived from ironworking. Other objects: Clay-fired phallus, 
ragments of a mill stone and many other unpublished items. Coins were found, but limited information. Numerous issues from 
:he 4th century & relatively high numbers of Theodosian coins, suggesting activity into the 5th century. Finally, there was pottery 
ranging from the Iron Age to the late 4th century.

Vlairt bibliography _______ ._.....__ ........... __.__..
Turner 1982; Turner forthcoming.
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Roman temple, probably set within a courtyard Main 
excavation in the 19th century - very little information, and 
uncertain accuracy.

Site context?
Rural - on a hill top with the river Jordon to the east, a stream & marsh to the west & a beach cliff to the south, c.7 km south of 
Dorchester & near to a road & possible villa.

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Uncertain Probably late 3rd -late 4th century AD. 1842, 1931-2

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

Information
1

Finds

Single walled square temple with substantial foundations. No evidence for ambulatory. Poorly recorded

Temple position Temple date Temple size
i| Apparently set within a temenos, but no definite 
•levidence.

Uncertain. Coins of 4th century suggest 
late Roman date.

c 7.7 metres square externally, 
with foundations up to 3 metres 
thick. Walls c. 1 metre thick.

Temple construction details
Massive foundations of boulders, limestone and concrete. Lower wall courses of dressed limestone blocks. Base & capitol of 
column found in earlier excavation, but no indications as to its position.

Temple entrance
Uncertain. Probably to the east.

Temple interior
Original floor probably of smoothed concrete A 4.3 metre shaft in the SE corner contained many ritual deposits, including urns, i 
bird bones, an iron sword and an iron spearhead. ;

Enclosure information
An enclosure was mentioned from the 19th century excavations, but no convincing evidence came from the subsequent 1931-2 
dig.

Ancillary; information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones: Information
Many bones recovered, but poorly recorded. Bones & horns, mostly of young bulls were found in the courtyard Also pig bones & 
teeth. Within cella pit, there were layers of bird bones. Many Oysters, cockles etc.

General Artefact information
Many metallic finds, including Brooches, 2 bracelets and 50 nails. Also, a bone comb, bone handle & many roof tiles. Many 
Roman coins found in the courtyard and in structured deposits within the cella pit (exact numbers unknown). Coins in worn 
condition & most identified were 4th century AD Over twenty fragments of Samian recorded & much local coarseware.

Main bibliography
Drew 1931, 1932
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Circular temple in an urban context, with associated pits 
& votives. Very limited publication.

Urban. Situated in a small town along the main Roman road from London to Colchester. Caesaromagus c.15 km SW

Sfe chronology Excavation Date (s)
st(?) - late 2nd century AD

[Stratigraphy | fj

Temple; information
Circular timber building interpreted as a temple on the basis of associated finds.

Temple position
Within a Roman town, in a roughly metalled area 
free of domestic pits/refuse. SW of area of 
metalworking & a later workshop.

Mid/late 1st century - end 2nd century 
AD, when it was burnt down

Temple construction details
Circular gully, timber superstructure with daubed walls.

Temple entrance
c.2 metre gap on the eastern side.

Temple interior
Unknown. Contained burnt daub wall of the superstructure.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
Two pits, containing a number of specifically votive items.

Bones; information
No bones recorded

The evidence from the site points to a definite religious function: Pipe-clay figurine of a lion from the building 7 cast bronze letters 
and a lead defixio (to Mercury) from nearby pits. Also potsherds with figures of horsemen. A small quantity of other metalwork 
came from within the temple and in associated pits: plate brooch, enamelled bronze fitting & several small bronze rods. The only , 
miscellaneous item recorded was a fine Palaeolithic hand-axe, from within a near-by pit. '

jraphy
Wilson 1972; Wait 1985
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Site no |Sfte name

Jounty

£i*

E49|Lamyatt Beacon

Somerset
Site information
A temple with many associated finds, indicating quite 
a Romanised cult. It would have been a highly 
prominent feature within a prosperous, well-populated 
rural area. Much robbing disturbed stratigraphy. 1973 
excavations were well recorded.

Site context
lj Rural - on the summit of a hill, widely visible for many miles - Intervisible with other ritual sites c 7 km west of Fosse way, branch road to site. Much Roman settlement in area.

^Itelcfenolcir' — — ~---T— -

jLate 3rd - early 5th century AD

Site Grade [
Secondary

Stratigraphy j
•\ J

Excavation
1 955-60 &

nformatlon
2

Date (s)
973.

™JFinds

i
_ni Ji

Temple: information
Conventional square Romano-Celtic temple, with two projecting annexes on the east side, and a small sunken room 
approached from the ambulatory on the south side (see ancillary). Much robbing of stonework.

Temple position |
Set on a narrow ridge, facing ESE. The only level area lay further to the north, where the burials were.

Temple size
Main temple: 11m sq., including ambulatory. 2 annexes c.5 
m sq.

Temple construction details

Temple date
Late 3rd - early 5th century AD

Cella: horizontal limestone blocks, with W, S & N walls extending to ambulatory walls, so dividing it into 4. Ambulatory: 
Walls were similar width & construction to cella. Limestone slate roof. Annexes seem to have been part timber framed

Temple entrance
Almost certainly positioned on the east side, where the 
remains of steps were found.

Tempte interior j
No evidence for the nature of the cella flooring, but 5 pits 
were located within it. Northern & southern ambulatory 
contained several pits, whilst the western part contained a 
hearth. They were at least partly paved.

Enclosure information
The steep summit may have acted as a natural temenos. 

Enclosure size
n/a

Eictosii'S'S'Sslruclori details • _,
n/a

Enclosure date
n/a

Enclosure entrance
n/a
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."Ciliary; information""
) Sunken room, uncertain function. 2) A pit grouping. Many contained antlers, and were probably votive pits 3) Free- itanding building, uncertain function.

Ancillary.Date Position
. No diagnostic artefacts, but contemporary with temple 
uncertain if a later addition) 2) Probably contemporary 3) 

Post AD 291 & possibly sub-Roman.

1) To the south of the ambulatory, with a flight of 4 steps 
leading down to it. 2)To the north of the temple. 3) 
Immediately north of the temple, but aligned differently (E-W).

Constuction details
1) Built of umortared limestone blocks & cut 1.1 m below bedrock surface. Niche built into south side, much blackened by 
Ire. 2) Unknown 3) Mortared limestone walls & paved floor.

•plgraphy/lconograhy
Figurines & statue pieces: Stone statuette of Mars, male relief figure x2 (1 Mars?), 6 other relief fragments, Bronze 
statuettes of Jupiter, mercury x2, Mars, Minerva, Hercules, a genius & 2 appendages + clay statuette of a ram. Also a votive etter

Metafwork
Personal: 10 brooches (inc. 5 horse & rider types), 3 bracelets, 5 finger-rings (1 with intaglio), 2 toilet articles, 4 pin/needles, 
buckle, 2 spoons. Miniature items: 6 sickles, 4 axes, 3 spears, 9 spearheads, 1 shield. Martial: Spearhead/sceptre. Tools: 
2 ox goads, mattock, 4 knives, ferrule, chisel, 3 spatulas, 2 styli. Structural/misc.: leaf-plaque, chain link, 2 hooks, 2 rings, 3 
hinges, 4 bolts, 4 studs, tripod base, 7 twisted wrought bars, pre-Roman bronze axe & other misc. fragments.

Coins
1,378 coins, mostly unprovenanced, and some may not actually be from the site. Most are low denominations from late 3rd - 
4th century AD, with a high concentrations of FEL TEMP REP. Issues (AD 348-50). j

Miscellaneous items
Many objects found: 3 whetstones, spindlewhorl, 14 bone pins, shale bracelet, stone vessel handle, stone (gaming?) 
counter, c.200 glass beads & other glass fragments, much wall plaster & many roofing slates.

Bones
Most bone derived from disturbed areas & relatively small amount analysed: Most were sheep, pig & cattle. Antlers found 
within pits to the north of the temple. Many Oyster shells. Also many human bones from post-Roman burials.

Pottery
5362 shards. The majority was from 3rd-4th century - mostly black burnished ware & grey coarse wares - only 7% fineware, 
although much probably looted. Jars, dishes, bowls, beakers & flagons represented, including small varieties.

Main bibliography
Leech 1986
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Siting "jSftenarne Plan
•"">..

bounty
_ ••••••••ttBML

Sussex
Site information^
A temple set in an oval temenos. Limited finds from the 
1980s excavation, and those from the 19th century dig 

Iwere poorly recorded.

Site context
jRural - on a chalk ridge overlooking the Channel to the south & Aldur valley to the east. Muntham Court & Chanctonbury inter- fvisible Much Roman activity in area (inc.villas).

Site chronology
I Later 1st - 2nd(?) century AD

Temple: information

Stratigraphy
2

(Square Romano-Celtic style temple, possibly with two separate building phases.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
jSet eccentrically at the southern end of an oval 
[enclosure, inside an area demarcated by cross- 
jdykes, although uncertain if contemporary.

Early post-conquest 1st century AD - 
2nd(?) century AD. (Little pottery 
evidence to suggest use in 3rd century 
AD).

Cella: 5 m sq. Ambulatory 125 m 
sq

Temple construction details
Masonry construction: Foundations of mortared flint nodules, cella walls faced with plaster.

Temple entrance
Entrance indicated by a gap in the centre of the eastern cella wall.

Temple interior
Cella paved with roughly shaped sandstone tesserae.

Enclosure information
Multiphased oval temenos: Only partially excavated & uncertain of its southern extent.

Ancillary: information
Cremation burial pits, uncertain if contemporary with temple

Bones: information
Only 48 fragments of bone recorded from the 1980 excavation (most ovicaprid), but there were 897 marine shells - mainly Oyster 
shells - with most from temenos gully. A number of human cremation burials (see ancillary).
General Artefact information
Very limited: 1st century bronze fibula, fibula pin, bronze loop, 28 iron nails, 2 iron rings, and structural material: 84 tile fragments, 
89 rough tesserae, 3 fragments of red wall plaster & 6 quern fragments. Only one coin recorded from 1980 excavation - an 
illegible fragment of a 3rd century antoninianus. The majority of the pottery was hand-man grog-tempered ware, although there 
was a small quantity of imported ware, including samian & amphorae. Most was from LPRIA & early Roman period and of platter 
& beaker form.

Wain bibliography
Bedwin 1981
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Two probable religious structures, belonging to separate
• phases of the villa complex, with a period of
• abandonment in-between. The later structure was
•described as a temple-Mausoleum. Well excavated & 
irecorded, few finds.

Site context

Plan

Rural - both part of a villa complex, & situated on a slope above the villa, on artificial platforms, c.10 km SW of Springhead, c.20 
Jkm from London. Many other villas in the area.

IExcavation Date (s)
1) 2nd century AD . 2) 4th century AD 1950s-70s

Temple: information

™™™™,«™ — ,w™.™. —— -.— .. . - .-.""

Stratigraphy
2

The earlier structure was a well constructed simple circular shrine, the eastern part of which had collapsed with the terrace. The 
later rectangular Romano-Celtic type structure was built around a sub-surface, sealed burial chamber.
Temple position Temple date Temple size
1) Situated on a constructed terrace on a hill 
slope, 24.4 m NW of the villa. 2) 10.37 m south of 
Lullingstone 1.

1) c AD 100 - 180, then deliberately 
dismantled. 2) c.AD 300 - 380. Out of 
use by the end of 4th century, burnt 
down in early 5th century.

1) Internal: 4.7 m dia. 2) Cella: 
6.4 x 5.2 m, ambulatory: 12.2 m 
sq. Tomb: 3.6 m sq., 3.3 m deep.

nTem&le construction details
IJ1) Shallow foundations with walls of flint & mortar. No discernible windows. Wooden conical roof. 2) Cella had deep foundations, 
djchalk & flint walls & overlaid sunken burial chamber. Ambulatory, of finely dressed flint & mortar, added a short time later.

nple entrance
1) Eastern facing entrance had collapsed, although post holes indicate the presence of stairs leading up to the shrine. Burnt area 
within the entranceway. 2) South side, with pseudo-classical portico connected to the cella.
Temple interior
1) White concrete with red & yellow coarse tesserae above, although not extending to the area opposite the entrance, which may 
have been a cult podium 2) Internal cella walls had painted decoration. Burial chamber contained 2 coffins & grave goods.

Enclosure information ..• . ....... .,,___, _ „,,„„_„„,,.,„,.,,, „_,,,,» ,.,//,,,,,'-,.,,i^
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
No additional structures of probable religious significance recorded elsewhere in the villa complex.

Bones: information
Two human skeletons (Male, c 25 yrs & female, c.23 yrs) contained in lead coffins & surrounded by a wooden sarcophagus, in 
the burial chamber One robbed in antiquity. Associated burial goods No recording of animal bones.

General Artefact information
A pair of lower feet found on reassembly of painted plaster from the cella - suggestions of dancing or striding, perhaps from a 
mythological scene. Also bone roundel with 'Medusa' face. No metalwork recorded from the circular shrine & those from the 
Romano-Celtic temple came from the burial chamber: Lead coffin, bronze flagon, knife & spoon, bronze angle pieces (from a 
gaming board) & iron structural parts from sarcophagus. Other finds from the burial chamber: 2 ornamented glass bowls, 
whetstone, 30 glass gaming pieces (complete set) & wooden board & 17 incised bone pieces. 4th century coins of Valentinian I & 
Gratian found in the backfill of the hole made by grave robbers in antiquity. Nothing to suggest the ritual offering of coins at either 
of the structures. A small amount of pottery found, including flagon from burial chamber, & 2nd century pottery from circular

Vlain bibliography
Meates 1979, 1987
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Site name
52|Lydney Park

Gloucestershire
Site information
A small but well-appointed late Roman religious 
complex with temple, bath-house and other buildings. 
The whole site underwent extensive refurbishment. 
Large numbers of finds, most unprovenanced.

Rural - A religious complex in an promontory hillfort overlooking the river Severn, inter-visible with Uley. Near to a villa, probable docks & main road from Gloucester - Caerwent.

Excavation Date (s)
I Probably late 3rd/early 4th - late 4th/early 5th century AD 1870, 1928-9, 1980

Site Grade
•Secondary

Stratigraphy |
2

Information Finds

Temple: information
I Unique large well-appointed rectangular basilica - type Romano-Celtic temple, with later additions & modifications 
((including a projecting room), mainly because of some serious subsidence. Foundations & lower wall courses intact.

'fferrpe position
gJPositioned prominently within a courtyard, with ancillary buildings to the north & west. Facing SSE, with a large cleared area j|4*»y 
a in front.

Temple size Temple date
JCella: 15 x 8.7 metres. Ambulatory: 24.6 x 18. 4 metres.

Temple construction details

Constructed c.late 3rd/early 4th century AD, modified c.AD 
360s, and probably much reduced by early 5th century AD.

Temple on low podium. 0.9m thick ambulatory walls, with regular projecting bays - Later L-shaped screens around them. 
Masonry piers originally divided cella & ambulatory, later, a continuous screen wall built. Originally plastered internally & 
externally.

Temple entrance
Main entrance (c.3m wide) in southeast side, approached 
by steps. Originally 2 possible further openings (c. 1 .3 m 
wide) on the NW end, later blocked up. In the later phase, 
partition walls built across the corridor near the entrance & 
porch built.

Temple interior
The rear of the internal cella divided into 3 small sections. 
Original floor of yellow cement & tessellated in the cella - later 
corridors paved with stone slabs, & a mosaic in the cella. In 
later period, a bench was positioned around the northern 
margins.

Enclosure information [
Substantial precinct wall was built to enclose the complex, utilising the walls of the bath house, courtyard building & long 
building. A rear courtyard utilised the existing hillfort boundaries, which were refurbished.

Enclosure size
c.95 x 60-70 metres

Enclosure construction 'dSSK*™8^" '•'"""'""•'•""^"•'^ •

Masonry walls linking the northern buildings & continuing 
around the temple. Walls vary from 0.7 - 2.0 metres thick. 
Supplemented by buttresses in places.

Enclosure date
At some point later than the original buildings. 4th century AD.

Enclosure entrance
Main rock cut entrance situated at southern end of courtyard, 
leading to temple entrance. The approach to the temple was 
levelled & metalled. Another entrance, between the northern 
ends of the courtyard & bath house, led to rear courtyard.
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Ancillary: Information
1) Bath house (connected to a water tank by a conduit) 2) Long building interpreted as an abaton (Wheeler 1932 52), but it 
may have served a variety of purposes, as in a classical stoa. 3) Quadrangular well-appointed courtyard building, interpreted || as a guest house by comparison with similar buildings from Silchester & Sanxay (ibid. 48). II
Anclllary.Date _____
Probably contemporary with temple, or slightly later. 4th 

century A.D.

Constuction details

Position
All structurally connected in some way. 1) North of the long 
building 2) Running close to the rear of the temple 3)c.20 m 
NE of temple

All Masonry construction. 1) Well furnished bathhouse. 2) c. 11 small mosaic rooms opening onto a paved veranda. 3) 
Central paved courtyard, flanked by verandas & rooms on 3 sides, & large fore hall on other. Many mosaic floors. Probably 2 storey.

Eptgraphy/lconograhy
Main deity: Mars-Nodens. Mosaic inscription on temple pavement - a dedication made from offerings. Also: lead curse, 2 
Dronze vow fulfilment plaques, 2 inscribed lead sheets, oculist's stamp, stamped tiles, 45 bronze letters with attachment 
holes. Iconography: stone statuette of goddess of plenty, PRIA bulls head iron bowl, Bronze bulls head, statuette foot, 
fragment of dog statuette, eagles head, 7 bronze dogs, bronze fore arm & many relief plaques with satyrs, sea monsters, warriors etc.

Metalwork
A large variety of metalwork found at the site, but many items not recorded in the published report: Miscellaneous items: 
Stylus, model pick, hoe, pitchfork, chisel, adze, axe hammer, ox goad + many miscellaneous metal strips and objects. 
Personal: 2 PRIA brooches, 32 Roman brooches, instrument mouthpiece, c.300 bracelets, 4 belt fittings, 2 pendants, 
ornamental chain, c.6 toilet articles, 40 spoons, c.300 pins & fragments of possible head-dresses.

Coins
6285 coins found, as well as two hoards: 1) 126 under the ambulatory & 1,646 in the bathhouse. Most from 4th century AD, although there were significant quantities from the end of the 3rd century.

Miscellaneous Kerns
Many items found: Intaglio, c.30 bone pins, needles & combs, bone toggle, 3 shale pins, shale bracelet, shale ring, 
amber/shale beads, 2 bone knife handles, 5 pieces of bone inlay, scabbard mount, counter.

Bones
Large numbers of animal bones were recovered, but very little information was recorded. Bones of ox, pig (including several 
very young pigs), sheep/goat, lamb, horse, bird, red deer & fish. Two ox breeds found in one part of temple.

Pottery
A large quantity of pottery found, but poorly published: Limited quantities of samian. Vessel types include mortaria, cooking 
pots, jugs, bowls & dishes. Most from late 3rd to late 4th century AD in date.

Mam bibliography
Wheeler & Wheeler 1932; Casey and Hoffmann 1999; Smith 1994
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Site no Isite name
53|Maiden Castle

County
Dorset

Site information
A small late Roman religious complex consisting of 
three buildings situated within the hillfort enclosure. 
Probably connected with elite from nearby Dorchester 
Many finds associated with the structures, and a 
reasonable level of recording.

Site context |
Rural - prominent position within an Iron Age hillfort. Less than 2 km from Dorchester which was at its most prosperous in 
the 4th century. Near to suburban settlements. i

Site chronology
|4th century AD (Probably mid - late 4th century)

Excavation Date (s)
1882, 1933

Secondary
Stratigraphy | 

2
Information Finds

Temple: information
Romano-Celtic square masonry temple, heavily robbed.

Temple position
Situated to the north east of the circular building, facing the entrance to the hillfort further down the slope to the east.

Temple size Tempte date
Cella: c.4.8 metres internally, Ambulatory: c.12 metres 
internally, c.0.7m walls

Temple construction details

2nd half of 4th (AD367+) - early 5th century AD? 
Refurbished after a short period. Based upon stratified coin 
evidence.

Foundations of chalk rubble, with walls of herring bone flintwork & purbeck limestone & brick bonding courses. Levelled 
floors. Enclosed veranda. Plastered externally (yellow, black & red). Tiled roof. Possibly surrounded by a railed fence.

Temple entrance Temple interior
Entrance on the eastern side, though no structural details 
remaining. Its positioned indicated by an approaching paved 
roadway.

Interior cella walls had decorated painted panels. Tessellated 
(black & white in cella, red in ambulatory) pavement floor. In 
the earlier excavation, a 'mass of masonry' may have 
indicated a statue base (Wheeler 1943 132).

Inclosure information
The hillfort enclosure seems to have been re-utilised as a temenos boundary, with various modifications. 4 late Roman 
burials near to the western rampart suggests that all of the enclosure was regarded as the temenos.

Enclosure size Enclosure date
c.16 acres internally Mid 4th century AD, contemporary with the temple.

Enclosure entrance
The enclosure re-used the existing earthen ramparts, 
supplemented by a blocking wall across one of the eastern 
entranceways.

The eastern hillfort entrance was extensively modified & a 
mortared masonry gateway (3.2 metres wide) & screen walls 
built in the northern portal. A metalled roadway led into the 
interior. A square foundation (altar?) was found c.5 m to the 
east.
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Ancillary: information
1) Rectangular building, interpreted as priest's residence (Wheeler 1943 132). 2) Oval structure, much disturbed. Interpreted 
as either a small deliberately archaic shrine, a precursor to the priests residence, or a workman's hut (ibid. 76, 135). Many associated finds. Possibly a deliberately archaic monument.

* Ancillary. Date Position
II) Presumed to be contemporary with temple. 2) May have 
I been built slightly earlier than the temple, but mostly 
I contemporary.

1) c.1.5 metres from the north side of the temple, at a slightly 
divergent angle.2) c.12 metres south west of the temple

IConstuction details_________________
|1) Building divided into 2 rooms, entrance to the north. Walls similar to temple - no traces of wall decoration. 2) Built of
lunmortared blocks of limestone, possibly with a ridge tile roof. Stone slab flooring, doorway to the SE, hearth outside.

Eplgfaphy/lconograhy
A variety of iconographic images found within the temple and circular building, depicting different deities. An inscription was 
found, but too fragmentary for interpretation. Iconography: Bronze pedestal with traces of statuette feet, lower part of an 
Italian marble Diana statuette, fragment of near life-size statue, Minerva plaque & bronze 3-horned bull, surmounted by 5 (female?) human busts.

Metafwork
Many metal objects found in the vicinity of the temple & circular building. All horse shoes associated with the temenos 
entrance and roadway. Personal: 2 Bronze pins, bracelet, leaf pendant, 5 toilet articles, 7 finger rings. Other: 3 iron styli, 
lamp hook, bronze key, iron bell, bronze bell, ox goad, steelyard weight, 33 iron nails, fragments of 14 horse shoes & many bronze/iron fragment

Coins
c. 540 well preserved Roman coins, most mid 4th century AD. A high concentration within the circular building. 2 hoards: 1) 
4 late 4th century gold coins outside the temple entrance. 2) 70 coins in a pot under the road surface, south of the temple.

Miscellaneous items
12 bone pins, 2 Pottery lamps, 17 counters of bone, glass & pottery, shale armlets, spindle whorls & shale furniture foot.

Bones
I

No information on animal bones. 4 E-W adult burials (3 female, 1 male) found overlying the southern ditch of the Neolithic 
long mound, close to the western rampart. Also fragmentary bones of a child. Dated to 4th century AD.

Little detailed information on pottery: 4 handled pot containing coin hoard under road surface & many fragments of 4th 
century New Forest ware. Vessel forms include thumb pots, bowls & motaria.

Main bibliography
Wheeler 1943
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County
Sussex

Site information
A poorly recorded religious hill-top structure, associated 
with many rich votive items. Most were spread over the 
floor & exterior dump. Possibly a healing cult.

Plan not available

Rural - upon a hill-top, c. 4km from Chanctonbury temple. Much Roman activity in the area & the coastal plain to the south

Uncertain. C.later 1st/2nd - 4th century AD 

Site Grade" •^^^•^r~~'

Tertiary

nple: information
JCircular timber temple, apparently without ambulatory, with pits dug into the floor. Poorly recorded.

[Temple position Temple date Temple size
I Exact position unrecorded, but it seems to have 
jbeen prominently positioned on the hill-top.

1st - 4th century AD. Most activity 
possibly in 2nd-3rd century (based upon 
pottery evidence.)

11 metres diameter.

Temple construction details
Timber construction indicated by pestholes. Also pestholes within the interior, but little evidence for roofing.

Temple entrance
Uncertain of orientation, but much material dumped there, & underneath that was a proliferation of pot-boilers

Temple interior
Chalk floor containing c.3 votive pits.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
A Well, near to the shrine. Its fill contained many dog skeletons, and it undoubtedly had votive connections, probably associated 
with healing.

Bones: information
Three deliberately placed ox skulls, in the interior pits, lying on piles of bones & the dog bones from the well (see ancillary).

General Artefact information
Small plaque of a charging boar (connections to nearby Chanctonbury?) and a baked clay model of a human leg. Many finds 
within the mound in front of the shrine and the floor area, although not all recorded in the published accounts. Many items 
associated with military cavalry. Ceremonial knife & other knife, stick ferrule, tweezers, fish brooch, 7 1st century AD brooches, 
saw fragment, decorated military horse harness buckle, solid boss, finger ring, crushed bronze vase, bronze key, ornamental stud 
& other bronze fragments, an inlaid enamel bridle toggle, glass bead and many pot-boilers underneath the layer of Roman period 
artefacts. 3 coins came from the general layer of objects on the floor. 1 2nd century, others later. A great deal of pottery amongst 
the material, most 'mid-Roman'. One of the ox skulls was placed next to a complete small Romano-British red jar.

Vtafnbibliography _____________ _ . ......................................_ . __........... . ..rr ..,..„,.^»,.--..
Burstow & Hollyman 1955, 1986, 1957; Bedwin 1980 192
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A possible simple cult site, apparently isolated. No full 
publication, very few details known.

Rural Built next to a Neolithic tumulus Other details of site context unknown.

Excavation Date (s)
c. 3rd - 4th century AD.

Temple: information

19th century. 

Stratigraphy I Information | (Finds
1 1

IPoorly recorded circular structure, probably of religious nature, 

jtemple position Temple date
I Next to the Neolithic tumulus, with which it was 
{undoubtedly associated.

Probably 3rd - 4th century AD.
Temple size
10.7 m diameter

Temple construction details
Chalk block foundations, probably timber superstructure.

Temple entrance
unknown.

Temple interior
unknown.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones: information
A human skeleton with a bronze ring came from the site.

General Artefact information
79 coins, a stylus, 3 fibulae and 2 bronze amulets.

Main bibliography
Wait 1985
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A multi-phased religious complex, consisting of a 
jtemple and many ancillary buildings. Preceded by a 
11st century AD enclosure of unknown function. Many 
(finds at the site, although some disturbed stratigraphy. 
I Comprehensive publication.

Site context
ISemi-urban/rural - By the Fosse way (Bath c.15 km) in a small river valley, with steep limestone slopes. A small settlement Jbuilt up around the temple. Marshfield villa, c.3km. »

Ste chronology'
Late 1st-mid 2nd - mid/late 4th century AD

[Site Grade | Stratigraphy)
Iprimary 1

Temple: information

Excavation Date (s)
1938-47, 1956-70

nformation Finds --
3 3 "~""

12 - phased temple: 1) Circular shrine, later set upon an octagonal podium 2) Elaborate octagonal Romano-Celtic temple, I later reused possibly for domestic purposes. Both well built structures, although disturbed stratigraphy.

position
Positioned on a raised natural knoll, facing the river (15m away), 108 metres from the Fosse Way. Focal point of site.

Temple size
1) Diameter 10.1 m, Octagonal podium, 5.5 m in width from 
the shrine. 2) 21.3 m diameter, around central area, 6.7 m 
dia.

Temple construction details
1) White limewashed walling with buttress pilasters. Tiled roof 
have formed an ambulatory. 2) Open ambulatory. Cella had a 
central shrine.

Temple entrance
1) Eastern entrance (double doorway), approached by a 
metalled roadway. Later aggrandised by stone steps. 2) 
Eastern entrance with steps, columns & pediment leading 
into vestibule. Also entrances to the SW & NE

Temple date
1) c. mid 2nd - mid 3rd century AD (podium built c. early 3rd 
century) 2) mid 3rd - mid 4th century AD

Evidence for windows. Stone podium with walls that may 
series of inner radiating walls forming 8 chambers around a

Temple interior
1 ) Possibly internal partition walls. Floor of smoothed 
compact small pebbles, with a circular limestone slab in the 
centre. Contained burnt areas & a pit. 2) Ambulatory floor 
raised & walls plastered. Small aedicula above votive pit in 
ambulatory.

Enclosure information
JA well built substantial precinct wall was built around part of the temple, although not on the western side, where there was 
la steep natural bank.

JEnctosure size
Uncertain exactly, but enclosing many of the site's 
buildings. Walls c.1.2 m thick.

[Enclosure instruction details '

Enclosure date
Mid 2nd - 4th century AD

Enclosure entrance
IWell constructed masonry wall, incorporated by many 
Jbuildings in their structural make up. junction between the north-south road, and that coming from 

the Fosse Way. It consisted of an architecturally embellished 
arched gateway. Another entrance to the south.
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\ncillary: information
<\ great many ancillary buildings within the complex, including 1) A rectangular 'temple' building 2) A courtyard building 
'guest house?) 3) Well built rectangular structure (Schola? Wedlake 1982 16). Evidence for c.33 buildings in total.

\ncillary.Date
1) 4th century AD 2) mid 2nd - late 4th century AD, although 
rebuilt in 3rd century. 3) Mid 2nd - 4th century AD, modified 
in 3rd century.

Position
1) On the north side of the river, backed against the precinct 
wall. 2) Along the Fosse Way, south of the river. Initially it 
faced east, but then south towards a courtyard. 3) Just to the 
NE of temple, later connected.

Sonstuction details
1) Masonry, divided into 2 with entrance in SE of southern part. Central alcove in northern wall. 2) Initial plan uncertain. 
Later, consisted of two large halls, one facing onto a southern courtyard Annexe added. 3) Well built divided building..

Epigraphy/I coriograhy
Many iconographic images and inscriptions found, including two altars. The main deity appears to have been Apollo 
Cunomaglos, but Silvanus, Mercury & Rosmerta are also represented: Altar inscribed to Apollo Cunomaglos, bronze plaque 
of Apollo with inscription, Silvanus altar, inscribed lead roundel x2 (numerical), inscribed samian bowl & pottery fragment. 
Bronze ring of Apollo, clay finial of cocks head, bronze cockerel figure, part of Diana & hound statue, relief of Mercury & 
Rosmerta, part of stone human relief, limestone votive relief & intaglios.
Vletalwork
A large quantity & variety of metalwork found. Many brooches found within the 1 st century AD enclosure. Many pieces of 
scrap bronze found, mainly in the late levels. Totals do not include cleats, nails & lead/pewter objects, of which many were 
found. Personal: c.119 brooches, 57 bracelets, 24 finger rings, 2 bronze ear-rings, 63 bronze pins, 3 needles, 45 studs, 4 
bronze buckles, 2 bronze chains, 4 iron chains, razor, 2 clasps, 21 toilet articles, 29 spoons, 33 styli + 1 button. Martial: 
armour plate, bronze boss, spear head, 17 iron knives + mini bronze axe. Misc. Bronze: 2 knives, 4 hooks, seal box, 
candelabra leg, bell, key + 68 other items. Iron: candelabra stand, 2 horse bits, horseshoes, 51 tools, keys + 51 misc. items.
Coins
2017 coins + groups of 54 & 131. 
does span all the Roman period.

Both hoards from building 18 to the south. Majority late 3rd & 4th century AD, although it

Miscellaneous items
Many miscellaneous finds, including structural & artefactual objects. The use of coal is attested at the site. Structural: much 
window glass, painted plaster, column parts, cornices, voussoirs, finials, tiles, bench tables, door jambs etc. Many pieces of 
Roman glass vessels, 2 bone handles & much other worked bone including 6 tools, 5 counters & 75 pins, 29 beads, Ivory 
object (belt fitting?), shale bowl, 11 shale bracelets, jet ring, 25 spindlewhorls, whetstones + 11 querns
Bones
A small number of bones recorded, considering the longevity of the site: Sheep most numerous, with high % of immature 
bones & forelimb bones. Others include oxen, pig & horse. Many human bones found, including cremations & cut bones 
from shrine.

Pottery!;
Much pottery found, including reasonable amounts of Samian, much of it from the 1st century AD enclosure. High % of 
courseware & emphasis on the later Roman period.

Main bibliography
Wedlake 1982
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Religious complex consisting of a temple, well & 
ancillary buildings surrounding to the north & east. 
Well excavated & recorded, but very damaged 
stratigraphy. Reasonable quantity of finds.

[Site context

Plan

ID
IRural - Situated at the east end of an east facing promontory overlooking the Chew river valley Near to a possible Roman 
Iroad. Much Roman settlement in the area.

ite chronology
ater 3rd - 5th century AD

Site Grade Tstratigrapliy |
Secondary 1 1

Excavation Date (s
1949-53, 1986

Information F
3

inds

Temple: information
Octagonal Romano-Celtic temple, substantially robbed of most its foundations.

Temple position
Situated within a courtyard, aligned on the entrance to the east & a well to the west.

Temple size
Total size c.13.3 metres, cella, c. 7.8 m 

Temple construction details

Temple date
Late 3rd - 5th century AD.

Masonry walls (mostly tufa blocks), all robbed. Deep foundations. 16 regular pilasters/buttresses projected from outer wall 
Central cella raised c.0.5 m above ambulatory. Outer wall plastered on both sides, uncertain about inner wall. Tiled roof

Temple entrance
Situated on the eastern side. Ramp leading up it, although 
probably not an original feature. Side ambulatories partially 
blocked, & probably restricted by doors, thus creating a 
vestibule.

Temple interior
L - shaped foundation of large stones in central cella, 
seemingly centred on the entrance (built late 4th century). 
Ambulatory floor made of cut flagstones.

Enclosure Information
The temple was enclosed at least on its northern and eastern perimeters by ranges of buildings (see ancillary), & possibly 
on the other sides by a precinct wall or ditch.

Enclosure size
Eastern range c.50 m in length, Northern range c.32 m in 
length. The enclosure may have been larger than this.

Enclosure construction details
See ancillary for buildings. A Roman wall trench 
encountered to the south of the eastern range, which was 
thought to be the trench for the boundary wall (Rhatz & 
Watts 1989 350).

Enclosure date
Late 3rd - 4th/early 5th century AD.

Enclosure entrance
The entrance structure was in the middle of the eastern 
range. Metalled roadway leading to a ramp & double 
gateway. An inner gateway followed, leading through into the 
courtyard. Access into the northern half of the eastern range.
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) A range of substantial connected rectangular buildings (eastern & northern ranges, total of 27 rooms), forming part of the 
emenos. Severely robbed. Interpreted as a possible custodians house or small hostel (Rhatz & Harris 1958 28). 2) Votive well, into which much structural material (possibly from temple) was thrown.

Anclllary.Date Position
1) Contemporary with temple, c.late 3rd/early 4th - 5th 
century AD. Northern range may have been out of use by 
he end of the 4th century. 2)

;onstuction details

1) Situated c.20 m to the north & c.16 m to the east. 2) c.32.7 
m west of the temple, aligned on the east - west axial line 
from the entrance, through the temple.

1) Masonry structures. Eastern range divided in 2 by an inner & outer gateway (see enclosure). Little structural detail found. 
Possible stone floor. 2) Very straight sides, joints lined with clay & dressed in situ. Filled with rubble, pottery & finds.

Epigraphy/I conograhy
A limited amount of iconography & epigraphy, very little of it securely provenanced. Possibly dedicated to Apollo

unomaglos, as at Nettleton. Stone torso of a life-sized dog found in the temple well, dated to Roman period (Boon 1989), 
Dart of a stone figure wearing a Phrygian cap, indistinct bronze figurine & parts of 3 lead curses, one possibly referring to 
Mercury.

Wetalwork
A limited amount of Roman metalwork found, nearly all from ancillary buildings. There was also some evidence of 
ironworking in later Romano-British period. Candlestick, iron chisel, pointing trowel, reaping hook, 2 iron handles, bronze 
nail, sheet bronze, finger ring, fibula, disc brooch, lead token & iron nails.

Coins
274 coins found at the site, the largest group in the temple & entrance pathway. The majority ranged from late 3rd (many 
radiates) to mid-late 4th century AD.

Miscellaneous items
A limited quantity present: Shale spindlewhorl, blue glass bead, beaker glass, hexagonal roofing tiles & c.100 worked flints.

Bones
A small number of bones recorded, comprising of one late Roman group of 205 fragments (south of temple complex) & 13 
smaller groups (113 total). 80% cattle bones, then sheep/goat & pig. Butchery evidence - remains of kitchen & food waste.

Pottery
Pottery shards recovered from all parts of the site, though most from the well, north-east building & an area of the courtyard. 
Most unstratified & all later than 258 AD.

Main bibliography
Rhatz & Harris 1958; Rhatz & Watts 1989; Boon 1989
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ft poorly preserved religious structure, possibly connected 
to the nearby villa. No full publication.

Rural - situated near to a Roman road and an extensive villa complex. Also, burial mounds nearby of Roman date

Excavation Date (s)
1st - late 2nd/3rd century AD (possibly into 4th century) 1900, 1970-1.

SleGrade
Tertiary

Stratigraphy | |Information 
1

Finds

A well built square structure, with much painted red wall plaster. Poorly recorded. I

Temple position
Exact position unknown.

Temple date
1st - 3rd century, although 4th century 
coin suggests later activity.

Tempte^e^^^^^^
8 m sq.

nple construction details
•Substantial stone lower walls, possibly plastered timber superstructure. No ambulatory found. 4

>Je entrance
I Unknown

Temple interior
ITessellated floor.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
Traces of an ancillary building were revealed in the 1970-1 rescue excavation. Further details lacking. 

Sones: information
Many oyster shells found.

General Artefact information
2 coins (Vespasian and Constantine), an iron knife, a small bronze bracelet and Romano-British pottery.

tflain bibliography
Bedwin 1980 192
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Plan

A temple site that is known mainly from quite clear crop 
marks & surface investigation. Included in the corpus \i-..-; 
because of its unusual internal arrangement & position. !!> 
Possibly connected to the nearby Fishbourne palace 
estate.

Site context
Rural - Situated on a low-lying site next to a brook. 5.4 km west of Chichester & 5.3 km south of Bow Hill temple. Near to 
Fishbourne villa & a main Roman road.

SWclrdnology Excavation Date (s)
(Uncertain. Probably late 1st - 2nd/3rd century AD. Not excavated

Tertiary
Temple: information

Stratigraphy
0

Information

•Square Romano-Celtic temple, unexcavated, but with crop marks showing 3 concentric walls

Temple position Temple date Temple size
ISituated overlooking the stream A double ditch 
Jcropmark to the SE could represent a Roman road 
(leading to the site (King & Soffe 1983 266)

late 1st - 2nd/3rd century AD, based 
upon pottery evidence from surface finds.

Outer square: 15.5 m sq., Middle: 
8.5 m sq., Inner: 4 m sq.

jTemple construction details
Uncertain of construction methods, but masonry foundations indicated by the cropmarks. It seems likely that the outer two 
squares represent the ambulatory & cella, with the inner square being a foundation plinth (King & Soffe 1983 264).

Temple entrance
Uncertain, but thought to be on the east side.

Temple interior
Internal plinth may have been the base for a cult statue.

Enclosure Information
No definite enclosure, but a lighter area surrounding the temple may indicate a gravel area or rubble spread

Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact infortnattorr1
The only finds from the site were surface scatters of later 1st and 2nd century AD pottery. One shard may have been 3rd/4th 
century AD.

Wain bibliography
King & Soffe 1983
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bOIRichborough 1 & 2

Site information
A pair of temples, probably contemporary, and 
undoubtedly connected with the fort to the north. Few 
finds & poorly recorded.

Rural - Near to the coastline, c.350 south of the 'Saxon shore fort'. Only c.3-4 km north of Worth temple

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Probably late 3rd - late 4th century AD

Temple: information
i wo modestly sized Komano-ueitic temples (c. rectangular). Very little information.

Temple position
j Both of the temples on the same alignment, the 
(slightly smaller lying c.18 metres to the north east.

Late 3rd - late 4th, based upon pottery & 
coin evidence.

1) Cella: 4.1 m sq. Ambulatory:
12 m sq. Walls c.0.9 m 2) Cella: 
4.7 x 5.2. Ambulatory: 13 x 14 m 
walls: c.1 -1.3 m thick

Temple construction details
Both had mortared chalk foundations and were probably raised on podia.

Temple entrance
Uncertain. Probably to the south east

Temple interior
Unknown.

Enclosure Information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
A series of pits surrounded temple 1, some post dating it. They contained coins & pottery that may well be residual.

Bones: information ,,,, _, ,„,.,.,.„,
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
An inscribed tile was recorded from one of the pits. Also a bronze spoon/spatula. Over 100 coins found at the site, ranging from ^ 
Nero to the house of Theodosius Virtually all of them are late 3rd -4th, with large numbers of Theodosian issues (c.21%) | 
pointing to activities probably continuing into the 5th century. A range of samian and coarse ware pottery found in the pits. Most 
of the coarseware was late Roman.

Main bibliographjL,
Bushe-Fox 1932
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site no Site name
61|Silchester1 &2

Site information
A walled area containing at least two temples & 
ancillary buildings. Incomplete excavation. Few finds

Urban -Situated at the eastern end of the walled city, just south of the main eastern entrance (InsulaXXX)

Excavation Date (s)
1st-4th century AD

Temple: information
Two well-appointed square Romano-Celtic temples, one of which is the largest example in Britain. Eastern sides (& thus, 
the entrances) were not excavated. Disturbed stratigraphy.

Temple position
Situated within the temenos enclosure, with about 15 metres between the northern (1) & southern (2) temples. Both on the 
1st century AD 'baths alignment'.

ffnipiesize
1) Cella: 1 1 m sq. Ambulatory: 22 25 m sq. 2) Cella: 5.5 m 
sq. Ambulatory: 15.25 m sq.

Temple construction details

Tempte date j
Uncertain exactly, but coin evidence dates from 1st - 4th 
century AD.

1) Floor raised over 2 m. Deep foundations, brick bonded substantial flint walls. Outside plastered & painted red 2) Floor 
raised over 1 m. Cella wall was same width as temple 1 . Red plastered exterior.

Temple entrance
The east sides of the temples, where the entrances are 
presumed to have been, were not able to be excavated.

Temple interior
1 ) Cella floor of opus signorum, portico similar. 2) Floors of 
red tessellation. Amongst debris in both buildings were 
fragments of purbeck marble wall lining, red plaster & 
moulded stucco.

Enclosure information I
Large rectangular enclosure surrounding the Insula. Very little 

Enclosure size
Enclosed an area of c. 1.2 h.a

Enclosure construction oStaifs
Unrecorded

information concerning its nature. 

Enclosure date
Unrecorded

Unrecorded.

I
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[Ancillary: Information ______
jOther buildings incompletely known: 1) Rectangular chamber - schola for some religious collegium? (Boon 1974 155) 2) . 2)1'Great hall1 (ibid.). 3) Apsidal structure and portico - Nympaea? (ibid. 156).

lAII unstated, but contemporary with the temples at some 
I point.

Position
1) In north-west corner of enclosure 2) A short distance to the 
south of 1. 3) Outside the enclosure to the south-west, with 
their backs to a small stream.

[Conduction details__________________
J1) Rectangular masonry structure with an apsidal west end. 2) Large masonry hall 3) Apse had an arched entrance or 
acolumns on piers at either side. A well was positioned 2 m from the rear.

Eptgrapny/lconograny
No iconography or epigraphy recorded

A small quantity of metalwork recorded from the site: Several bronze pins & 2 model bronze axes

Corns
Little information: An undisclosed quantity of coins ranging from a silver Durotrigian issue to one of Valens, associated with 
the temple precinct.

Miscellaneous items
jSeveral bone pins & a Neolithic polished flint axehead.

Bones
IJVery little detail recorded. Skulls of horse, sheep & oxen found within the well near to the apsidal structure.

[Pottery
|Limited information: Two tiny terracotta lamps. Two pots from the well near the apse structure.

Main bibliography
Boon 1974 155-7
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A large walled precinct containing a temple & 
associated ancillary buildings. Few finds.

Site context . . . . ,. iB
Urban - South of the Forum (Insula VII)

wwaa^,ls^ ——— " ~~ ' ————
2nd century AD - 3rd/4th century?

Excavation Date (s)
Late 19th century

ite (Jraae
Secondary

Stratigraphy |
2

Information
1

Finds

Temple: information
Large Polygonal Romano-Celtic temple

Temple position
Situated at the western end of the precinct.

Temple size
Cella: 10.8 m dia., Ambulatory: c.20 m dia. 

Temple construction details

Tempte date
Mid 2nd Century AD at the earliest, as shown by a worn as of 
Vespasian in the cella wall. Other coins were 3rd century AD

Walling of flint bonded with ironstone Outer walls plastered & painted red Little evidence of architectural detail. Possibly an 
internal vault (Boon 1974 157). Tiled roof.

Temple entrance
Uncertain.

Tempte interior
Finely cut tessellated floors - black in the cella & white in the 
ambulatory.

Enclosure information
A large rectangular masonry precinct around all of the Insula. Poorly published. Western side not fully known.

Enclosure size
c. 117x71 m

^*35siire'^ris1Fu^!Si™3ifails •"• '
Masonry construction.

Enclosure date
Contemporary with temple

Enclosure entra||^^™!^™l**^i^SSISB™**s*-r

an entrance.

i
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Ancillary: Information____ 

JThere were a number of ancillary structures within the temple precinct, most functionally obscure: 1) L-shaped building - 
• house of priest/attendant? (Boon 1974 157) 2) Rectangular building 3) Southern buildings 4) Eastern building (shrine?). lAlso 8 pits.

lAncillary.Date _______
jUnrecorded, but undoubtedly contemporary at some point.

Position
1) At the western end of the insula 2) Less than 1 m NW of 
the temple 3) c.10 m south of the temple, against the precinct 
wall 4) c. 60 m ENE of the temple, against the precinct wall.

Constuction details
1) 8 roomed masonry building, one of which contained a hypocaust 2) Brick quoin & rubble walls 3) 2 small & at least one 
larger masonry structures. All adjoining & inter-connected. 4) Small masonry structure, attached to the wall

Epigraphy/I conograhy
No iconography or epigraphy recorded

Metatwork
The only item recorded was a triangular iron knife.

I Very few coins found: As of Vespasian, 2 unworn denarii of AD 209 & 1 of Gallienus (260-8).

Miscellaneous items
Part of a small globular oil bottle of oriental alabaster found near to the temple.

Bones
No bones recorded

Pottery
No information recorded

Main bibliography
Boon 1974 157-8
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t>3ISilchester 4

Site information
: A temple Duildmg and altar, associated with an inscription 

& a number of statue fragments. Minimal other finds & 
limited publication

Urban - c. 100 m south of the Forum (Insula XXXV)

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
1st- 3rd century AD 1907 

Information

Temple: information
Average sized rectangular Romano-Celtic temple, much stone removed

Temple position Temple date
Set on the 1st century AD 'Baths alignment', at an 
angle with the later street. Positioned in an open 
area.

Originated in 1st Century AD by evidence 
of its alignment.

Cella: 3.7 x 4.3 m (0.57 m walls) 
Ambulatory: 11.1 x 10.7 m (0.45 
m walls)

'erriple construction details
Set on a low podium, with flint rubble walls. Fragments of column & part of a tuscan capital, indicate that it carried a peristyle with 
a pentice roof above.

Temple entrance
On the eastern side, width uncertain, as most of the stonework was removed. A capitol fragment found near the entrance may 
have come from a pair of flanking columns.

Temple interior ___ _____________ __________
A narrow platform extended across the western end of the cella. Cella floor made of opus signorum. Ambulatory floor of red 
tesserae.

Enclosure information
No enclosure discovered, but the area surrounding the temple was devoid of buildings, & it may have been of a perishable or 
insubstantial nature.

Ancillary: information
1) Altar 2) Long hearth, uncertain if associated with temple. 

Bones: Information _
No bones recorded

Main bibliography
Boon 1974 153-5
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_ 64|Slonk Hill
bounty
East Sussex

A possible transition period - early Roman cult site, 
centred around prehistoric barrows. A lack of many finds.

Rural - on elevated ground near to the south coast

Temple: information
A simple square structure.

Temple position
Set near the centre of an enclosure, overlying a 

prehistoric barrow.

Temple date
mid 1st - early 2nd century?

Temple size IBRIBB' /
12 m sq.

Temple construction details
Post hole construction for timber walls.

Temple entrance
Entrance to the east

Temple interior
unknown.

Enclosure information
A ditched temenos with an eastern entrance.

Ancillary: information
A pit to the west with animal bones may be contemporary.

Bones: information
Bone of lamb and pig in the pit may be contemporary.

General Artefact information
12 coins and pottery from the site.

rtatn bibliography,
Hartridge 1978
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Site infofMiflo'tF"1
A substantial religious complex within an extensive 
precinct. It could have been the inner focus of a larger 
religious site, which included the springs. A 
reasonable quantity of finds & extensive publication. 
Differential stratigraphy

• • „,.'"• •^^x\\>-s •

I Urban - within a Roman 'town 1 , fronting onto Watling street (Rochester - London). The 'town' may in fact have been part of a 
religious complex. Another temple c.1 km to the south.

jSite chronology
Ic.Late 1st - mid 4th century AD. Fairly intensive occupation 
ic. mid 1st century AD, may indicate earlier religious use

«*1
Site Grade " ' : ' f '
Primary

Stratigraphy |
2

Temple: information
2 well appointed rectangular Romano-Celtic type temples with extensions Springhead 1 had well preserved interior with 
significant finds. 2-3 other probable temples/shrines in the complex.

Temple position
Springhead 1 acted as the focus in the centre of the precinct, facing what is believed to be the entrance structure. Eventually 
connected to Springhead 2, to the south.

Temple size
: Cella: 4.48 m sq., Ambulatory: c. 10.6 m sq. II: c.10 8 x 

13.5 m, including front projections. Walls c.0.5 m thick. 
Others smaller.

Temple date
: Later 1st/early 2nd - mid 4th century AD Main modifications 

in mid 2nd, early 3rd & late 3rd/early 4th century AD II: Late 
2nd/early 3rd (c.200 AD) - mid 4th century AD.

Temple construction details
I: Flint & mortar walls, rebuilt & repaired in phases Plastered internally & externally Small building projecting from western 
wall. II: Low chalk podium. Cella walls replaced by plinths, probably supporting pillars, creating a cloister-like arrangement.

Temple entrance
Both face east. I: A vestibule was built with steps leading to 
it. Later modification: 2 wings built on either side of the 
entrance, mosaic & drainage channel laid in porch. II: 2 
similar wings flanking the entrance. 4 steps leading down to 
a pebbled courtyard in front of temple.

Enclosure information
Well constructed rectangular masonry temenos wall, not fully 

Enclosure size
Northern side c.51.5 m (c. 0.7 m wide) Southern area lies 
underneath railway embankment. It surrounds the entire 

I Insula.

Enclosure construction details
JFIint & mortar construction, with an internal path around part 
I of the perimeter

Temple interior
: Cella floor raised & hearth positioned at its western end. 

Subsequently it was replaced by a suggestus and a mosaic 
floor. Altar found in situ. Tessellated floor in ambulatory. II: 
Most of the interior badly truncated, but it had a well-made 
floor of concrete & red tesserae. A plinth in the central west 
side of cella - altar/cult statue base?

excavated & mostly robbed. 

Enclosure date
Uncertain. Probably late 1st - 4th century AD.

Enclosure entrance
Thought to be situated on the eastern side - probably the 
substantial square structure opposite temples 1 & 2. Walls c.1 
m thick, with steps leading down into the courtyard. Central 
statue/altar base & votive pit. ,
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jKjIlary: information 
A range of ancillary buildings and features, including: 1) rectangular structure (III)-sacred pool? (Penn 1960 117), 2-3)
irobable shrines (IV and V), and 4) a group of ovens and burials within a rectangular structure. There was also a column base, altar and an entrance/temple.

Ancillary.Date
) c.mid-late 2nd - late 4th century AD 2) late 1st - early 4th 

century. 3) Late 3rd - 4th century 4) Ovens: early-mid 2nd 
century. Burials: mid-late 2nd century.

Constuction details

Position
1) NW of temple 1. 2) NE courtyard, facing temple I 3) South 
of temple II 4) Between the rectangular building (pool) & 
shrine III.

1) Flint walls with bonding tiles - a higher west wall. Clay floor. Externally plastered. No doors. 2) Chalk block walls, 
plastered. Divided in 2. Altar base at one end. Hearth in corner. 3) Bonded flint walls, plastered internally, probable wooden loor

;pigraphy/lconograhy
A number of images found: Uninscribed altar with jug & patera designs on either side, bronze thumb, pewter leaf, 3 clay 
Venus' figurines, 2 face urns, bronze lions head (4 cm dia), bronze hand, bronze arm and a clay horse fragment, 
nscriptions: bronze letter and 8 potsherds with graffiti.

tfetalwork
large variety of metalwork found, mostly from the temples, shrines & ovens area. Personal: 14 fibulae, 8 rings, toilet 

articles, a pendant, 2 brass chains, 12 bracelets, armlet & 5 pins. Also: Tacks, needles, handles, nails, chisel, stylus, knives, 
hinges, discs, staples, rivets, studs, keys, bolts, shears, hammers, sickle, horseshoe, mini axe-head & many undetermined 
bronze & iron 'objects'.

Over 120 coins found. 39 from temple I (1st-4th century), 2 in structure III, 22 in column/altar base area, 50 from temple I 
and shrine V (piled up against western wall), 2 from shrine IV and 9 from the oven area.

Miscellaneous items
A variety found: Bone: 11 pins, 2 handles, spoon, counter. Glass: Bowl (almost complete), counters, beads, handle, vessel 
fragments. Other: leather thongs, flint blade, pottery counters, a cluster of carbonised seeds, spindlewhorl, marble bowl, 2 
shale bracelets and fragments of white foreign marble.

Bones
13 fragments of animal bone recorded from temple I, mostly ox. A few bones & oyster shells in structure III. 2 animal burials 
in temenos entrance pit. c.50 mussel shells + burnt bone fragments near the ovens. Decapitated gull burial by shrine IV. 4 
infant human burials (2 decapitated) in the corners on shrine IV, all c.6 months old - buried in 2 distinct episodes. Also 14 
infant burials in the nearby rectangular structure

Pottery __________________________
Much pottery found, with by far the greatest concentration lying in the rectangular structure, where thousands of shards & a 
few complete pots were found. Mostly 2nd century AD. Elsewhere: Decorated samian, 3 face pots, 2 large storage pots, 
clay lampholder & shard of lamp chimney, incense cup fragments & a foundation pot, found at the base of the temple II 
west wall.

Main bibliography ____________________________
Penn 1958 -1968; Marker 1980
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County 
Leicestershire 

Site information
A multi-phased temple, with other masonry structures 
surrounded by a temenos, not excavated. A roadside 
religious site with a possible market. Limited excavation 

land publication.

Rural - Very near to a Roman road, a villa site & a site of pottery manufacture (Market Overton).

giecnronoloiy Excavation Date (s)
1st-4th century AD

Temple: information
A 3 phased simple circular temple, overlaid by a rectangular aisled structure, presumably a late temple. This seems to have 
subsequently been used for domestic purposes.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Immediate context unknown. 1) 3 stages, from the late 1st century AD.

2) Mid -late 3rd century, 4th century 
renovations. Probably out of religious 
use by late 4th century

1)c.12.4 mdia. 2) 19.7 x 13.6m

[Temple construction details
1) 1st of timber construction, with numerous re-buildings, then built with stone foundations 2) Solid construction of mortared 
limestone.

Tempie entrance __ ____ __________ __
Eastern entrance, with a portico on the rectangular temple

Temple interior
1) 1 st limestone floor replaced with op. Sig., then with a mosaic. Altar base in centre. 2) Eastern half of the nave had tessellated 
floor, while the remaining was of earth & limestone chips, through which pits dug in the west.

Enclosure information
Enclosure revealed by air photography, but details lacking.

Ancillary: information
At least four other associated structures noted from aerial photography, but not excavated.

Bones; information
No bones recorded

General) Information
A silver feather & small cast bronze hare on a pedestal. An inscribed votive silver plaque: To the God Veteris Mocuxsoma affixes 
this'. All found in pits. Coins found (numbers unknown), most of late 3rd and 4th century. 3rd & 4th century pottery lay on the 
rubble used for the floor of the later domestic use of the temple. Also a 3rd century pot found associated with the bronze hare in a 
pit.

Main bibliography
Wilson 1961, 1962, 1965
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\\ Koaosioe temple set in a walled temenos. Possibly 
associated with the nearby villa. Early excavation, limited 
finds & poor stratigraphy.

Plan

n
Site context
Rural - On a slight ridge, the highest point in the vicinity. A Roman road running N - S passes within 4.5 m of the east side. , — 
Stream to the north Very close to a villa. 11

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Early-mid 2nd - c.end 3rd century AD. No accurate dating possible 1879, 1935

[Stratigraphy
(Tertiary 
e: information

Information

IProbable square Romano-Celtic temple, although ambulatory was not proved. Evidence suggests a well-appointed structure. 
JQuite disturbed stratigraphy.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
JSituated eccentrically towards the eastern side of 
Ithe temenos enclosure.

Early - mid 2nd - late 3rd/early 4th 
century AD, based upon pottery evidence

Cella: c.6.2 m sq., with walls c.1m 
thick. Probable ambulatory c.13.5 , 
m sq.

Temple construction details
Cella foundations of large mortared flints. Much pink wall plaster found. Ambulatory uncertain - indicated by a perimeter of A 
disturbed debris surrounding the cella in a very regular fashion. -'n,

Temple entrance
Eastern side. Two free-standing structures by the NE and SE corners of the cella were probably statue bases (Graham 1936 89). • 
Ambulatory open on east side. •
Temple interior
Cella floor of compact gravel on clay.

Enclosure information
Well built rectangular masonry wall, with only the eastern side fully excavated The greatest concentration of finds & debris was 
between the eastern temenos wall and the temple entrance - a zone of votive activity
Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones: information
The only faunal remains recorded were c.12 oyster shells

General Artefact information
A very limited number of finds: sheet bronze fragment, lead plug, iron nails, dressed imported stonework and Roman bonding 
tiles. A small amount of pottery dating from 2nd - 3rd century AD, all found between the eastern wall of the cella & boundary of 
the temenos (temple forecourt).

Main bibliography
Sraham 1936
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_ 68|Uley 
County 
Gloucestershire" 
Site InformatforT

=lan
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X i.

IA long lived multiphased religious complex consisting 
a temple and many ancillary buildings. The excavated 
part is probably just inner precinct of a much larger 
complex. Direct transition from the LIA-transition site. 
Comprehensive recording, many finds.

Site context

\^

<%,

I Rural - Spur of an escarpment, overlooking river Severn. Inter-visible with Lydney & possibly Dean Hall. Much Roman 
jsettlement (inc. villas) in the area. Near to hillfort.

Site chronology
1st-2nd - late 4th - early 5th century AD

Site Grade f |strattgraphy|
Primary J 2

Excavation Date (s)
1977-9

Information JRnds y~~~
3 | 3 . *pf

jTemple: information
Rectangular Romano-Celtic derivative temple (ambulatory surrounding 3 sides only) with three main constructional phases, 
the last a different form (3 rooms), modified from the earlier structure. A lack of early stratification.

Temple position
Set eccentrically within an irregular courtyard, surrounded by many ancillary buildings.

Temple size Temple date
Cella, 7 x 8 m ; Ambulatory, 14 x 12m. Entrance extension 
7x1 m. All walls c.0.6 m wide.

Temple construction details

1) c.early 2nd - mid 4th century AD 2) mid - late 4th century 
AD 3) c.later 4th - early 5th century AD. Chronology based 
upon coin & pottery evidence, which is less secure for the 
earliest phase

Walls of mortared limestone with rubble core, except on NE side, where wooden partition walls used in phase 1. Exterior 
buttress/pilaster. Possible annexe on NE corner. Phase 3, portico & NE/SE ambulatories out of use & others modified, cella 
not roofed.

[Temple entrance Temple interior
1) Main entrance comprised of 2 massive plinths, 1.4m 
apart in the northeast side of the cella & 2 post-pits, forming 
a porch. Other possible doorways in the ambulatories. 2) 
Entrance remodelled & extended to form a portico. 3) In N 
ambulatory room.

The only possible original feature was an irregular pit within 
the cella, possibly for a water tank (Woodward & Leach 1993 
34). Limestone cobbled surface in ambulatories. Possible 
statue plinth in SW side. Phase 3: Hearth in northern room.

Enclosure information
The excavation area was not extensive enough to note the presence of an outer temenos, but the temple was surrounded 
by a carefully laid cobbled courtyard & it is likely that the main ancillary buildings formed the boundary to an inner cult 

lcornplex_
Enclosure size Enclosure date
Unknown It is likely that the courtyard was re-laid a number of times

Enclosure construction details Enclosure entrance
Jourtyard consisted of worn limestone pebbles laid tightly 
together. A trackway (late Roman & possibly earlier) ran 
tirough the courtyard north of the temple.

Unknown
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^ciliary: InformatlorT
ive main ancillary buildings present, not all contemporary, but all closely connected to the cult. They probably formed the 

joundaries to the inner cult complex. Northern building probably a guest house. The two southern buildings were probably 
more intimately connected with cult ritual. More buildings undoubtedly lay outside the excavated area.
Anclllary.Date
Different ancillary buildings were built, modified and 
dismantled throughout the life span of the religious complex.

Constuction details

Position
Arranged around the temple, some as close as c.3 metres 
away.

Many substantial masonry built structures, possibly two-storied in some cases (e.g. the 'hostel') The latest (4th century) 
ancillary buildings were mostly of timber construction

lEpigrapKy/lconograhy
A variety of statuary, images and iconography found, indicating that the main deity worshipped was Mercury. A number of 
undetermined sculpture fragments & sheet bronze leaves & reliefs also came from the site. Head, leg parts & 
accompanying ram & cockerel of statue of Mercury, 3 altars (1 complete) with Mercury, ram & cock, busts of sol & Jupiter, 
horned head bucket mount, figurines of Mercury (3), goat & cock. Bacchus mount, 2 wings, mask & 3 model legs. Altar with 
a vow inscription on base, 4 inscribed votive plaques & 86 inscribed lead curses tablets, most of which had been rolled &
Metalwork
Votive: 6 caducei, 19 decorated bronze plaques & possible head-dress part Personal: 2 amulet cases, 26 Cu al rings, 16 
brooches, 2 necklace fittings, earring, 16 bracelets, pin, 5 finger rings, 10 other rings, Cu al chain, mirror & 3 toilet articles. 
Martial: 9 miniature spears, 9 projectile heads, Other: 8 spoons, 5 key rings, lead gaming counter, razor, iron boot cleat, 405 
hobnails, 4 styli, 6 knives, 4 tools, 2 candlesticks, 3 sheet strips, 3 ferrules & 12 vessel parts. Structural/furnishing: 965 nails, 
10 structural fittings, 6 key/lock parts, large numbers of studs & rivets, 16 furniture fittings & 12 miscellaneous fittings.

Corns
Many coins (just under 3000) from the site, with dates ranging throughout the Roman period. The greatest concentrations lie 
in the later 3rd and mid-late 4th centuries AD.

Miscellaneous items
A large quantity and variety of miscellaneous items, including much structural material including window glass & painted 
plaster. Also large quantities of fragmented vessel glass, c.40 glass beads, 3 jet beads, c.15 shale bracelet fragments, 2 jet 
pins, 11 bone pins, 3 jet rings, jet pendant, 8 gaming counters, bone comb, 4 spindlewhorls, 10 whetstones, 2 querns, 2 
bone handles, 2 bone needles + 36 flint artefacts

3ones
A massive number of animal bones recorded from Roman contexts at the site (50,194, representing a minimum number of 
2113 animals). Main species: Ovicaprid, cattle, pig, horse, dog, domestic fowl Also a small number of individual human 
bones & teeth. Evidence for pronounced species selectivity, with ovicaprid (especially goat) comprising c.90% of the 
assemblage, especially within the two southern buildings. Also large numbers of domestic fowl.

Pottesy _______________________________________
28,599 shards (c 192 kg) of pottery from Roman levels, representing a typical Romano-British site, although there was a 
greater range and proportion of fineware & imports than the Henley Wood assemblage. In addition to the main pottery 
assemblage, there were also 57 miniature clay pots from Roman levels (& more in disturbed upper levels). Also a few other 
baked clay vessel fragments & a ceramic 'altar'.

Main bibliography ______________________________
JWoodward & Leach 1993
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county
tBtHMHMBMBB

Hertfordshire

Site information
A large temple set in an extensive precinct and probably 
functionally linked to the theatre. Well excavated, though 
few finds.

Urban - In the middle of Roman Verulamium, c.100 m NWof the forum & c.10 m SW of the theatre

Sitffltonology Excavation Date (s)
c. late 1st - 4th/5th century AD

Temple: information
IWell appointed square Romano-Celtic temple with additional annexes. Western half thoroughly robbed.

fmple position
ISet roughly in the centre of a long narrow 
{enclosure, with the east side aligned on the 
•theatre entrance.

Temple date
Late 1st - 5th century AD, with much 
refurbishing, especially the annexes in 
the early 4th century AD.

Temple size
Ambulatory 16 m sq. externally, 
Cella 5.75 m sq. With annexes:

Temple construction details
Flint walls, with cella floor higher than ambulatory. The two later annexes (on northern & southern sides) were of inferior 
workmanship. Painted plaster (red & green) found in robber trenches. Painted red roof tiles.

Temple entrance
Unrecorded, but presumably to the north-east.

Temple interior
No floor surface survived - only a thick clay layer in the cella, used to raise the floor. Much mosaic tesserae found in robber 
trenches (white & dark brown).

Enclosure information
Three-phased extensive rectangular temenos precinct, the 2nd on a more monumental scale.

Ancillary: information
The only ancillary structure within the temenos was that of an oven However, the nearby theatre is likely to have been 
functionally connected.

Bones: information • . _,, ,.,....„,„_.,...,,„, , __ ______________________,J;.~^_
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Part of a thin bronze leaf was found within the robber trench of the cella wall. Other finds: 1 st century AD brooch below the cella, 
bronze hanging ornament, 2 fragments of 4th century bracelets & an iron finger ring. A reasonable quantity of coins found at the 
site, comprising in the most part of a spread of 149 3rd & 4th century issues from the black material which the 3rd phase walls 
were built through. A small amount of pottery recorded from the site, including decorated Samian.

i/lain bibliography
Lowther 1937b
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'OIVerulamium2
County
Hertfordshire
Site information

' ' I'* *""< 1 I P --v r, ' III' 1 I r^ l

An unusual triangular temple built around the road 
system, possibly preceded by a transition period ritual 
phase. Well excavated and containing many finds.

Site context
JUrban - At the junction between Watling st & another, towards the southern London gate.

[Site chronology
Early 2nd - late 4th/5th century AD

Site Grade
Primary

Stratigraphy]
2

Excavation Date (s)
1933

nformation Finds '"'" ~ """ ---•"-•• • """'^

2 3 ' *'

Temple: information
Three phased Triangular temple of Romano-Celtic design (i.e. cella surrounded by an ambulatory). Many finds but disturbed 
stratigraphy in the upper levels by tile robbers & ploughing.

Temple position
The temple was situated towards the rear of the triangular courtyard, on a central symmetrical axis.

Temple size Temple date
Sides c.31 m. Rear 20 m. Front 9 m

Temple construction details

Early 2nd - 4th century AD Major reconstruction, possibly 
after fire in mid 2nd century AD A final structural phase c. 
late 3rd/4th century. Coins indicate continued activity until 
late 4th/early 5th century.

Rear divided into 3 cells (cella & two flanking rooms), walled with brick-laced flint. Opened onto corridors (probably 
colonnaded) surrounding the central courtyard. External walls plastered & surrounded by a line of posts.

Temple entrance Temple interior
Situated at the narrow southeast end. A timber porch added 
in the 2nd structural phase.

Central cella contained statue base, while those flanking held 
brick lined water tanks. Central open courtyard 0.3 m below 
corridor level, paved with rammed gravel. Contained an altar, 
ovens & in the last phase, 2 probable statue bases.

Enclosure information
An Truncated triangular enclosure was formed in front of the temple, and structurally connected. It took the form of an open 
courtyard surrounded by corridors that were probably colonnaded.

Enclosure size Enclosure date
Rear: 12.5 m Front: 4 m Sides: 16 m 2nd - 4th century AD, with different phases (see 'temple' 

information)

Enclosure construction details Enclosure entrance
Masonry construction with outside plastered red & a line of 
wooden post holes around its exterior. Rammed pebble 
floor (see 'temple' information)

Situated to the SE. A wooden porch built.
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Ancillary: Informatto
11) Altar 2) Oven, intimately connected to the cult 3) Pedestals, probably statue bases. Also an exterior altar in front of the 
lentrance & and a triumphal arch in from of that - stages on a processional route?

mnclllary.Date________________ 
11-2) 2nd century AD. 3) Later 3rd century AD

Position

fconstuction details

1) Set towards the rear of the courtyard on the cella - 
entrance axis. 2) In the courtyard near the entrance, directed 
towards the altar. 3) In the courtyard, flanking the altar.

1) Square brick structure 2) Circular oven of chalk blocks & clay. 3) Sent'withirTare^ngular tilelramework

Ewgraphy/lconograhy
The only possible piece of iconography was an unstratified bronze wing mentioned in the site notebook.

Metafwork
A reasonable amount of metalwork was found, some of it from the series of structured deposits. Bronze waste drip may 
indicate metalworking nearby. Personal: 7 bronze bracelets, 10 brooches, buckle, 3 toiletries, 2 pendants, 11 pins, 5 rings & 
4 spoons. Structural: bronze strap, 6 fittings, mount, 10 studs & 2 tacks. Other: 2 bronze ferrules, object, 2 tubes, split loop 
& lead sheet.

Coins
c.50 coins from 1st to 4th century AD found within the temple site, the majority 3rd & 4th century.

[Miscellaneous items______________________________________________ 
J8 Glass beads, 8 glass vessel parts, glass unguent bottle, glass tesserae, 16 glass fragments, 11 stone querns, 2 
•whetstones, 2 bone counters, bone handle & floor tiles.

Many bones found, often in distinct deposits in pits within the courtyard and corridors. Animals include small birds, pigs, 
ovicaprid & ox. The highest concentration lay in the large pit before the altar & an ox skull was placed in a pit behind the 
altar. Inhumation burial inserted in the upper layers of the pre-temple Watling street ditch, accompanied by a pre-Flavian 
beaker. Along with burnt clay floors, carbonised posts & many brooches & coins - possibly indicates a transition period ritual
'ottery

A large amount of pottery including many complete or almost complete vessels: 5 poppy-head beakers, 4 beakers, 11 
bowls, chimney, 2 incense cups, 16 samian cups, 3 lamps, 7 mortaria, pedestal urn & other fragments.

Main bibliography
Wheeler 1936; Niblett 1987 55-6
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Temple & ancillary buildings, very badly disturbed by 
metal detectorists, with many finds stolen. The ancillary 
buildings not excavated. Extensive publication.

Site context ii.—L
jRural - A probable small religious complex (much 1st-4th century occupation material nearby), situated on a prominent ridge. 2-4 
•villas within 5 km.

ma /na - late jra/eany 4tn century AU. Also activity in the immediate post

Temple position

Large rectangular Romano-Celtic temple, with robbed walls and disturbed stratigraphy. Construction was preceded by extensive 
votive deposition.

Temple date Temple size
Situated to the south of probable ancillary 
buildings, and to the north of a road/trackway. 40 
m to the west was a field with much 1st-4th 
century occupation material.

c.Mid-late 2nd - late 3rd/early 4th 
century. Probably dismantled in later 4th 
century. Preceded by massive coin 
deposition in 1st C. & votive deposit, c. 
mid 2nd C.

Cella: c.7 x 6.6 m internally 
Ambulatory: 15.2 m sq. 
externally. Both c.1 m wide 
foundations.

Temple construction details
Cella foundations flint & pebbles in mortar - ambulatory foundations less deep. Two rectangular features abutted the exterior SW 
ambulatory foundation - possibly altar/pedestal bases (O'Connell & Bird 1994 24) Roofing tiles found.

Temple entrance
Uncertain. Probably on the northeast side, which was unable to be excavated.

Temple interior
No floor level survived within the cella, but fragments of tessellated pavement found. Also a small group of sandstone slabs

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
The wall footings of one or two buildings were the only features to be examined Other possible structures, revealed by 
geophysical survey, went unexcavated.

3ones: information
880 bones, 206 assigned to species: 106 sheep, 51 pig, 30 cattle, 1 horse, 2 dog, 2 red deer, 9 hare & 2 domestic fowl. All 
fragmented & many with butchery marks Largest group from pre-temple Also 135 oyster shells.

General Artefact information
Much metalwork found, including priestly regalia, much of which seems to have been deposited prior to the construction of the 
masonry temple, perhaps as a foundation deposit: 5 head-dresses (with wheel motifs), 30 sceptre parts, 4 rings, 2 miniature axe 
Dendants, shears & an iron knife handle. Also a bronze Age palstave & spearhead, 2 Iron Age sword hilts, 10 brooches, pins, 
:oiletries, personal fittings, bronze boss, lead weight, 2 ox-goads, 340 nails & small amount of metalworking debris. Also 2 glass 
beads, remains of 2 glass vessels, worked flint, quernstones, clay loomweights & a spindlewhorl. Many coins from the site, but at 
east 9,000 coins stolen by metal detectorists. Most were British issues, deposited in a post-conquest hoard. 34 later Roman 
coins also recovered, relating to the temple. Parts from 1063 pottery vessels, mostly from the pre-temple deposits

Main bibliography
O'Connell & Bird 1994
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<\ very poorly recorded cult site, probably associated with 
the villa. A reasonable number of finds

Rural - Near to the main llchester - Dorchester road, with a villa nearby

Excavation Date (s)
3rd - 4th century AD 19th century.

Site Grade
Tertiary

jSj^itigiriap^fjVj' [information | 
1 I i

Temple: information
Foundations, tiles, painted plaster and tesserae reveal the presence of a building, but no further information on size, shape etc.

Temple dateTemple position
Unknown. Coins range from early 3rd to late 4th 

century AD.

Temple size
unknown

Temple construction details
Well-appointed masonry structure.

Temple entrance
Unknown

Temple interior
Unknown.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
Associated structures, but no information.

Bones: information
A stone-lined cist with sheep bones.

General Artefact information
Bronze statuette of Mars and a bronze plaque/defixio to Mars Rigisamus Also bracelets and 27 coins (Lucilla - Theodosius).

Wain bibliography
Lewis 1966; Wait 1985
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73IWeycock Hill
uounty
Berkshire

Site informatfffl
A very poorly documented temple, with at least one 
ancillary building in addition to a cemetery and wells 
further away. Probably part of a small settlement or 
religious complex. No modern excavation.

Rural (?) - Hilltop location, with a possible Roman road passing through the site. Much Roman activity in the surrounding region

§ffechrSfJology Excavation Date (s)
Probably late 3rd to late 4th century AD Temple:1847. Ancillary building: 1953 

Information

Temple: information
A bubstantiai, weii-Duilt octagonal Romano-Celtic temple. Poorly excavated & recorded, with much probable plough damage.

Temple position
Set within a probable enclosure, just below the 
crest of the hill on the southern side.

General com evidence suggests late 3rd 
to late 4th century AD.

Cella: 10.6 m dia. Ambulatory 
19.3 m dia. Foundations 1.1m 
thick.

Temple construction details
Mortared flint walls with a 2 course ironstone bonding

Temple entrance
Uncertain, although a break on the north side was thought by the excavator to be an entrance (Cotton 1975 50).

Temple interior
Unrecorded.

Enclosure information
There were cropmark indications from aerial photograph that suggest the existence of a rectangular temenos, but never 
excavated.

Ancillary: information
1) Masonry structure, only partially excavated.2) Cemetery (attached a to a small settlement?) 3) 3 Wells filled with pottery animal 
bones & structural debris at the eastern side of Weycock field.

Sones: information ____ ____________________________
Most bones recorded were from the three wells: ox pig, sheep, rabbits & bird Also, boars, goats, dogs and the skull & bones of a 
horse. Nothing to indicate specific ritual use. From the ancillary building: Oyster shells & food debris.

General Artefact information ________________________________________
Small hollow female head came from the site (steelyard weight?)The other finds are only loosely provenanced from the area of 
the temple- Gold chain surgical instrument, stud, brooch pin & hinge & fragment, iron horse-bit, curved iron band and a squared 
block of marble. A large amount of coins, mostly late 3rd and 4th century were recorded as coming from the site in the 17th & 
18th centuries 19th century excavation only produced 2-3 Constantinian coins. 11 coins in 1953 excavation: late 3rd - Valens. 
Late 1st-2nd century pottery from earlier occupation. Also dishes, Jars and bowls (coarse & fineware) of 4th century date.

Asm bibliography
lotton 1957.
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'4jWinchester 
Bounty j 
Hampshire

A small temple was built as part of the complete 
replanning of the immediate urban area. Disturbed 
stratigraphy by later activity. Limited finds.

Site context '^
Urban - Within the walls of the Roman town.

Site chronology Excavation Date (si
Early <?nd - late Jrd/4tn centuries AD

Temple: information
Small rectangular Romano-Celtic temple, levelled at the time of demolition.

Temple position
I Built on the west side of the newly formed street, 
isetwell back.

Constructed c. AD 100 (2nd century). 
Demolished late 3rd/early 4th century AD.

Cella c. 5 x 4 m internally. 
Ambulatory 13.2 x 11.7m. Total 
floor space 154 m sq.

nple construction details
(Masonry temple, with painted wall plaster (mainly red).

Temple entrance
Situated on the eastern side, flanked by engaged pilasters.

Temple interior
No floor levels surviving.

Enclosure information
No enclosure noted, but an area to the south which contained two pits/wells, may have been an open precinct for the temple

Ancillary: information
Two pits/wells. On contained a wooden statuette of a 'native goddess1 (Biddle 1975 299) indicating that it was probably 
associated with the temple.

Sones: information
No bones recorded

Genera! Artefact information
A wooden statuette of a native goddess, suggested as Epona (Biddle 1975 299), found in the well, south of the temple Also 
quantities of demolition rubble including painted wall plaster. 3 coins (2nd - 3rd century AD) recorded in the sealed deposit over 
the road water pipe near the temple, but nothing further.

Aain bibliography.
Biddle 1975
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An extensive complex, consisting of a variety of 
structures and a temenos enclosure, centred around a 
large building interpreted as a 'temple-mausoleum' (Neal 
1984). Stratigraphy very disturbed & few finds.

JRural - In a prominent position on a plateau west of Verulamium, probably near to a roadway. Gorhambury villa 4.5 km away

Excavation Date (s)
lEarly - late 2nd/early 3rd century AD, with some possible activity continuing 
I into the 4th century AD.

1966-7, 1982-3

I* iTertiary
Temple: information

Stratigraphy Information
1

Large rectangular Romano-Celtic temple, interpreted as a temple-Mausoleum because of a sunken chamber within the cella. 
Robbed walls.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Situated towards the rear of a large enclosure, 
centrally aligned on the gateway.

Limited pottery evidence to suggest 
early - late 2nd century AD, possibly later.

Cella: 9.5 x 10 75 m internally 
(walls c. 1.5 m wide). Ambulatory 
c.18 x 18.5 m externally (walls 
c.0.5 m wide)

Temple construction details
Cella had massive foundations (flint & mortar) with buttresses on its corners, suggesting great height (15.5 m), probably with jj| 
arches into ambulatory, which had chalk foundations. Probable pedimented roof (Neal 1984 197). '1

Temple entrance
Situated on the southeast side. No structural details

Temple interior
A rectangular vault (5.5 x 3.75 m, 1.12 m below surface) situated towards the rear of the cella, built in tile & opus signinum. 
Ambulatory floor of coarse red tesserae

Enclosure information
A large trapezoidal enclosure, walled on its NW & SE sides, ditched on the others. Only partially excavated & most masonry has 
been robbed.

Ancillary: information
1) Buttressed rectangular building - a granary? (Neal 1984 199) 2) Apsidal building - schola of a collegia? (ibid.) 3) Square 
'shrine/mausoleum'? (ibid. 201) 4) Small bath house 5) large pit. Also two large post pits & at least one further unexcavatedtritcting.;-- — -.7'"' " •••• • •• -•••• ----- ...... .... ....... —onesnnformation
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
3 4th century bracelets, needle fragment, pin, iron portable anvil, iron object, a bone needle, relief-patterned box tile & a scored 
tile. 26 samian fragments, & 18.4 kg of coarse pottery, representing c.200 vessels - about half was localware, then wares from 
London & Oxford. Almost a complete pie dish was found in the baths furnace.

Main bibifegrapbi.
Neal 1984
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gounty
Oxfordshire

Site information
A temple set within an extensive temenos, possibly 
associated with the nearby villa at Islip. Briefly 
excavated, but many important finds.

Rural - On a prominent hill, with extensive views, c.4 km to main road bt Alchester & Dorchester Islip villa less than 1.5 km 
north. A prosperous region with much Roman activity.

Excavation Date (s)
Later 1st - late 4tn/eany t>tn century AD 1921, 1934, 1952

stratigraphy [ | nformatton

Temple: information
Two-phased rectangular temple, the later in Romano-Celtic form Stratigraphy very damaged & most walls robbed 
Incompletely excavated.

Temple position
Set eccentrically within the temenos, positioned on a slightly different alignment

Temple size Temple date
1) 5 x 5.8 m externally (c.0.5 m thick) 2) Cella 4 x 4.5 
internally (0.6 m walls). Ambulatory c.11.3 m sq. externally 
(walls 0.8 m wide)

1) Later 1st - mid 2nd century AD 2) Mid 2nd - ? (evidence 
from pottery & coins)

Temple construction details
1) Masonry wall footings & possible plastered timber superstructure Foundations of mortared limestone. No evidence for 
outer portico. 2) Earlier cella foundations reused & widened & substantial ambulatory & possible outer paving (pathway) 
added.

Temple entrance Temple interior
1) Uncertain, but an approach pathway to the north may 
indicate its presence there.2) Presumed to be on the 
eastern side, from path leading to temenos gateway.

1) Floor of clay. 3 super-imposed hearths were placed 
centrally, the last of which was larger & surrounded by much 
ash 2) No internal floor level remained Probably raised.

•Enclosure information
A large masonry rectangular temenos, damaged by ploughing in many places. Only partially excavated.

Enclosure size Enclosure date
Eastern side, 45 m, Northern & southern sides traced for 22 
& 35 m. No indications of western side. Walls 0.5 m thick.

Presumed to be contemporary with phase 2 (mid 2nd - c.4th 
century AD), due to the use of yellow wall plaster.

EnclosureSnilrucffon dewmsf * Enclosure entrance
Mortared masonry walls with poor foundations. Areas of 
compact limestone cobbling may have been part of the 
emenos floor, and post holes may have represented timber 

structures.

Gateway (26 m wide) situated in the northern part of the 
eastern wall. Flanked by two rectangular piers (1.6 x 1.2 m) 
bonded into the main wall. Internal sockets for gate posts. A 
gravel path was evident outside the gateway.
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A rectangular pond may have been contemporary with the temple

\ncillary.Date 
Uncertain c.170 metres north of the temple

^onstuction details
Paved with tightly packed stones.

Eptgrapny/lconograhy
Hgunnes: uassicai venus & a native female Venus'; animal devouring a man; a dolphin; 6 birds (hawks & doves?). 2 small 
busts of Minerva. A hand and a foot - broken from statues. Also at least 4 plaques of Mars. 3 Inscriptions: 1) 'Adona' on 
rolled up gold leaf 2-3) fragments of probable dedications. Also 7 -10 bronze letters or fragments - many M & A.

Vletalwofk _________________________________
132 brooches, 28 bracelets, 32 finger rings, 54 pins, 35 beads, 15 other personal ornaments. 55 toilet articles, 19 martial 
items (inc. model items) & 12 items of priestly regalia (bronze chain, knives & possible head dress parts). Hundreds of 
pieces of miscellaneous metalwork, mostly bronze: Sheets with leaf markings, bell, keys, tubes, plates, handles, miniature 
anchor, plaques, pegs, leaves, binding, nails, trident torch holder, casting & ingots (bronze-working) + many more.

Coins
Many coins found (c.1500): A small number of British (inc. a rare gold issue) & Republican issues, then ranging from the 1st 
to late 4th century AD.

Miscellaneous items
Many items found including: Glass beads, bone counters, whetstone, antler fragment, bone inlay, bone bodkin, fragments of 
wall plaster & roofing slats & 4 spindlewhorls.

Bones
Many fragments of animal bones to the north of the temple in the same area as most of the votives, but unspecified species. 
A few oyster shells lay near the 3rd hearth in the early temple. Many more found elsewhere on the site.

range of pottery from 1st-2nd century Samian to a small quantity of Romano-British coarseware

Wain bibliography
Goodchild & Kirk 1954; Milne 1931; kirk 1949; Bagnal-Smith 1995, 1999.
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Site no

County
Kent

Sjtg^ information

_ Site name 
' Worth

Plan

An apparently isolated temple, although the surrounding 
area has not been examined. Poorly excavated with a 
brief publication.

[Site context
Rural - On rising ground overlooking the entrance to a water channel, c.3-4 km south of Richborough

Site chronology Excavation Date (s)
Uncertain. Possibly 2nd - 4th century AD? 1925

Site Grade
Tertiary

Temple: information

Stratigraphy Information
1

Finds

A substantial, yet apparently quite modest square Romano-Celtic temple, with some floor levels still intact. Poorly dated & 
recorded.

Temple position Temple date Temple size
Cella: c.5.5 x 5.4 m. (walls: 1.3-4 
m thick). Ambulatory: c.15.5 m 
sq. (Walls c.1 - 1.2m thick).

Very little is known about its position in relation to 
any surrounding structural features.

The only indication given of date was a 
mid 4th century coin on the cella floor & 
fragments of samian (1st-2nd century).

Temple construction details
Mortared chalk walls on unmortared foundations.

Temple entrance
Uncertain, but probably to the north east, overlooking the channel.

Temple interior
JThe flooring within the cella made of tiles & chalk (probably just the make up levels). Remnants of the cult statue found within the 
Ifloor.

Enclosure information
No enclosure recorded

Ancillary: information
No ancillary structure recorded

Bones: information
No bones recorded

General Artefact information
Parts of a larger than life size statue found in the cella floor, including a right hand clasping a spear & left hand resting on a 
shield. Thought possibly to be Minerva (Klein 1928) Also three model shields, one complete (Apparently from a 'Pre-Roman' 
ayer, although little further information is given), a bronze casting, iron key, spearhead & ferrule, chalk spindle-whorls and a knife 

with a handle. One coin of Constantius II recorded from the cella Unspecified Roman pottery & Samian ware.

Main bibliography
Klein 1928
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Site no Site name ~]
78 Wycomb

County ~]
Gloucestershire

Site information
An ill-defined temple in a large area of Roman occupation 
:hat may possibly have been a religious complex. 
3ossibly a LIA - Roman transition origin. Very poorly 
published.

S |an . .-, ..fa.. ••<"jj, ...-»„»„..., ..... . ,,- ,,,. ^

*-^, \ ^>>/r'/ m
H Th«»tr«7\ '&.$/ •

f/l _^m iy/ d ^f

I -n T /^¥^^ ^/e|
$ite context ••«—•••• ,,,,-r * ,TT?^~~TTr~~~~Z?^~~~^7~~^<
Either semi-urban (a small settlement), or a rural religious complex. Lies in upper reaches of Coin valley. At least 6 villas within 8- •, 
km & a possible road c.3-km to the east. j

SlWcfironblogy Excavation Date (s) '* ™' \
1 st - late 4th/early 5th century AD 1 863-4 & at various times in the 20th century. .

*••• > - • 3le~Grade~ \ [Stratigraphy [ (information ] [Finds ' " | •"" '""*"" :w*'
\ Tertiary j 1 I 1 I 2

I Temple: information j
|A two phase rectangular temple, the latter apparently of Romano-Celtic form. Very poorly recorded.

[Temple position Temple date Temple size
j Positioned in the centre of the 'settlement', 
Jsurrounded by roads and buildings.

1st: late 1st - ?early 3rd Century AD. 
2nd: 3rd - late 4th/early 5th century AD.

1st: 12.6 x 6.4 m 2nd: 13.5 m sq. 
overall.

Temple construction details
Both temples had masonry foundations. The 1st was a 2-celled structure, while the 2nd was probably Romano-Celtic, although a 
cella was not defined.

Temple entrance
Both to the east.

Temple interior
Unknown.

Enclosure information
The temple was believed to have been set within a temenos, but all details of this feature are lacking.

Ancillary: information
A possible theatre, bath house and a number of other structures have been identified, but not fully investigated. All possibly 
related to the religious use of the site.

Bones: information
The only animal bone mentioned was from late Roman fill in a ditch to the south (Burnham & Wacher 1990 201). No species 
recorded.

General Artefact information
Bronze statuette of a warrior god - probably Mars, 2 Genii Cucullati reliefs, & 2 small carved figures. Also a bronze miniature axe, 
late 4th century buckle, many worked flints & many other unrecorded finds, including agricultural tools. Over 500 coins, ranging 
from Flavian to Theodosian issues, late Roman calcite gritted pottery from the southern ditch is the only pottery recorded.

Wain bibliography
Lawrence 1864; Burnham & Wacher 1990
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